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F. 12746.

BY THE BOARD OP TRADE.

Pursuant to Seelitm 23 o/the Companies Act, 1867.

WHEREAS it has been proved to the Board of Trade

that The Musical Association (Incorporated 1904) which

is about to be registered under the Companies Acts, 1862 to

1900, as an Association limited by guarantee, is formed for the

purpose of promoting objects of the nature contemplated by

the 23r<3 Section of the Companies Act, 1867, and that it is

the intention of the said Association that the income and

property of the Association whencesoever derived shall be

applied solely towards the pnunotion of the objecte of the

Association as set forth in the Memoiandam ofAssociation of

the said Association and that no portion thereof shall be paid

or transferred directly or indirectly by way of dividend or

bonus or othemiae howsoever byway of profit to the merobers

of the said Association.

NOW THEREFORE the Board of Trade in pursuance

of the powers in them vested and in consideration of the

provisions and subject to the conditions contained in the

Memorandum of Association of the said Association as

subscribed by seven members thereof on the 14th day ofJune,

1904, do by this their Licence direct The Musical Association

(iNCOftFOBATBD 1904) to be registered with limited liability

without the addition of the word " Limited" to its name.

Signed by Order of the Board of Trade this 17th day of

June, 1904.

T. W. P. BLOMEFIELD
An Auitlant Seereiaiy to Ihf Board of Tradt,



COPY.

I

No. 81327.1

Certificate of 3ncorporation.

3 Ijereby Certify that the musical

Association {Incorporated 1904) the word Limited

being ontiUed by Licence of the Board of Trade is

this day Incorporated under the Companies Acts, 1862

to 1900, and that Company is Limited.

Given under my hand at London this Twenty-

second day of Julie, One Thousand Nine Hundred

and Four.

H. F. BARTLETT,
Rigitlnr a/yeint Stock CvmfanUt.



Tilt Companies Acts, 1862 to 1900.

Ztlnmcvanbnm of Association

THE MUSICAL ASSOCIATION
(IKCOHPORATED I9O4).

1, The name of the Company is " The Musicai. Associa-
tion (Incorporated 1904)."

2, The registered office of the Company shall be situated in

England.

3, The objects for which The Musical Association (Incor-

porated 1904.) is established are to do all or any of the following

things for the purpose of attaining the objects bo far aa
allowed by law, and observing and performing whatever may
be required by law in order legally to carry out such objects

—

(a) The reading of papers on subjects connected with the
art, science, theory, practice, composition, acoustics,

history of music and the construction of musical

instruments, with discussion of these subjects and
the giving of illustrations in reference to the papers

(b) To compile, publish and distribute a report of the

papers read 01 abstracts of the same, and abstracts of

the discussions in the form of a volume of
" Proceedings," together with a list of tbe Council,

officers and mambers, and a report of the progress of
the Association for the year.

(c) To establish, subsidise, promote, co-operate mth,
receive into union, become a member of, act OT
appoint trustees, agents or delegates for, control,

manage, superintend, provide monetary assistance to

or otherwise assist any associations, societies and
inBtitutions, incorporated 01 not incorpoiated, with
objects altogether or in part similar to those of The
Musical Association,

fp) To give roonetaiyaaaiBtancetoanyperson or persona
for the purpose of carrying out investigations of such
subjects OB are specified in puagraph <(a) and are

cognate thereto.

(b) To acquire offices, halls and other places of meeting,
and to form libraries of boolcs and music for the use
of the members.



(f) To Invnt all moneye of tbe ABsociation not imme-
diately required in Buch legal seeuritieB, or otherwise

ID such manner as may from time to time be
determined.

(g) To do all other cognate and lawful things aa are

incidental to the attainment of the above objects.

Provided that in case the Association shall take or
hold any property subject to the jurisdiction of the

Chanty Commissioners for England and Wales, the

Association shall not sell, mortgage, charge or lease

,anch property without auch consent aa may be
required by law; and as regards any auch property,

the managers or trustees of the Association shall be
chargeable for such property as may come into their

hands, and shall be answerable and accountable for

their own acts, receipts, neglects, and defaults, and
for the due administration of such property in the
same manner and to the same extent as ihey would,
as such managers or trustees, have been if no
incorporation had been effected

;
and the incorpora-

tion of the Association shall iiol diminish or impair
any control or authority i:x(;rci!,i:[iblc by the Chancery
Division or the Charily Commissioners ovtr such
managers or trustees, but they shali, as regards any
such property, be subject jointly and aeparately to

such control and authority as if the Association were
not incorporated. If die Aaaociation take, any
property on special trusts the Association shallonly
deal with such property in accordance with such

4. The income and property of the Association, whence-
aoever derived, shall be applied solely towards the attainment of

the objects of the Association as set forth in this Memorandum
of Association; and no portion thereof shall bo paid or
transferred, directly or indirectly, by way of dividend, bonus or

otherwiae howsoever by way of profit to the members of the

Aasociation. Providel that subject to the provisions con-
tained in clause 6 hereof nothing herein shall prevent the
payment in good faith, or remuneration to any officer or
servants of the Association, or subject to the provisions

hereinafter contained to any member of the Association, or
other person in return for any services actually rendered to the

Association.

5. The 4th paragraph of this Memorandum is a condition on
which a licence is granted by the Board of Trade to the
Associatlan In pursnBnce of section 23 of the Companies
Act, 1867.
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HEUOBAHDUH OF ASSOCUTIOH.

6. If any member of the Association paya or receives an;
dividend, bonus or other profit in contravention of the terms of

the 4t>i paragr&ph of this Memorandnm, his liabili^ shall be
unlimited.

7. Provided further, that no member of the Cooncil or
Eoveming body of the Association shall be appointed to any
salaried office or any office paid by fees, and that no
remuneration shall be given to any member of such Council or

governing body except repayment of out-of-pocket expenses,
and interest on money lent or rent for property demised to the

Association. If any payment shall be made to any member,
or any act done in contravention of the provisions of this

clause, the liability shall be unlimited of any member who
shall receive or make such payment or do such act after he
has been advise(3 in writing that it is contrary to the provisions

of this clause. Provided further, that this provision shall not

apply to any payment to any railway, omnibus, tramway, gas,

electric lighting, water, cable or telephone company of which
a member of the Council or governing body may be a member,
and such member shall not be bound to account for any ehare
of profits he may receive in respect of such payment.

8. Every member ofthe Association undertakes to contribute

to the assets of the Association in the event of the same being
wound up during the time that he is a member, or within one
year afterwards for payment of the debts and liabilities of the
Association contracted before the time at which he ceases to

be a member, and of the costs, charges and expenses of
winding-up the Association, and for the adjustment of the
rights of the contributories among themselves, such amount
as may be required not exceeding j^i sterling, or in case of his
liability becoming unlimited, sucti Other amount as m^ be
required in pursuance of the last preceding paragraph of this

Memorandnm.

9. If upon the winding-up or dissolution of the Association
there remain after the satisfaction of all its debts and
liabilities any property whatsoever, the same shall not be
paid to or distributed among the members of the Association,
but if and so far as effect can be given to the next provision,

shall be given or transferred to some institution established

with similar objects, as may ne oetermineo oy the members of
the Association at or before the time of dissolution, or in

default thereof by such ^udge of the High Court of Justice as

may have or acquire jurisdiction in the matter, and if and so
far as effect cannot be given to fluch provision then to some
charibUiIe object.

10. True accounts shall be kept Of the sums of money
lecdved and expended by the Association and the matter in



KBUOSAHDUU OP ASSOCI&XION.

regpect of which such receipt and expenditure tatei place, and
of the property, credits and liabilities of the AsBociation,
These accounts shall be open to the inspection ofthe memberB,
subject to any reasonable restriction as to the time and manner
of inspecting the same that may be imposed in accordance
with the regulations of the Association for the tirae being.

Once at least in eveiy year the accounts of the Association

shall be examined and the correctness ot the balance sheet
ascertained by one or more properly appointed Auditor or

Auditors.

NaUBS, AdDRBBBBS AMD 'DBBCRIpnOH Off SOBSCBlBBaB.

WilliAU Haymah CuuuiKds,
Sydcote, Rosendale Road, West DulWich, S.E.,

Mus. Doc, Principal of the Guildhall School of Music.

Joseph Percy Baker,

38g, High Road, Lee, S.E.,

Mus. Bsc. Durham.

Thomas Hbkry Yorxb Trotter,

103, Holland Road, Kensington, W.,
M.A., Mus. Doc Oxon,

Arthur Makinson Fox,

Brcndon, Teddington, Middlesex,

Uus. Bac. London.

Charx-es Maclean,

62, Drayton Gardens, London,
M.A. & Mus. Doc. Oxon.

Thomas Lba Sou^hqatb,

19, Manor Park, Lee, Kent,

Gentleman.

Walter Willson Cobbbtt,

40, Sydenham Hill, S.E.,

Director of Public Companies.

Dated this 14th day of June, 1904.

Witness to the above Signatures

—

Arthur T. Cummings,
Abchurch House,

Sherborne Lane,

London, E.C.,

Solicitor.



The Companies Acts, 1S62 lo igoo.

Articles of dissociation
OF

THE MUSICAL ASSOCIATION
(IwcoiiKmiMD 1904).

It is aokbsd as follows—

1. For the pnrpose of registration the number of members
of The Musical Association (Incorporated 1904) is declared

not to exceed joo.

2. These Articles shall bo construed with reference to

"The Compames Act, 1862," and "The Companies Act,
186^," and the tenns used in these Articles shall be taken as
taavug the aame respective meanings as they have when
used in those Acts.

3. The Musical Association (Incorporated rgo4) is estab-

lished for the purposes expressed in the Memorandum of

Association.

4. The Musical Association (Incorporated 1904) shall

consist of a President, Vice-Presidents, Ordinaiy Members
of the Council, Honorary Treasurer, Trustees, Auditors,

Secretaiy, Members, and Honoraiy Foreign Members.

5. All persons shall be eligible for Membership. Admission
of members shall be by ballot of the members. Every can-
didate for admission as a member shall be proposed by one
member, seconded by another, and his name with that of his

proposer and seconder shall be placed by the Secretary on
a notice paper which shall be sent to every member of the
Association seven clear days at least before ue next Ordinary
Meeting, The members assembled at the next Ordinaiy
Meeting shall ballot fororagainst the election of the candidate
and one black ball in Ave shall exclude.

(a) Members shall pay on election either a compounded
life subscription of ten guineas or a subscription not
exceeding one guinea, and thereafter an annual
subscription not exceeding one guinea to be paid on
the ist of November io each year. Life subscrip-

tions shall be invested in legal security in the names
of tmstees to be appointed by the Council. The
same trustees shall have power to hold other sums
accumulated by or accruing to the Association. The
amount of the 'annual snbsciiptions and life sub-

scriptions may be altered by special resolution only.
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X ARTICLES OF ASSOCIATION.

(b) HonoTaijr membership may be coDEerred on foreign

musicians residing abroad and distinguiahed in the
ait, science or literature of music, on uie nomination
oftibe Council, aubsequently approved by the members
present at anjr Ordinary General Meeting of the
Association. Honorary members shall not be
entitled to vote at any meeting.

(c) Any member' intending to resign his membership
shall signify his wish by notice in writing to the
Secretory on or before ttie ^ist of October in each
year, otherwise he shall be liable for his subscription

for tlie ensuing year. If such subscription be not
paid on or before the ist day of April Mowing the
defaulter shall cease to be a member of the Asaocia-

tion, and his name shell be erased from the list of
members.

6. The government and arrangement of the affairs of the
Association shall be vested in a Council consisting of a
President, Vice-Presidents, ten ordinary members of the

Association, with the following honorary oificers, viz.:—

a

Treasurer, Trustees, and Auditors.

(a) The President, Vice-Presidents and five ordinary
members of the Council shall retire at the end of each
year. The ordinary members of the Council to retire

at the end of the first and second year shall be deter,

mined by ballot, after that the ordinary members
who have been longest in office shall retire. All who
have served shall be eligible for re-election. No
member whose subscription is in ariear shall be
elected on the Council.

(b) At Council Meetings four shall form a quorum, and
the Chairman of the Meeting shall have a casting
vote in addition to his vote as a member of the

Council, in the event of the number of votes on a
division being equaL

(c) The Council may appoint sah-oommittees to consider

and carry out any business committed to them. And
the Council n)ay appoint such assistants as may he
required for the business work of the Association,

and at such remuneration as they shall from time to

time determine.

(d) The ofScial seal of the Association shall only be
affixed to documents ordered to be sealed by a
resolution of the Council and shall be so afBsed in

the presence of one member of the Council and
countersigned by the Secretary.



AHTtCLES OF ASSOCIATION.

7. The first President of tlie Association shall be Sir Hubert
Parry, Bart., M.A., D.C.L., Mus. Doc. Oxon., F.R.C.O.. Hon.
R.A.M., L.T.C.L., J.P., Fellow of the University of London,
Hon. Fell, Exeter College, Oxford, Professor of Music in the
University of Oxford, and Director of the Royai College of
Music, if he will consent to act.

8. The lirst Council shall consist of the following members
of the AsBociation or such of them as shall consent to act.

The Conocil and ofBcers of The Musical Asaodation for the
year 1904;—

President.

Six C. Hubert PAiis,y, Bart, M.A., D.C.L., Uns. Doc. Oxon.,
Cantab, et Dublin, Prof. Mas. Univ. OxK, Director of the
Koyal College of Music.

Viet-Prtsidents.

Adaus, William Qrylls, Esq., M.A., F.R.S., Professor

King's College.

Babry, C. a., Esq., M.A.
BosANQUET, R. H. M., Esq., M.A., F.R.A.S., F.C.S.
Bridge, Sir Frederick, M.V.O., Mus. Doc. Oxon., Organist

of Westminster Abbey, Gresham Prof, of Music, VtaU
Mus. Univ. Lond.

CuuMiNGS, W. H., Esq., Mus. D. Dub., F.S.A., Hon. R.A.M.,
Principal Guildhall School of Music.

Garcia, Manuel, Esq., M.D. (Hon.).
GoLDscBHiDT, Otto, Esq.
Macparren, Walter, Esq.
Maclbah, Charles, Esq., M.A., Mus. Doc. Oxon.
Prbndbrgabt, a. H, D., Esq., M.A.
Fbout, E., Esq., B.A. Lond., Mus. Doc. Dub. et Edin., Prof.

MuB. Univ. Dub.
Ratlbigh, Rt. Hon. Lord, M.A., F.R.S.
Stanford, Sir Charles Vilueks, Mus. Doc. Cantab, et

Oxon., M.A., D.C.L., Frof. Mus. Univ. Camb.

Elected Member).
COBBETT, W. W,, Esq,
Edqar, Clifford B., Esq., B.Sc., Mus. Bac. Lond.
Edwards, F. G., Esq., F.R.A.M,
Maitland, J. A. Fuller, Esq., M.A.
McNaoght, W. G., Esq., F.R.A.M., Mus, Doc. Cantuar,
Shinn, F, G., Esq., Mus. Doc. Dunelm.
SoiiTHGAiE, Thomas Lea, Esq.
Squirk, William Barclay, Esq., MA., F.S.A., P.R.G.S.
Stainer, J. F. R., Esq., M.A., B.C.L.
Webb, F. Gilbert, Esq,

Hon. Treasurer.

Clifford B. Edoar, Esq., Mas. Bac„ Wedderlie, Queen's
Road, Richmond, Surrey.



AUTICLBS OF ASSOCIATION.

Sir Psederick Bridob, M.V.0.
Otto Goldschhidt, Esq.

jf.
P. R. SiAiHBR, Esq., ACA., B.CL.

Hon. Auditors.

David Jaubs Blaiklbv, Esq.
Dr. C. BowDLER, C.B., &C.

Solietior.

Artkuk T. Cumuihos, Esq., Abchnrch House,
Sherborne Lane, E.C.

Secretary.

J. Percy Baker, Esq., 289, High Road, Lee, S.E.

Offices of the Musical Association.

Messrs, Bhoadwood & Sons, Ltd., Conduit Street, W.

g. The election of members of the Council (in accordance
with Article 6) and of the Honorary Treasurer and Honorary
Auditors, shall take place annually at the General Meeting of

memberB of the Association. In the event of the death or
resignation of any member of the Council or any officer, the
vacancy shall be forthwith filled up by the Council ; subject to
confirmation, where necessary, at the next General Meeting,
the persons elected to fill a vacancy shall retire at the date
when the person in whose place he shall be elected would
have retired.

The President and T^ce-Presidents shall be elected from
the members and shall be elected annually at the General
Meeting by the members of the Association for the time being
present at such meeting. Members desiring to nominate
fresh members to serve on the Council shall send the names
of their nominees with seconders to the Secretary at least

seven days before the date appointed for the meeting.

10. The first General Meeting shall be held not less than
one month nor more than three months after the registration

of the Memorandum of Association. A General Meeting of
the members, of which seven clear days' notice shall be given,

shall be held annually, when a report of the progress of the
Association shall be read, the duly audited accounts shall be
presented, and the election of such officers as are appointed

annually shall take place. The Ordinary Meetings of the

members for the reading and discussion of papers, the election

of members and transaction of other business shall be held as

often and at such times and places as the Council shall direct.

Provided that as regards any such meeting at which it is

proposed to ballot for members or transact business other than
the reading and discuasioa of papers the Secretary shell send
to the members seren clear days' notice stating thereon the
piacise nature ofthe bnsiness to be transacted.



11. An Extraordinary General Meeting of the merabera may
ba called by direction of tlie Council, or shall be called upon
requisition signed by not less than 30 membera of the
Association, such direction or requisition stating the object

for which such meeting is desired ; the Secretary ahall forth-

with issue a notice (together with a copy of the direction or
requisition) convening an Extraordinary General Meeting of

i

members to be held not less than seven or more than 3i days
after that date. At an Extraordinary General Meeting
15 members shall form a quorum, and no other basiness
than that specified in the direction or requisition shall be
considered.

la. No member whose anbscription is in arrear bIibII be
entitled to vote at any meeting of the Auociation. Sutgect
to this and the provision that no honorary member shall have
a vote each member shall have one vote.

13. Should a question arise as to the conduct of any
member of the Association, after an opportoni^ for explana-
tion has bean given to the mambar, the Council shall Inquire

into the matter, and if deemed desirable by a majori^ present
they may expel the member. Any member so expelled shall

have the right forthwith to appeal to an Extraordinary
General Meeting, when a majoriCy of two-thirds of those
jtresent shall be required to coniirm the expulsion.

14. Bye-laws, rulea and regulations may from time to time
be made by the Council for their own government and that of
the afhirs of the Association. The Council may from time to

time rescind, alter or vary the same. Such bye-laws, rules

and regulations so made from time to time shall remain in

force until rescinded or varied: Provided that, cKcjpt by a
special resolution, no bye-law, rule or regulation shall be made
which would amount to such an alteration or addition to the
Articles as could only legally be made by a special resolution.

15. The provisions of the Companies Act, igoo, as to audit
and Auditors shall be observed.

16. A notice may be served by the Association upon any
member, either personally or by sending it through the post in

a prepaid letter addressed to such member at his registered
place of address.

17. As regards those members who have no registered
address in the United Kingdom, a notice posted up in the
ofHces of the Association shall be deemed to be well served on
them at the expiration of twenty-four hours after it is posted up.

18. Any notice required to be given by the Association
to the members, or any of them, and not expi^ssly provided
for by these presents, shall be sofBciently given if given by
advertisement.
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ig. Any notice rcqniied to be or which maj be given hy
advertisement shall be adveitiBed once in two London
newspepcrs.

20, Any notice sent by post ehall be deemed to have been
served on the day following th^t on which the envelope or
wrapper containing the same is posted, and in proving such
Bervice it shall be Eufficient to prove that the envelope or
wrapper containing the notice was properly addieased and pot
into Uifl post office.

Nahe9, Addresses, and Descrift[OK qf Subscribers.

William Hayman Cumuings,
Sydcote, Rosendale Road, West Dulwich, S.E.,

Mus. Ooc., Principal of the Guildhall School of Music.

Joseph Pesct Bakbr,

389, High Road, Lee, S.E.,

Mus. Bac. Durham.
Thouas Hbhrt Yores Trottek,

103, Holland Road, Kensington, W.,
M.A., Mus. Doc, Oxon.

Arthur Makinson Fox,

Brendon, Teddington, Middlesex,

Mus. Bac. London.

Charles Maclean,

62, Drayton Gardens, London,

M.A. & Mus. Doc. Oion.

ThouAS Lea Souihqate,
ig, Manor Park, Lee, Kent,

Gentleman.

Walxbk Willsoh Cobbbtt,

40, Sydenham Hill, S.B.,

Director of Public Companies;

Dated this I4tb of June, 1904.

Witness to the above Signatures

—

Akthux T. Cduuinos,
Abdiuich House,

Sherborne Lane,

London, E.G.,

Solicitor.
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THE MUSICAL ASSOCIATION
FOUNDED MAY 29, 1874

(INCORPORATED 1904).

Off COSNBCTIOK WITH TUB IHTEBNATIONAL MUSICAL SOCIETT.}

FOR THE INVBSTIQATION AND DISCDS8IOK OF SUBJECTS
CONNECTED WITH THE ART AND SCIENCE OF MUSIC.

PRESIDENT.
Sir C. HuBBRT H. Parry, Bait., C.V.O., M.A., D.C.L., Mu8. Doc, Oion.,

Caniab., Dublin et Leeds, Director of ibe Royal College of Muiic.

VICE-PRESIDENTS.
Adaus, WcLLiAu GBXI.I.S, Esq., M.A.,F.R.S., PtoTesnrKins^Catlege.
Barry, C. A„ Esq., M.A.
BOSABQUET, R. H. M., Esq., M.A., F.R.A.S.. F.C.S.
Bridoe, Sir Frederick, M.V.O., M.A., Mus. Doc, Onon,. OiRanist of

Westminster Abbey, Gresham Prof, of Miisig., Prof. Mus. Univ. Land.
CuMsiiNG^, W, H.. E^q., Mua.D., Dub., F.S.A.. Hon. R.A..M., Principll

Guildhall School of Music.
Mackenzie, Sit Alexanmk C, Mua.D., St. Andrews, Cantab, el Edin.,

LL.D., D.C.L.. Sc., Priucipal of the Royal Academy of Music.
Maclean, Charles, Esq., M..\., Mus. Doc, Oxon.
Presderqast, a, H. D„ Esq., M.A.
Phdut, E., E9q..B.A., Lond., .Mus. Doc, Dnb.et Edin,, Prof. Hub. Uoiv.Dnb.
Rayleeoh, Rl. Hon. Lord, M.A , F.R.S.
SouTHOATE, Thomas Lea, Esq., D.C.L.
Stamford, Sir Charles ViLLiniiS, Mus. Doc, Cantab,, Oxon. et Leeds, MA.

D.C.L., Prof Mus. Univ. Camb.

ORDINARy MEMBERS OF COUNCIL,
COESETT, W. W., Esq.

Edoar, Clifford B., Esq., B.Sc., Mus.Bac., Lond.
LiTTLBTOH. Alfred, Esq.
Lloyd, C. Harfobd, Esq., M.A., Mus.Doc, Oion.
Maitland.J. A. Fuller, Esq., M.A.
McNauqht, W. G., Esq., F.R.A.M., Mus. Doc, CaDlnar.
Shimh, F- G., Esq., Mus. Doc, Dunelm.
S<iu1R», W. Barclay, Esq., M.A., F.S.A., F.R.G.S.
STAtmK, J.F. R., Esq., M.A., B.C.L,
Wbbd, F, QtUEBT, Esq.

TRUSTEES.
BIr Fredirici Bridob, M.V.O.

| J. A. Fullbr Maitlahd, Eiq., MJl.

J. F. R. Staimbr, E|q., MjL, B.C.L.

HON. TREASURER.
CuraoRD B, Bdoar, Esq., Uae. Bsc, Wedderlie, Queen's Road, Rtdunaad,

Surrey.

HON. AUDITORS.
David James Blaikley, Esq.

Arthur M. Fox, Eiq., Mus. Bac, Land.
JAUBS E. Matthew, Esq.

HON. SOLICITOR.
ARTHUlt T. COHMltlas, Esq.

SECRETARY.
J. Pbrct Bamr, Bsq.,mii(m House, LongI«y Road, Tooting Onvanay, S.W,



HONORARY FOREIGN MEMBERS.
Adler. Prof. Dr. Guido (Vienna).

Gevacn. Monsieur F. A. (Bruasels).

RIenunn, Dr. Hugo, Mu>. Doc., Ed in., Phil.D., G5Uingen (Leipslc).

Stiidiot, Monsieur Eugene (Madtag).

LIFE MEMBERS.
A.R.A.U. {StertUu^),

oianquel, R.
Co^en, Oxon.(71»-pMti((M(),

Bragden, F. B., Esq.
ClaA«, Sii Ernest, M.A,

•Lali
it.jDh A.M.

iq., LL.D., M.A,, Mna. Bac, Canlab., J. P.

'•snarp, H. Granville, Eiq., M.A., Oxon.
Shion, Frederick G.. Esq., Mua. Dac.,Diinelm., A.R.C.U., F.S.C.O.
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THE MUSICAL ASSOCIATION.
FOUNDED 1874. INCORPORATED 1904.

REPORT.

The Annual Gbnbrae. Mbbting of Mbkbeks was held

ON TVBBDAT, NOVBMBBE ig, I907, AT THE KiNO'S

Room, Messrs. Broadwood's, Cohduit Streeti W.

Dr. W. H. CniiiutHQSiin the Chair.

The follouing Seport 0/ thi Council woi naif by the Sicniary .—

The Council have pleasure ia pcesecting their Report and

Statement of Accounts for the 3yd Sesdon.

Papers h&ve been read by the Rev. F. W. Galpin

(illustrations by Mr. Martin), the Kev. Henry Cart '4e

Lafontaine (illustrations by Seiior Arbos, Senor Rubio, Seizor

Sobrino, Mr. Bridge and Mr. Morris}, Miss Emily R. Daymond

(illustrations by Miss Fyans, Miss Everest, Mr. Stubbs,

Mr. Chignell, Mr. James Frisliin and a small band o[ strings),

Mr. James E. Matthew. Dr. T. H. Yorke-Trotter, Dr. C. W.
Pearce, Dr. J. E. Borland (illustrations by Miss Oswyn Jones

and Mr. Daniel Price), and by Dr. H. A. Harding (iiiustrations

by Dr. E, Markbam Lee). The Council desire to record

their thanks to the above lecturers and to those ladies and

gentlemen who kindly asasted them with the illustrations.

The annual volume of Proceedings containing the above

Papers is now complete.



XX RBFORT.

The attendance at the meetings and the interest displayed

in the Papers have increased in a very satia^ctorf manner,

The Council have to record, with deep regret, the loss by

death of Mr. Otto Goldschmidt and Dr. J. E. Culwick.

Mr. Goldschmidt was an original memher, and for many

years a Vice-President of the Musical Association, in the

welfare of which he took the deepest and most active interest,

and up to within a short time of his death also discharged

the duties of Trustee. He also frequently took part in the

discussions at the meetings. Dr. Culwick had also been a

member for several years, and although the distance at which

he resided from London prevented his attending the meetings,

he maintained his interest in the proceedings of the

Association, before which he had, on one occasion, read a

Paper.

The finances of the Association have warranted the

purchase of £ioo of Consols (s^ per cent. Annuities}, thus

blitzing np the invested funds to £600.

The Annual Dmoer, which was held at the Criterion

Restaurant on November 30, igo6, was again hi^y
successful. Sir C. Hubert H. Parry, Bait., occupied the

chaii, and there were iig present. An excellent programme

of music was peiformcd by Miss Fannie Wood, Madame

i:^y Henkel, Mi. John Saunders, Mr. Waldo Warner,

Mr. E. A. Yonge and Mr. C. Crabbe.

Dr. T. X~ Southgate having been transferred to the list of

Vice-Pie^ents at the last General Meeting, the Council

filled up the vacancy tlius created by the Section of

Mr. Alfred H. Littleton.

The President, Vice-Presidents, Hon. Officers, and five

Ordinary Members of Coundl—Mr. Cliffibrd B. Edgar,

Mr. Alfred H. Littleton, Mr. J. A. Fuller Maitland, Dr. F. G;

Shinn and Mr. J, F. R. Stainer—-retire from o&ce in rotation.

They ofier themselves for re-election.
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REPORT. X6

Mr.James £. Matthew moved, and Mr. A. H. D, Fiendergast

seconded, the adoption of the Report, which was carried.

The Hon. Treasurer presented the Balance Sheet duly

audited and attested. Dr. Southgate moved, and

Hr. J. F. R. Stainer seconded, that it be passed, which was

agreed to.

The Cba&man moved " That the retinag officers whose

names had been submitted to. the members be re-elected."

This was seconded by Mr. Oliver D. Belsham and carried

unanimously.

Dr. Southgate proposed, and Dr. Maclean seconded,

"That Mr. Arthur M. Fox, Mas3., Lond., be elected a

Third Auditor." This was carried unanimously.

A vote of thanks was then passed to the President, Council

and Officers for tbax services during the past year>
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THE MUSICAL
Founded 1874.

Income and Expenditure from

St. £ ,.d. £ t. d.

Nov. I. To BaUoce in Hand 134. iS a

• Sobactiplion* :

—

• 1906-1907 (17S) iSS IS o

13071908(3) .,. 3 J o

LikU) >o » o

- Sale of FreccedingB

- Receipta (be Dinner, Nov., 1906 {11

- Intcinationaie Muukgeaellacbaftic

SnbKripdoni igos-igof (i)

igo4.igas <i)

1905-1906 (sJ

tgae-igojiM)

1907-1908 (I)

ASSETS. £ I. d.

;£6oo xi% AnnnitiM 491 d o

Slock ofVolumes of Fraceedingl Bo o o

Stationary and Plate* ^. 7 10 0

NatotDrawen - 3 S >

SeadinEDeak t 10 o
Bladcboatd md Batel '50
Ballot Box _ ... o 13 o

Caah Balance

~

... 74 11 i

£^ I
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ASSOCIATION.
Incorporated, 1904.

November i, igo6, to October 31, 1907.

<&x.

By Printing tnd SCadoiiei? :—

Hov«Uo A Co., Ltd. (ProceediagB)

- (CiicnluB and Postagea)

W. Frawr (Miscellaneous Piintlng)

J. H, Broad & Co. (Rcceipl Books and Stalioner

Reponer'tPee ...

Lecture Bipenns

(Se

. Salary of Sccictary

Expenses of Dinner, Nov., ]

Meurs. Spiers & Pond

Aititti' EipenBCB

PnTchue of jfgg iga. 6d. Annnitk

• TreamteiBofltMl.M.O.

• Balance in Hand

CLIFFORD B. EDGAR,
Hon. Tuaiurcr.

Id RccordiDce irifli lha ptoririoni of the Companiea Act, 1900, we certify Ihu
all OUT leqnlrementau AndltorB ham been complied with.

We beg to report that we hava Andiled the above Accooot*, and In our qpinioo

neb AGcoantt are properly dimwn np, id ai to exbiint a tnie and comet view of

the state of the AnodatuD'i affiUn, u ibown the Booka of (be Anodation.

D. J. BLAIKI-EY.

J. E. MATTHEW.
LondtH, Setmter 13, 1907.



NOTICE.

Papers or short communications for the Monthly Meetings
are received from or through Members ; these and Euggestions
as to suitable subjects and capable writers will be gladly
considered by the Council. If desired, such papers can be
read an behalf of the authors.
Members are desired to make the Association and its objects

as widely koown as possible. The Secretary will forward
Prospectuses and Nominalion Forms on application.

Members preferriiii; t(i do so ta:: pay their subscriptions
through their Bankers, A form Tor this purpose may be
obtained of the Hot;. 'I're^isnrKr.

Any change of address should be prompfly notified to the

Secrelai^, as occasional complaints of the non-receipt of books
and notices are usually traceable to either old or insufficient

addresBes.

SPECIAL NOTICE.

At a Special General Meeting held on February 13, igoo,

the following Resolution was passed : " That the Council be
and ia hereby authorised to add to the title of the Musical
Association on its publications and prospectuses till further

notice the words In connection with the International

Musical Society.'

"

The English Committee of the latter Society (International

Musical Society) consists of : Sir Alexander Mackenzie
{President), Dr. W. H. Cummings (Vice-President), Sir

Hnbert Parry, Bart., Sir Frederick Bridge, Sir Charles

Stanford, Mr. Granville Bantock, Mr. E. J. Dent. Mr. Clifford

B. Edgar, Mr. W. H. Hadow, Dr. Charles Maclean, Mr. J.A.
Fuller Maitland, Dr. W. G. McNaught, Mr. S. Myerscough,
Professor Niecks, Professor Prout, Mr. W. Barclay Squire.

The Society publishes a monthly Journal and quarterly

-Magazine, employing four languages, with the object of

promoting intercb^ge between different countries ofinfomia-
tion and opinions concerning the history, art, and science of

Papers read before the .Musical Association will, in addition

to ordinary publication in the Musical Association's own
Proceedings volume, be published also in the pages of the

International Musical Society, if accepted for that purpose.

Owing to the long-standing position of the Musical

Association, members thereof are admitted as members of

the International Musical Socie^ on very special terms,

which can be ascertained Irom the Secretac; ot the Musical

Assodation.



NovEHiBR ig, 1907.

W. H. CUMMINGS, Esq., Mos.D., F.S.A.,

VlCB-PrBS IDEN T,

In THE Chair,

CHIMES.

By W. W. Starmer, F.R.A.M.

On two previous occasions I have had the pleasure of

addressing the Members of this Association tin tlic Subjtct of

bells, and I have vt'ntiired to cijon^n for consideistioii this

evening another aspect of the same subject in wiiich there is

a great deal to be done by musicians, and which is of much
iateiest to them.
This sulq'ect: of Chimes is one wliich should claim the

BttenUon of all who are interested in music ; and jet it has
been so much neglected, that at the present time very little

information is available and none in any collective form.

My object in this, aa in my previous lectures, is to place
before musicians the musical capabilities of bells, and, if

possible, to arouse interest and induce study, so that when
advice is required in sucli matters the musician shall be the
adviser instead of the maker of the machinery, who generally

knows all about his work, but not necessarily much about
music, fn nearly every instance those who have written

on such matters have invariably placed the mechanical

before the musical considerations, and even Lord Grimthorpe,
who did such admirable work in connection with clocks and
bells, fell into this error.

Another object in selecting such a subject as Chimes, is to

place on record information I have had the privilege of
collecting, and which in my opinion is worthy of a prominent
place in the history of quarter-chimes and c^ime tunes. In
many instances this information has been obtained with much
difficulty, although one would have thought that a few lines

in reply on a postcard would not be a too exacting request to

make to those who have the deured infonnation in their

pOEsesnon.
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2 Chiiues.

My original intention was to deal with continental chimes
as well as with those of our own country, and this would have
completed the third and last section of my researches in

connection with bells, but 1 found the ground to be covered
so extensive that the time at my disposal this evening will

only allow of English chimes being dealt with, and even then
much of the information must be considerably curtailed.

To beg^n with, the origin of the word "cluinB" is somewhat
obscuie, btit is undoubtedly connected vith the Latin
"cymbalmn"—old German "nmbd"—"a Ginall bell stmck
by a hammer." This is interesting in view of the fact that
an^Chin^ in the sha^ of an elaboiate musical settin({ for

chimes is most effectively played on bells of compaiatively
small size, with the occasional use of the larger ones.
The definitions of the word are :

—

(i.) A set of bells in a tower.

(a.) A series of musical sounds, or tune, played mechanically
or otherwise on such a set of btUs.

There is very little infcirmalioii a:, to when chimes were
first used, the only records being found in ancient church
accotintsand such documents in which mention is occasionally

made of repairs to the chiming apparatus. These show that
they were common in the middle of the 15th and in general

use during the i6th century.
There seems to be no doubt that chimes in the first

instance were played by hand. The different hours of the

day were originally announced in the same way. Many
years b.c. a mechanism was used in connection with the
clepsydra, by which a weight was released at the hour and
struck a bell. This is the earliest record of what may be
called a " striking clock," although it was very many
centuries afterwards that a working part was invented to

play quarter-chimes, and later on, chime tunes, as we are

accustomed to hear them.
Mechanical figures for strilticg the quarters and hours on

bells were in use some time before the introduction of clock
dials, and seem to have been vexy popular. Before 1298
there was a clock at St. Paul's Cathe^al with such figures.

Decker calls them " Paul's Jacks." Ha also says: "The
time of St. Paul's goes truer by five notes than uie chimes
of St. Sepulchre's Church." The word " jack " seems to be
derived from the word "jaccomarchiadus," i.e., " a man in a
suit of armour." These old figures were always represented
as bdng clothed in a suit of maiL
The earliest mention of chimes known to me, other

than that previously mentioned, is in 1432, when " Richard
Roper was paid ^od. for mending the chymes in Norwich
Cathedral." John Baret, in his will dated 1463, left mon^
to repair the chimes of the parish church of Bury (Suffolk).



Chimes.

In England at this date there is no doubt that chimeSwera
played on a small number of bells, but on the Continent a
large number were used for this purpose. Dunkirk had
a carillon of extensive compass in 1437, and Alost in 1487.

Chime mechanism was mvented soon after the advent of

weight clocks. When these weight clocks were first made,
many kinds of mechanism were introduced to indicate the
flight of time, such as performing figures, crowing cocks, &C
Peter Lightfoot, that clever Abbot of Glastonbury, was one
of the earliest, if not the earliest maker of such clocks (l335}>

Soon after this they were made on the Continent.

In all probability quarters were first indicated by a " jack "

on a single bell, and later by two " jacks " on two bells, the

notes of which were a 2nd, 3rd, 4th or 5th apart. Such
quarters would now be known as ding-dong or ting-tang

quarters, and from their introduction to the present time
have been more extensively used than, any Others in this

country.
It might here be noted that quarter-chimes and chime

tunes in England consist of melody only, whereas on the
Continent the bells are used a great deal in combination,
being frequently heard in chords of three, four, or more notes.

Many of these sounds are redundant, as in most cases bells

cannot be heard to better advantage than when they are
played in two or three parts.

Now that the art of bell-tuning has been mastered and
brought to such a state of perfection by Messrs. Taylor, of
Loughborough, there is not the slightest reason why our clock

chiiaes should not play harmonised settings of well-known
tunes as on the Continent. Of course there are at present

few carillons of sufficient compass to permit of this, but such
deficiency can be easily remedied at a comparatively small
cost, as bells for carillon use are cheaper than those ciist for

ringing purposes—partictUarly the smaller bells. A satisfac-

tory set of bells for chime purposes of one and a-half octaves'

compass, chromatic (twenty notes), tenor weighing about
5 cwt., would cost about ^^"350 at the present market price of

metal. Small bells in which the hum notes are perfectly in tune

with the strike notes and nominals, have the same efftct as bells

of very much larger size and greater weight tuned according
to the common method: in fact, the tinkling noise of an
ordinary small bell becomes a sonorous musical note when
this finer method of tuning is employed. The limited

compass of peals of bells for ringing purposes, and their

thickness proportions, render them unsuitable for chord
playing, as there is very little harmonic varied possible, and
the notes are so close t^ether ttat Qiek partial tones
nterftts with each other In a moat unpleasant manner. In
any case the music to be ^yed on bells In combination at
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4 Chimts.

all times requires veiy car«ful airangement, and special

knowledge of the peculiar characteristics of bells and their

Probably the hour was first Strudc, then the half-hour was
indicated, and later the quarters were clumed. The latter

system obtains in this country, but on the Continent a further

sub-division is frequentlymade midway between each quarter,
so that the chimes play eight times during the hour. This of

course makes a very much greater demand on the chime
barrel and mechanism, as will readily be appreciated when I

tell you that at the present time at Malines the chime
mechanism plays 48,000 notes every twenty-four hours.

DiNC-DoNC OR Ting-Tang Quarters.

These ttre the most undent of all quarter-chimes, md are
played on two bells which are at the interval of a major or

minor and, major or minor 3rd, perfect 4th or perfect 5th,

thus:—

1st Qaarter. and Quarter. 3rd Quarler.

Hour, Hour.

In every instance the two bells are played once for the first

quarter, twice for the second, three times for the third, and
four times for the fourth.

They are not of much mu^cal interest, but possess the

merit of bdng much less expensive than any other chimes on
more notes. About thirty-dght per cent, of the chiming
docks made during the past tmrty years play tliese quarters.
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Whittihgton ChiUBS.

In its oldest form there is no doubt that this chime was on
six bells. The earliest reference to the Whittington tune or
chime is in Shirley's " Constant Maid," Act 11., Scene ii.,

where the following is to be found ;
" Six belis in every

steeple, And let them all go to the city tune 'Tom again,
Whittington'" (1640). Whittington, by the way, was
Lord Mayor of London in 1354.
The tune is also found in D'Urfey's (1653-1733) "Wit and

Mirth, 01 Pills to Purge Melancholy." It consists of two
phrases, which particularly lend themselves for use ae quarter-
chimes :

—

TBI QUI TOM* "TUBH AOAIH WhITTINQTOK," ON WHICR IBB ANCUHl

6 Belli.
^^^^ FODNDED,

J r r I'r I

' ^ N f r i

^"^^^

r h I
III

I rf^
It is with Bow Church that the WHtdngton tradition is

connected, and if the dunu was played In ttie ordinary way
by the clock mechanism it must have been in existence before
the Great Fire in 1666, as the old six-bell tune has not been
played by the clock since that date.

In 1905 Sir Charles Villiers Stanford wrote a new set of

quarter diimes for the ring of twelve bells now in the tower,

based on the ancient six-bell tune. These are excellent, and
bring into use eleven out of the twelve bells ; but the fact

that they require a diatonic sequence of twelve notes trill

only permit of their being used in a few churches. Here are
th^ chimes :

—

»t Quarter. and Quarter.

Whittington chimes, commmly so called, are to be fbtmd
almost exdusively on domestic docks, and vary considerably

as to the notes played and the number of hells employed.

Dlgilized liy Google
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4lli Quarter,

4 th Quarter.



First erected in St. Mary's Church (the Great), Cambridge,

[793-1794. In their proper form (they require a peal of tea
bells) the hour bell should be the octave of the third of the
quarter-chimes. They are frequently played on six- or eight-

bell peals ; but musically these are very unsatisfactory, as in

both instances the hour bell—Nos. 6 and 8 respectively

—

leaves an incomplete efiect on the ear, paiticularly in the
latter case.
In ft recent letter to me, Sir' WiUter Farratt has expressed

himself thus anent Cambridge Quarters on six and eight
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bells :
" You will do all musical people a service by pointing

out the unsuitability of tha Cambridge Quarters for eight bells.

I have su&ered many things this summer. When the hour
is the tenor of a peal of six this leaves one with the uncom-
Ibrtable 6-4, feelii^ ; when the hour is the tenor of a peal
of eight it is cacophonous." With this I most cordially

agree.
It is curious that these melodious chimes were in use at

Cambridge for over half a century before they attracted any
attention. They were first copied at the Royal Exchange,
IiOndoQ, in 1845. The groups of four notes were not changed,
but the sequence was altered) and the arrangement was
certainly no improvement on the ori^nal :

—

3rd Quarter,

4th Qnuier.

In 1859-1860 the Cambtidgo Chimes ivcrc copied for the

quarter chimes at the Houses of Parliamenl, since which
tune they have become popular, so much so that out of the

whole of the chiming clocks erected in churches and other

Sutdic buildings, bv the three largest firms in the kingdom
uring the past thirty years, over tAiOy per cent, have been

made with Cambridge Quarters. This wholesale reproduc-
tion, more often than not in a mutilated form, is much to be
regretted. Only the other day a musical friend of mine wrote
to rae that no less than seven public clocks within hearing
distance of his residence played these quarter chimes, and, as
far back as 1895, Sir John Stainer, writmg with respect to the

Tennyson Chimes at 'Freshwater, ei^resscd himself thus:

—

" You will be doing a kindness in tunung out the Westminster
Chimes, of which everybody is heartily uck."
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Another arraDgement of these quarters was made by the
late Lord Grimthorpe for Doncaster parish church—these are
known as Doncaster Quarters :

—

Tst Quaner. lad Qaixtet.

The alteration made was for purely mechanical reasons,

which to him were at all times paramount. In his work on
"Clocks, Watches, and Bells," in speaking of certain

arrangements available for ding-dong quarters, he says that
*' there should be a longish interval of time between the
quarters and the hour, viliich savti the ear from being offended

with the want of the proper musical interval."

The history of the Cambridge Quarters is certainly most
interesting, and for all the facts relating to this we are
entirely dependent on the testimony of Mr. Amps, of
Cambridge, who related the particulars in his correspondence
on the subject with the late Dr. Raven in tSGi. Here it is,

in Dr. Raven's own words:

—

"The history of these beautiful chimes, the melody of
which has been copied over and over again, is well worth
preserving. I am mdebted for it to Mr. Amps, the onanist
of King's College. About the time of these ii^rovements
Dr. Jowett was R^ius Professor of Laws, and Dr. Randall
Regius Professor of Music, and Crotch and Pratt, then mere
lads, were his pupils. Jowett was an expert mechanician and
took the warmest interest in the new clock the University
had decided to put up. He appears to have been consulted

^ the authorities and to have taken Crotch into his counsels.

The latter may be credited with having taken a portion of

the phrase from the fifth bar of Handel's ' I know that my
Redeemer liveth," and by a system of variations, not unworthy
of Fabian Stedman, expanding it into this musical chime. It

was said by Pratt, that when the chimes were first heard
they were thousht so strange that they were nick-named
Jowett's Hornpipe.' Very few, except those who bad known
Crotch, were aware that he had anything to do with fheir

compoution."
On domestic docks, Cambridge Cbimes on ei^t bells are

frequently met with. They are merdy ringers' changes, and
oftoi are exactly the same as those which do dnty for
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Whittington Chimes on eight bells as already mentioned.
Odb clockmaker I know of, on beiag told that these eight-

bell changes were not the proper Cambridge Qiuuter
Chimes, ceplied that be had m&de a mistake and tliat they
ought to have t>een called Oidbrd Chimes

!

Magdai£n CmuES, Oxford.

First erected in 1713. These chimes are quite unique, and
fasdnating to many on account of their indefinite rhythmic
progressioii. Considering their beauty, it is extraordinary

that they are not more frequently beard. As &r as I have
been able to ascertain they have only been cofned at

Speldhnrst, Kent :—

lit Qiiuter. ind Quurter. 3rd Qnarter.

4th Quarter. Hour.

Guildford Chiubs (Holy Trinity Church).

Composed by George Wilkins, organist of St. Nicholas's

Church, Guildford. He was a pupil of Hopkins, and wrote a
number of services, anthems, and some excellent hymn tunes.

The chimes were originally set up in Holy Trinity Church in

1843. First copied at Chard, and for a time called Chard
Chimes, they have also recently been put up at Bournville,

Inhhrgborough, Macclesfield and Northleach. For an
eight-bell quarter chime, in my opinion they are tlie best yet

written :

—

ut Quarter. znd Quarter.
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Norwich Cathedral Chiues.

Here i

lusual. The present chimes were composed by the
Rev. E. S. Medley, Precentor of the Cathedral (1874-1877),
who was awarded the prize offered by Dean Gouldbum for

the best set of chimes to suit the five bells. They were set

goingj on the new clock in 1876. They are most effective,

and, in this parttculai style, as good as it is possible to write

on the five available notes :—

-

In Biltn Iirael.

Tbnnyson or Carfax CutMRs.

The following account is quoted from the Oxford Times
of July 33, 1S98:—
"Sit John Stainer has kindly given us some interesting

details with regard to the new chimes to be used for the dock.
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Some years ago the Rev. Dr. Merriman, Vicar of Freshwater,
wrote to Sir John to the effect that a new clock was about
to be erected in hb parish church, and he wished for a new
set of chimes for six bells, in order that he might avcnd

adopting the hackneyed Westminster Chimes. Sir John
Stamer promptly wrote a set of chimes, and sent them to his

friend at Freshwater on the stipulation that they were to be
put in without comment, and kept going for a year or two to
see if the parishioners liked them. The people are attached

to them, and would not part with them for worlds,' was the

verdict some years later, and when Sir John Stainer was
asked by Mr. Jackson to write a set for six bells for Carfax
tower, he replied that he could not improve on the set he
!iad written for Dr. Merriman, and which had, moreover,
satisfactorily undergone the test of use. Thus it comes about

that the chimes to be used at Cariax are the same as those
which have given so much pleasure to the Freshwater folks.

In consequence of the connection between Freshwater and
Lord TennysoD, Dr. Merriman had named the chimes after

the great poet, but now that they have been brought to

OxSxdj and as they were composed by the Oxford Professor

of music. Sir John Stainer wishes them to be known in future

as the * Carfax Chimes.'

"

Whoever was responsible for this account was evidently

not aware of the true facts respecting these chimes.
Sir John Stainer did not write one note of them. Messrs.
Smith & Sons, of Derby, submitted several sets of five-bell

chimes to him for approval, to be erected at Freshwater, Isle

of Wight, for his friend Dr. Merriman, the rector there. He
chose the set just quoted as Tennyson, or Carfax Chimes, but
suggested that the hour chime should end on G, using the

second group of the third quarter, but altering none of

the notes. Here are his own words with reference to this

:

" I think the five-bell chimes (No. 3 of the seta yon sent me)
will be charming if vou can make them end on G instead

of A at the close of1^ hour clume, thus:—

' If you can arrange this, I think you will have a charmiog set

of chimes and, as far as I know, unique."
This alteration was made, and in his next letter he writes

thus :
" I like the cbWes as you now send them very much.

I am sending a copy of them by this post to Dr. MerrimaD."

I cannot say whether the other particulars contained in

the account are accurate, but I know of nothing to the

instead of
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contrary, and I am glad to have had the opportunity of

correctiDg such a flagrant error, especially in connection with

such au honoured name as the late Sir John Stainei's.

Up to the present these chimes have been erected at

Uppineham, and Maralhi (Ireland).

it wUI be noticed that tne tenor bell is used for the hour
and not at all in the quarters, also that the alteration

sugfpsted by Sur John is merely a transposition of one
section of the chime.

Abbey Chimes, Four Augustus, N.B.

Bells and dock by Messrs, Gillett, of Croydon. Chimes
erected in 1880 and arranged from the Short Responsory
in Eastertide, used at Lauds and Vespers in the Monastic
Rite:—

Sbiic1« FBter. BsnedldtB. folecede. Pro noUi.

Chiubs at B. C Chuach, Cahbbidoe.

iM QoBrter. znd Quarter.
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The bells are by Messrs. T^lor, of Loughborough, 1896,
and the chime mechamsm by Messrs. Smith, of Derby. Tbe
quarter chimes were arranged by the Rev. Canon Scott,

D.D., horn " Alleluia," sun^ on Holy Saturday, and have
been copied eX the Redemptionist Church, Dundalk.

Cantsrbury Cathedral Chimes.

Former^ there were only ting-tang quarters, but in

iSgy quarter chimes on five bells were put in. They
were arranged by the Rev. I-'redk. J, O. Helmore, Precentor of
the Cathedral [to commemorate the thirteenth centenary of
the Cathedral, landing of St. Augustine, etc.] on the notes
of the eighth Gregorian tone—a particularly appropriate
melody, as St. Augustine was made first Archbishop <d
Canterbury by Pope Gregory I.

STU GitBCOUUt
lEt Quaner. lad Qoanar- 3rd QnartM. Tout.

Beverley Minster Chimes.

A very fine peal of ten bells by Messrs. Taylor, of
Loughborough, igoi. Clock and chiming machinery by
Messrs. Smith, of Derby, 1902. The quarter chimes were
arranged by the Rev. Canon Nolloth in such a way that the
different length and ending of each strain should make it easy
to tell what quarter it denotes, that the full compass and
range of the whole ten bells would be brought out, and that
anything like a tune is avoided:

—

and Quarter (founded upon the 3rd Qaarler Chime at All Salnia', Detby},
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7i lona.

Chime Mkchan.sm.

The andent chime machinery is very simple, and consists

of a. weight-driven barrel, sometimes as large as three feet in

diameter, generally made of wood, into which pins are fixed

on exactly the same prindplB aa in the barrel of a musical
box. A primitive snbstitute for the chime bairel was the
trunk of a tree into which spikes were driven.

The pins in the chime barrel pulled down levers which
lifted the hammers with which they were connecled by wires,

and released them so that in their descent lliey fell upon and
struck the bell from the outside.

In passing, I might mention that in mechanical chimes the
hammers always strike the beH from the outside.

Of course in such a machine the barrel had to do all the
work. It was satisfactory so long as the requirement was
merely the playing of a regular succession of notes of equal
value at a moderate speed—a simple hymn tuse or the like.

But as there are ve^ few melodies of real interest which
come within these limits, particularly as regards secular

tunes, more elaborate airs consisting of unequal notes, mi:?ed
long and short note-values, groups of short notes in quick
succession, etc., were set on the chime barrel. Such
demands had the effect of obliterating everything in the
shape of correct time in the rendering of the music, because
the chime barrel with the same motive power had to play
perhaps four notes in the same time as one which preceded
the group of four and two which followed, t^„ "Rule,
Britannia."
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As you can well understand, these unequal demands made
the speed of the barrel very irregular, with the result that
one liar was played at a quicker or slower time than another.
This made the musical effects of many chimes very unsatis-

factory, and, in not a few instances, quite grotesque. The
fault was in trying to make the mechanism do what it was
incapable of, and lor a time, no doubt, this tended to mar the
popularity chimes had gained.

In its way the old mechanism was quite satisfactory, and
being simple in construction it was very easily kept in order
by the village clockmaker, who was generally the blacksmith
of the place.

About forty years ago improvements in chime mechanism
were made by Messrs. Lund & Blockiey. The general
principle was good, but certain parts of the machine were too
weak to bear the strain of the very heavy driving weight used.
Other improvements were made by Messrs. Giliett, of

Croydon, who erected their first carillon machine at Boston
Parish Church in 1868. The particular advantage of their

machine is that it divides up the mechanical operations.

A separate movement is fitted to raise the hammer-levers
into action immediately after they have fallen and struck the

bells. When raised into position they are prevented from
falling by a spring trigger which can be released by the

slightest touch. The cmXy work the chime barrel has to do is

to release the triggers, bo that the demand on the barrel is

reduced to a mimmum.
In order to fadlltate the playing of repeated notes, each

bell requires two, and in some instances, three hammers.
The chime barrel is " pricked " in the usual manner, but

the pegs are scrc-wed in.

During the past forty years many of these carillon

machines have been erected in this and other countries by
the well-known Croydon firm which is now Messrs. Giliett &
Johnston.
The most recent invention in carillon machinery has been

made by Messrs. Smith & Sons, of Derby. It differs from
Messrs. Gillett's machine principally in the aubdiTision of
the driving power.
Each hammer—or set of hammers—has its own special

mechanism driven by a separate weight instead of the motive
power required being derived from one source, as is the case
with other machines. Consequently the weights are so

adjusted that the driving power is at all times more than
adequate for the proper working of the hammers, individually

and collectively. I mean that, however great the demand
is, it never makes the amall^ difference in the efficient

working of all the parts, thus securing perfect time in the

playing of the tunes.
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This is a decided advance, and with such a mechanism
almost anything can be played, although it is undesirable to
set very quick tunes on the chime bj^iel. The reasons for

this are obvious when the difficulties to be overcome are
considered ; the bells are very often in most awkward
positions, some are near and some far away from the chiming
machine, the hammers vary much in weight, the connections
between the machine and the hammers ate of difierent lengths,
etc.,—all these are by no means ea^ to overcome when the
chimes must sound notes comctly to the fractional part of 8

Chimb Tuhes.
As with quarter chimes, it is absolutely impossible to fix

any approximate date when chime tunes were first introduced.

They must of course have been posterior to the date when
bells were re-cast, and tuned according to the notes of the
major scale. There are also vt:ry few tunes that can be played
on less than six bells, so that this condition would bring us to

the 15th century.
The earliest mention of any tune played upon chimes is in

the Will of John Baiet (1463), wfko, in addition to leaving
money to lepur the cMmes of the Parish Church of Bury
fuffiMk), expressed a wish that they should play Reqtdem

»niani at stated times to his memory.
The chimes previously mentioned by Decker as being in

eristence at St. Paid's before 1298, were without doubt
quarter chimes.

In the i6th century many historic references to chimes are
preserved in Church Accounts and other documents, the
wording and spelling of which are often quaint.

1544/5. I'em. Payd to Wyllam Butt fior makyng off the
barell off the chyme lis. ivd. ffor tymber off the same
barell xiid. [Sherborne (Dorset)]

.

1584. Melton Mowbray, j catches for ye cliime.

1586, Pd. to Robert Claye for makinge the barrell for the
chnne vs. iiijd.

Pd. forgreace for thechyme a pynte iijd. [Loughborough.]
1600. From Wellingborot^h Church Accounts :—
" Also ve appoynte for newe chymes in the church

(attd other chtuges about the church) so that the same be
sett in notes after the best manner of a tune, discreetly to

be considered upion and amended from the foolish tune now
in use

—

£^ in regard to the same chymes going at the end
of foure hours and especially in the night season is by the
grace of God, a severall warning for the vyllage to have
better regard to the fyres for to avoid casualties, and a tyme
to prevent disorderly persons at due tymes to av<^ unlawful
gaming, stealing and disorders in the night, and a ^me far

to know when apprentices shall aryse and goe to their rest
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indifferently betwcene them and their maisters, and other

good coosiderai ions wh. we think is for the common benefit

of the parishe of Wendlingburglie—and other payments for

the repayre and a.bout the church we appoynte the same
four pounds,"

1602. Market Harborough :

—

John Lea of Lutterworth, clockmaker, bound himself, in

coDstderation of 65. 8d. paid to him yearly, to keep the
chimes " in as good, sweet, solemn and perfect tune of musick
as ever the same was at the ught and judgment of a
skilful man of mu»ck to be chosen by the townsmen of
Harborough."
Another very interesting record, earlier than those last

quoted, is to be found in Abbot Parker's Register, in whidi
there is a copy of an agreement between the Abbot of

Gloucester Abbey and Thomas Loveday, dated 1527, in

which the latter " hath covenaunted and Bargaynd with the

Abbot to repasTre the Chyme gonge uppon eight belles and
upon two ympnes, that is to say Cliriste Redemptor Omnium
and Chorus norae Jerusalem, well, tu^^oable, and wokemanly
by the Fest of All Saynts next ensuinge fbr which the said
Abbot promyseth to p^^ the seid Thomas Loveday four
mares sterlin^e at the fynisshement of his repa^."

In 1553 an indenture t>etween the King's four "mtssioners"
and the Bishop of Worcester and Gloucester, shows that
" the seid Cominission have redelyvered unto the Dean and
Chapter one Great Bell whereon the Clock strykithe, and
eight other bells whereupon the Chyme goitlie.

"

Chime tunes gradually increased in popularity, until in the
i8th century, every church of importance possessed a clock
with quarter chimes and chime tunes, home oi therie old

tunes arc most interesting, I have made a collection of
them, and from a iargc number will select a few representative
ones which I think worthy of your notice.

I intend to publish this ccMlection when I have satisfied

myself that al! the sources firom which they can be obtained
have been exhausted.
Very little can be done,on three, four or five bells. Tunes,

however, are played even on such a limited number of notes.
At North Coates (Utics.) this tune was written fer the

three beUs there by the Rev. T. R. Matthews, the Rector:—

"Tanoiraa thi day Tat Lovb bas sparbb as,"
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For the four bells at Tinwdl (Rutlsuid) this one by
W, S. Haddon (1883)

To ThV TBHFLB I RBFAIB."

On five bells, at Hallaton, ni. Upmoghain, Ldcestershiie,
this tone has been played by the chimes for a very long
time;

—

The following lines to it are written up in the belfity:

—

" Old Dunmore 's dead, that good old man,
We him no more shall see ;

He made the chimes to play themselves
At six, nine, twelve and three."

In many places tlie clockmaker's name was handed down
to posterity through the medium of a chime tune such as the
above. Here is another on six bells which was played by
the chimes at Wellingborough for centuries ;

—

if' ^1 i^'^n
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Tbe tune was always known as " Old Johnny Walker made
these chimes," but in the Accounts it was called " Henrietta."

It is an excellent old tune, and made such an impression on

me when I was at school, that although a quarter of a century

has elapsed since I last heard it, I was able to put it down
from memory for the purposes of this lecture.

On eight bells I cannot find better tunes than the two

Wesley wrote for the chimes at Holsworthy ;—
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In selecting tunes for chimes, many repeated notes—long
successions of quick notes—or very long note values should
be avoided. No tune should ever be attempted on a smaller
number of bells than it properly requires. The mutilation
of well-known melodies is nothing short of sacrilege, and
I cannot understand how people caa listen the whole of their

livesto these distorted tunes. Perhaps the National Anthem
has been burlesqued more than any other well-known tune.
Words fail to describe such catieatures as the following :

—

IWERKB MiKSTBB, DOKSST.

y;.iii.j
|
i.MMiMjnwn

Whittlesea (St. Mary).

In conduuon, I must tender grateful thanks to many
well-known clockmakers (but particularly to Messrs. Gillett

& Johnstone, of Croydon, and Messrs. Smith & Sons, of
Derby) for kindly placmg every information in their possession

at my disposal ; also to the many correspondents who have
supplied me with or verified other information.

DISCUSSION.

The Chairman.—Our first duty is to return sincere thanks

to Mr. Starmer for a very interesting evening. I confess I

do not know very much about chimes
;
probably you are in

the same condition, but we can certainlv thank liim for

something to think about, and for a great deal of very^ useful

information. With refer^ce to chimes, however, I think the

motto "A chacun son goQt" would be specially applicable.

For my part I am not particularly enamoured of chimes. I

find them sometimes like sermons—-a little too long ; for

instance, those of Beverley Minster. But ;'oii will have
observed in listening to those chimes and chime-tunes

how. splendidly the laws of melody are exhibited. When
the melody hops and skips about in an extraordinary

manner,, as- in the Whittington chimes, that is the least

satisfactory conformation ; but when they take one step at

a time, that is much more satisfactory. These tunes didocate
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my mind very much when they jump about. I should be
very sony to live under a, chime that played always in the

mines iey. Life plenty of dulness without having it

«bnstantly impressed oa you by a neighbouring bammer
dan^g on a piece of metal. The most satisfactoiy tunes.*

are those whicn are in the major key, not in the modes.
I prefer that of the Madeleine, because though it has
semitones curiously used it always ends on the leading-note,

and then the low be!) strikes the hour on the key-note at the

end. I have had some experience of chimes, not always of

the happiest character. I have stayed in a hotel near a

cathedr^ where I think they played eight times in tlie hour,

and I could not sleep once in tiie hour. We have had several

specimens of the barbarism that is sometimes perpetrated.

I had an experience last July. I went down to Gomshall, in

Surrey, and on a glorious Sunday morning I took a walk to

a church at Peaslake, about four miles away. As I got near
there was a terrific noise with the bells. I could not make
out what was the matter, I arrived at the church before the

chimes bad ceased, and the noise was so awful that it quite

malt my enjoyment of the service and the sermon. When
the service was over I lesolved to investigate the matter. I

found that one of the ringers was absent, and that the man
who was left had tied two bell-ropes together so that he
might work them both at once 1 I do hope Mr. Starmer will

publish his notes. They will' do some good, and may induce

churchwardens and pastors who have to provide chimes to

be kind enough to try and obtain chimes tliat shall at least

have some sort of plan in the melody and somt: proper reason

for being heard. Of course the version of ''God savf: the

King " which has been mentioned is quiti; rfb^uid ; bat any
tune mutilated is an abomination. !t struck nie that one or

two of the tunes were rather like folk-songs', certainly the

serand one of Wesley's is very like " In good Kin^ Charles's

gdden days" in some part of it. Then the Wellmgborough
tune struck me as very iike a folk-song, and a very charming

Dr. SooTKGATB.— I had, many years ago, a little experience
of chime-tunes. I was asked by a gentleman who had
presented a clock, an organ and various things to a church,

if I would give him some tunes to put on a chiming-machine.

He told me what tunes he liked. When I learned what bells

were available, it was clear that some of the tunes were
impossible but some could be utilized. These were passed

on to the manufactory. When the chimes came tobe played,

I found the tunes had been distorted in a terrible feshion.

I was particularly angry, because my name ap^sred jn the

papers as being responsible for the tunes. I pomted out the

changes to the makers, and they said the mu^c should be
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altered. I had an ioteTview with the person who had to do
with the chiming-machine, and it was promised that the tunes
should be set right. 1 was told they were so set out by the
foreman, " a very intelHgent man and an excellent mu^cian."
Time went by, and the chimes were not altered. I do not
know whether they are altered to this day. 1 only mention
this in corroboration of what Mr. Starmer has said with
regard to the mutilation of tunes.

Mr. Casson.—Has Mr. Starmer any experience of the

mechanism supphed by Mr. Lewis, I think, at Beckenham ?

It is pneumatic. I had myself devised an apparatus for

chimes, but gave it up when I heard of this invention. I

happened to be stationed in a town where hymn-tunes were
tinlded on the bells, and I soon got tired of them. For
instance, when you hear the tune " Hursley " played over
ten times with a weakness in the leading-note, it becomes
fathtf monotonous. Looking at matters from a mechanical
point of viewt we^ht-drivin^ seems to me a very barbarous
device, though it has the claims of antiquity.

Mr. Starmer.—1 know that Mr. Lewis has applied

pneumatics to bells, so that they can be played from an
ordinary keyboard, and very successfully too, I am not

aware that anything further has been done with his invention.

Of course the atmospheric conditions of a church tower are

not at all favourable to the successful working of pneumatic
mechanism. I thank you for your patience in listening

to a subject in which I am very keenly interested. I sincerely

hope that everyone present will send me any information on
the subject they may come across, however insignificant.

I should like to put 017 request in this way : No work exists

in the English lanjpiage which gives detailed and com-
prehensive information respecting chimes, chime machinery
and chime tunes, and I am anxious to put into the hands of
those interested in the subject the most reliable information

in a work I am writing on " Bells, carillons and chimes," so
that it can be used as a book of reference. To get at the

facts placed before you this evening I have had to write
about 10,000 letters, and I daresay I shall have to write as
many more before I have obtained all the information I

(A vote of thanks to Mr. Starmer was then passed.)
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SPANISH MUSIC
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In a little brochure by Albert Soubies, entitled "Mu^ue
Russe et Musique Espagnole," there occur these words

!

" One cannot but realise what an important r&Ie the Arabs
during their domination of Spain played In the civilization of
that fair country. The verve and colour which distinguished

this conquering race tiave left a deep impres^n on aU the
Spanish arts, and have most certaiiuj' had great w^ht in

determining to a large extent the really biMite and at the
same time elegant style of some of the native songs, which
have since assumed a character of so wide an importU10&
Amongst the Arabs of Spain who, in a theoretical or practical

manner, have cultivated the art of music, we shall content
ourselves by simply pointing, so far as regards the period
previous to the tenth century, to the predecessors—a some-
what misty memory—of Alfarabi."

Of this worthy I shall have something to say later, but I

wish now to explain that the reason I am proposmg to devote
some short space of time to the consideration of some of the
prevailing characteristics of the Arab mu^c, as expressed in

their writings and in their instruments, is because we can see

clearly bow great has been their influence in moulding and
fashioning the national music of the country they so long
inhabited; and it is curious to reflect that even to-day in

maay of those instruments, ddightful in their primltiveness,

usai I;y the country people of Spain in their " Fiestas," there
is little, if any, alteration since the time of the Moors.
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Soriano Fuertes, in his History, tells us that amongst the

many "codices" existing, or supposed to exist, in the Royal
Library of the Escurial, there is an important one entitled,
" Gran colle9ion de tonos," the author of which rejoices in

the high-sounding but extremely burdensome name of
Abuliarabio Ali-Ben Alasami Ben-Mahomad. But of this
" codex " there only exists, as is usual in a country so careless

of art treasures as Spain has been in the past, the first

volume. Some idea of the original richness of the work may
be gathered from the fact that this one volume contains ijo
airs, or " canciones," and the biographies of fourteen

celebrated musicians, a.nd of four singers especially favoured
by the Caliphs.
" It should be noted that the Arabs, in order to express the

duration of the musical intervals, employed seven colours,

green, rose, dark blue, violet, yellow, black, and sky-blue
"

(something like the colours you see on a marking-board for

pool in any billiard-room). " The green colour expressed the

semibreve ; the rose or pink, the minim ; the dark blue, the

crotchet ; the yellow, the semiquaver; the black, the demi-
seiniqusver; the sky-blue, thedoubtedemisemiquaTci." Yon
will notice that the violet has not been given its value, and it

is not again mentioned in the passage from which I have
made a quotation, but you can easily perceive that it stands
for the quaver.
The musical modes or scales were fourteen in number,

seven purely diatonic, and seven chromatic.
The character of the mu^ underwent con»derable change

when the Caliph Almamon ordered the translation of some
treatises on Greek music, which had been sent to him by the
Emperor, Miguel IIL, in the middle of the eighth century.
The result oithis was that these sons of Ishmael gave up
theii old system in &ivour of the diatonic sjrstem ofthe Greeks

;

they left a system taught them by natuie to take up with one
based- on the scientific maxims of Pythagoias, and now
expressed with the letters of their own alphabet the order of

sounds in the Greek scale, and th^ adopted this manner of

notation, " Aiif, Be, Gim, Dal, He, Wan, Zain."
It has just come across my mind that the position of music

in Spain before the advent of the Arabs does resemble,
thoughpossiblyinavery vaguemanner,ourposition withregard
to rdigion before the advent of Saint Augustine. It is well
known in these days that there was in Britain a properly

established system of Christian worship and belief long before
any appeal for aid was made to Rome, but for various reasons

easy to be understood, persecution looming large amongst
these, this system was sinking into an enfeebled condition,

and wanted new blood to course through the withering veins

;

and you will remember that Augustine, on his arrival,
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determined to graft the Roman rite on to that which he
a.lready found in existence. Apply these tnitlis in a. iniisical

sense to Spain, md I fiincy the parallel will not be found to

be so fancitul or whimsical as majr at first sight be imagined.
It must not be forgotten, in treating of this period, that

iMyond a doubt the Jews, a considerable proportion amongst
the population, brought to bear on the music of that time a
large measure of their own highly artistic influence. In fact,

it may be said that the melodies of the Arabs and those of the
Rabbinical cultivators of this art mingled with the musical
aspirations of the Spanish Christians, and from this admixture
there resulted so characteristic a school as to be unique
amongst the nations of Europe.

Reverting to Alfarabi, whose Treatise on Music was written
in the middle of the ninth century, it is worth noting that so

great was his reputation that, as an Arab writer says, he was
known even in the most remote parts of Asia, This same
Alfarabi declares that the number of instruments of music
used by the Arabs is so beyond reason that they cannot
rightly be enumerated. At the same time, in his Treatise, he
gives much inibtmation, culled from the pages of another
Aratuan muGidan, the Cadi Mafaamud Ibrahim Axalehi,
concerning the more well-known of these instruments.

Alfarabi himself declares the Laud to bp the most perfect of
all instruments, and although he does not speak much of its

construction or temperament, there is little room for doubting
that it was the precursor of the Spanish guitar. An Arabian
poet, speaking m the rhapsodical style of his race,- declares

that the " luth " or laud speaks to the heart as if it had a

human tongue, and expresses its feelings better than does the

pen in the fingers of a love-sick swain. The Arabic terra for

this instrument is " al-fioud," and our English word " lute
"

comes from this root. The "6oud" has always been the
cUsffiC instrument of the Muslim world, and has been used by
poets, musidans, and people of rank, as well as beii^of great
service in the demonstrations employed by various musical
theorists. We are told that theinstrumentsmost appropriate
for wedding festivities are the " Adufe " and the " Guirbal,"

accompanied by the haud.clapping of the women [a custom
which to-day distinguishes not only Eastern music, but all

popular songs and dances in Spain). These instruments are
most Jilting " iiecause their music excites the brain and
makes merry the heart," without the need for the usual festal

accompaniment of " drinks all round." It is said that at the
first festival of this nature by the human race these must
certainly have been the instruments employed in the merry-
making ; so you can imagine Adam and Eve, or the patriarch

Noah, footing it to the sonnds, weird in the extreme to our
highly-cultivated sen^tnlitlea, of the "Adufo" and the
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" Gulrbal," or in other noids, the drum and the jape. We
find that some Arabian instruments were forbidden to be used
at festivals of an intimate character, as being more fitted for

martial display ; also that it was considered an abomination
for profane musical sounds to be heard in the neighbourhood
of the mosques and other holy places. But it is evident that,

in spite of prohibition, some adventurous spirits made melody
even within the shadow of these sanctuaries, for we read that

a certain holy man was so upset by the sound of the
Taf-Taf," together with that of the " Caab " or

" Dulzaina," that he threw himself into SO black a hnmoui
that he could no longer meditate on the teachings of the

Koran—also that the one and only prophet, Mahomet, would
certainly have been bom in anotner country if he hid had
the slightest idea that in his time there would have been
heard the sounds of these instruments, which are again, as in

the former instance, of the drum and pipe order.

Amongst the many instruments enumerated in Alfarabi's

Treatise, I note that the "Alkerin" was so-called because
in playing it was held against the breast, and in its latest

form it resembled the harp, which instrument, as I reminded
you in a former lecture, was much in v^ue amongst the

ladies of Spain in the sixteenth century. I also note that one
of the most ancient instruments in use amongst the Arabs was
one called " el Asaf," and I cannot help seeing here a possible

connection with a class of instruments used in the Temple
services. I am also pleased to remark that the " Kinera " is

an instrument of so delicious a character that it can only be
regarded as a gift from God to the human race for their

entertainment and relaxation. Unfortunately I have not been
able to discover any description of the form or compass of
this heaven-sent marvel, nor do I fancy that we can find its

counterpart in these days, either in Spain or elsewhere.

There has lately been published a " Repertoire de Musique
Arabe et Maure," a work which is not yet complete, but
which will in its entirety form a valuable commentary not

only on Eastern music as a whole, but on Spanish music as

affected and prejudiced or otherwise during the time of the

Muslim domination. This publication purports to be a
completecollection, athingneverbeforeattempted, of melodies,
overtures, songs, preludes, and so forth, all in the Eastern style.

In looking over the euUer numbers of this work, I have made
copious notes, of which I propose to {^ve you a very
compressed extract, for I believe the information contiunea
therein has not before, so far as I can ascertain, been
presented to an English audience. In the preface to this

vorh it is sud that music, in the time of the ^liphs, as also

in these days, has always been much honoured by and has
played an important part in the public and private life of the
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Musulman. And music (i.e., Eastern music) has deserved
such a position not only for its own worth, but also for the
richness of its modes and for the place that it historically

occupies between music Greek and music Gregorian.
This music has remained unchanged since the seventh
century.
And now a few words as to the forms of this music. The

" mestekber " is a sort of prelude generally played by a single
instrument. For its motive it has no well-defined measure

;

it lends itself to varieties of interpretation and changes of
movement ; in fact the whole is left much to the fancy of the
executant. Often the singer embroiders, as it were, on the
melody various verses wnicli are a cbaracteristic of thcwe
preludes, but which have no necessary relation with the
actual words of the song. After the " mestekber " the
instruments tafee up the motive of the song proper, which is

called the " neklab," in an introductory manner, and then
the song commences. It is composed of a certain number of
couplets, followed by a refrain, which generally ends with
a repetition of a couplet. To take an example of this form
of composition, the song "Le Habiboum Ked Samah li" is

extremely popular in the North of Africa, It records the
pardon granted by a friend for a possibly insincere meed of
praise on the part of a flatterer, and the words are as follows :

"My friend has pardoned me, after a lon>>^ abuL'[ii:i! lie li:<-<

returned to me ; And the moon has shown herself in her gradual
rising, and will soon flood the vault of heaven with her
brilliance. My dear friend's cheek is rosy pink, his hair
luxuriates in curls, his breath is sweet as the honey-comb.
0 may the Almighty preserve the youth, of one whose body
is a living wonder. As soon as I drink the thrilling draught
of friendship which is akin to love, importunate care fleea far

from me. My friend is sincere, he has kept his promise, And
he has pardoned me by coming back to renew our friendship."

1 must tell you that, in translating this, I have had to

considerably water down the love-sick sentiment of the
original, for many of the burning rhapsodies of such songs
might shock the proprieties of Western minds. The singer
of this song, which is generally sung an octave lower than
the accompaniment, alternates it with the instruments, lliat is

to say, the players repeat after him the parts contained
between every two bars,

In Arab music the rhythm of the accompaniment is

oblu:atoiy in order to give a proper character and originality

to ue tmcde. This is given on a " tar " (a sort of t&um, of
which the descendant is stiil found in use amongst the Basque
inhabitants on the borders of Spain). Whilst the right liand

taps vAth the points, of the fiuMTS on the skin of the drum,
the left hand nolds the drum between the thumb and first
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finger, perpendicularly to the hand, leaving the secoad and
third fingers Iree to strike the tiny copper cymbals ranged
round the edge of the instrumettt.

I feel I must not unduly weary you with these Arabian
musings, but I should like to draw your attention to another
form of composition, and that is the " Kadriat." These
" Kadriats " are the speciality of professional singers of the
gentler sex, who sing them at those gatherings to which no
man is admitted. Tliese are purely love-songs, and may be
divided into three classes ; respectable, less respectable, aod
not respectable. As to the players, one fair lady supplies

the actual melody on an iostrument much resembling the

alto of our modern orchestra, but timed an octave below its

modem representative, whilst others furnish a background of

sound by beating on the already mentioned " tar," or another
form of drum called the " derbouka." This is really a
waterpot such as is even now used in the East : you knock
out the bottom, and stretch tightly across the empty qiace a
piece of goat-skin, " et voilale tambour." I will now attempt
to give you in a paraphrastical and subdued manner the words
of one of these songs. " O sweet and gentle brunette, you
have been brought to me as a bar of shining gold to heal my
sickness, And behold your gentle healing is without the aid of

drugs. Raise thyself, that I may see thy peerless form, that

form that is as willowy as the jasmine ; Raise thyself, that I

may gaze on thy cheeks whose creaminess is enhanced by the
scarce-budding mole, and on thy golden tresses pouring like

a shower over thy right side. How I love and adore thee,

and because of thee people glare on me with cyea of hatred
;

I must become thy possessor, and if I am killed, may the
Almighty keep thee from all hurt or ill." I ought perhaps to
explam that marks on the face which we consider defects are
in Oriental countries signs of beauty. I wish you to compare
these words with several couplets of love-songs now sung in

Spain, and I think you will confess that, despite the interval

of so many years, there is a distinction without a difference,

or, in other words, not much change between the Moorish
serenader of yore and the Andalusian lover of to-day. I take

at random, amongst a. wealth of like couplets, the following ;

" Your lips are two curtains of ruby taffeta ; between these
curtains I wait anxiously for the sighing assent." Again,
" Let mc place ray mouth on youl rich-tinted lips, and you
will see how two souls can be united in a single kiss." And
again, but in a more rhapsodical vein ;

" If the sea were ink

and the earth paper, 'Twould cot be enough to write how
much I love thee." What can be more poignant in love-sick

passion than the following: "Maria, thy lover wanders far

and wide in the darksome night, and when he finds thee
nowhere, his tears are as tears of blood." Lasdy, I give an
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instance of a very cautionary couplet: "My dearest, throw
some bread to the dog, if you come to see me; My mother
has the waking sleep of a hare."

It has been well remarked that as arabesque work, carried to

an almost impossible point of intricacy, has been one of the
characteristics of the Arabian decorative art, so Eastern
mnsicians have at all times shown a great fancy for a
multiplicity of ornamentation in their works. A very
celebrated nnger in the time of Mahomet, who made a great
reputation at Bagdad, and whose memory is said to be still

green amongst the inhabitants of Algeria, farced this aspect

of his art to such a point that he purposely disguised with
excess of musiciil ornament an air, for fear that his rivals

might steal it from him, and was so far successful that the
air disappeared under the mass of added " fiorituri." Even
now the *' virtuosite " of an Eastern musician is measured
by the richness of the trills, appoggiaturas, "mordents,"
" gruppetti," etc, Ihat he introduces into the sonj; or piece,

so that one would say that Arab music, like nature, dreads
an abysmal emptiness. And indeed, if an executant of this

mu^c should endeavour to give a perfectly simple and
natural rendering of the melody, he would certainly find that

some enthusiast in his audience would passionately cry out
"Aamel el Khalat, Give us, for Allah's sake, the necessary
beauty-spots." Of course you will see that in this exclama-
tion there is a reference to those " grains de heaut£ " on the
human face, which, as I have already premised, are indeed
" beauty-spots " to the Eastern.

I find then that not only in their melodies, in their manner
of singing, but even in the words of the songs themselves,

and in the instruments still used to accompany those songs,

there is not only a close, but a most striking resemblance
between the Moors of Spain and the present inhabitants, so

far as the common people are concerned, of Iberia. As to

the excess of ornament to which I have just alluded, anyone
who is at all acquainted with Spain will know that to-day

the singer who neglects to so adorn his song will soon be
called to order by an insistent and expectant audience. And
who that has heard these native songs of Spain will not feel

a thrill as be listens to the rounds ol applause accompanied
by shouts of " OI£, 0!£," which greet any unusually brilliant

enort in the art of musical arabesque, and will not his mind
go back, if he be a traveller, to similar scenes in the Egyptian
country, where almost the same song has been sung with
almost ^e same intonations and vocal enrichments, and the
more grave and sedate audience has expressed its manifest

approval by that loikg-drawn " A-a-ahl" so well-known as

the highest mark of appreciation in the Eastl And I

firmly oelieve that the more this subject is studied the
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greater in number will be tbe points o£ actual and identical

resemblance brought to light.

In spiking of the gipsy music of Spain, I do so with great

diffidence, for it is a very intricate subject, and requires very
careful study and knowledge at first-hand, Indeed, unless
one has been in actual contact with this weird race it is,

perhaps, to some extent impossible to convey to people an
idea of that great store of melody which is a possession going
down from father to son, mainly by tradition, without the aid

of pen or paper. It is strange that George Borrom, who, as
you know, was really almost a gipsy, so intimate was his

acquaintance with the Rommany folk, says scarce a word
about the songs or dances of these people. And I think you
will fijid, as a general rule, that all writers on Spain seem, as

it were, to fight shy of the musical powers and resources of
this bizarre race ; at least all the books I have read seem to

have this prevailing, and to me, singular characteristic. But
I suppose really the same may be said with r^ard to

descriptions of other countries, and probably musicians are
not, even in these times, so prodigiously rich as to spend
their days in fordgn travel. For myself I have not had
leisure properly to studf this subject, nor the health to travel

in those parts of Spain in wUch I had hoped to glean original

information. I only retained a mention of it in the syllabus
of the lecture from the vain hope that a sudden flood of light

might, through reading, suddenly burst on me so as to enable
an intelligent appreciation of a very abstruse point. I

shall now proceed on my uncertain and rock-strewn path,
illuminatii^ my way with occasional flashes of light from the
lantern of Borrow. The gipsies in Spain are usually known
by the name of Gitanas, but they have at various periods been
also called New Castihans and Germans or Flemings. It is

supposed that they first appeared in Spain early in the
fifteenth century. It is very remarkable that though the
Spanish gip»es are supposed to have been amongst the most
roguish, thievish, and death-dealing of th^ race, the Holy
Inquisition would seem to have exhibited the greatest
clemency and forbearance towards them, and this is the
more remarkable, when we consider the Ikct that "perhaps
there is no country in which more laws have been named,
having in view the extinction and suppression of the gipsy
name, race, and manner of life, than in Spain."

It is truly said that the " copSas," or stanzas, of the gipsy
poetry will depict the character of the race. The general
themes of this poetry are the various incidents of Gitana life

and the feelings of the Gitanas. " A ^ipsy sees a pig running
down a hill, and inu^nes that it cnes Ustilame Calero

'

(' Steal me, ppey *) : A gipsy reclining sick on tlie prison floor

beseeches his wife to intercede for the removal of the chain.
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the weight of which is bursting his body : The moon arises

and two gypsies, who ate about to steal a steed, perceive a
Spaniard, and instantly flee : Juanito Ralli, whilst going home
on his steed, is stabbed by a gipsy who hates him ; Facundo,
a gipsy, runs away at the sight of the burly priest of Villa

Franca, who hates all gipsies." The thought, anecdote, or
adventure described is seldom carried beyond one stanza,

and for this reason, that the greater part of the poetry sung in

the south of Spain is extemporary, a style of composition by
no means favourable to a long and connected series of
thoughts.
Another term by which the gipsies of Spain are known is

the word " Flamencos "
; no one seems to know why they are

so called, or when this word attached itself to them. The
expression " Cantos Flamencos " stands for a wide collection

of compositions ranging from the " solea " or " soledad," a
melancholy song and dance in a minor key, to the "tona"
and " liviana," which are not dance measures, nor are they
accompanied by the guitar. In nearly all these compositions
there is in an ascending scale an undercurrent of dark
melancholy or gloomy revenge, a characteristic of the race.

Such examples of this music as are furnished by the forms
known as the "martinetes" and " deblas," are, it is said,

hardly known even to a Spanish public. The poetic

sentiments here displayed are of a purely personal character,

relating to individual misfortunes, and very rarely treating of

matters of general or national interest. The ideas entertained

by tourists as to what is "Flamenco " or not are generally

round to be most erroneous, and those caffis that, particularly

in the ca^tal Spain, advertise themselves as providing
the real unadulterated gipsy element, only present a hotch-
^tch which to the stranger is bewildering and to the citizen

tiresome. The " soledades," already referred to, also called
" soleares " and " solea s," owe their name to a certain

Soledad, who was probably a famous singer and dancer.

They are supposed to have some relation, as to their form,

to the Italian ' stornello," and when in three verses have
the additional dt!e of ' coplas de jaleo," snd are, like the
" sevillanas " and the " seguidillas gitanas," proper dance
measures. These " sokdades '' of three verses, or " coplas de
jaleo," must be distinguished from those containing four
verses, as the three-versed specimens sliow a greater

disposition to an occasional brightness, and are altogether

more animated in tone and style. The most actual "canto
flamenco," and the purest musical product of the race, is the
form known as the " seguidilla," or, more properly, the
" seguidilla ^tana," which combines both song ma dance in

a tesdnating manner. A Spanish miter says: "I have
never seen Oe real " seguidilla " danced, and many amateurs
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have told me the same, a fact which proves most forcibly

that the ' cantos flameacos ' are not so popular with and well

known to the public as some would have us imagine."

The " Peteneras " are another form that should be

mentioned, and which derive their name from a celebrated
" flamenco " singer called Petenera, which is a synonym for

" paternera," i^., a native of Patemo, a town in the province

e'fv I"—"-'-'-' \^ '— —
Spain still contains, I supfose, more gipsies than any other

part of the Peninsula, or, 1 should almost say, than the whole
of the rest of the Peninsula) are the Tiiana, oatude Seville,

a regular fanbourg of iahabitants more or less of Rommany
life and extraction, and the outskirts of Seville, where manjr
live, like the Scriptural conies, in holes and clefts of the rock.

Before entering on the consideration of Spanish dances,

whether in a genera! or particular sense, it should be stated

that the bibliography of this subject is nothing like so

extensive as is the case when we survey the amount of

information on the rise and progress of the terpsichorean art

possessed by such countries as Italy and France. Therefore

every scrap of information we can gather as to the Spanish
school of dancing is of importance, even though it only

touches the fringes of a very wide-reaching subject. Glancing
towards Italy, we 6nd Caroso de Sermonetta, in 1581,

including in his " Ballarino " such obviou^ Spaiush dances
as "La Pavane," "El Canario," "La Spagnolrtta," and
" La Gallarda," adding that the last-named was dedicated to

a powerful member of the Spanish nobility, the Duchess of

Medinasidonia, who was at that time governor (I suppose, in

the present sense of the term, one can hardly say governess) of

Milan. The same writer, in another work, " La Novilita di

Dame," dated 1605, describes, amongst new dances, "El
Furioso a la Espaiiola " and " El Turdion," or " Tordiglione,"
both of Iberian origin.

Coming back to Spain, " El Arte de Danzar," by Don
Baltasar de Kojas Pantoja, or Juan Antonio Jaque (it

seems not certain which of these two was the respondble
author), describes the Favane, with eight different figures

;

the Gailiatd ; the Jacara ; four figures ofthe Folias ; the Vulano,
with three figures; and the Paradetas.

I expect you are all aware that the Pavana is an andent
Spanish dance of grave and stately measure, and was much in

vogue in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. It acquired
this name because the figures executed by the dancers bore a
resemblance to a semicircular, wheel-like spreading of the
tail of a peacock. This was a dance of " capa JF espada,"
ia., the men wore their do^ and swords ; and in aUusion
to the attitude adopted, the doaltB bdng stuck out in

The chief gipsy quarte Andalusia (and the South of
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peacock-like manner by the swords, there aroae the verbi
" pavonearse," whichcame to be applied to those who flaunted
about the streets with the airs of a coxcomb.
The Galkrda is nothing more nor leas than the well-known

French Galliard, and was usually daaced in Spain, as
doubtless in other countries, immediately after the Pavane,
as a relief to the measured posturing of the former. The
^cara, orXacara, is a song and dance of the sixteenth century.

The song might be of a somewhat romantic order, but was
usualii^ of the swashbuckler type, which would explain the
roistering character of the accompanying dance. The
meaning of Jacara is, according to the best Spanish dictioaary,

"A sort of romance, a kind of rustic tune Ibr Biaging and
dancing, a kind of dance, a company of young men who walk
about at night-time singing ' jacaraa.'

"

Tlie Spanish Folias l^ve always been celebrated as a set of
dances danced to a simple tune treated in a variety of styles,

with a very free accompaaimeat of the castanets and bursts
of song, and it is noteworthy that the celebrated violinist

Corelli, published in Rome in 1700 twenty-four variations on
this identical dance-forra.

It is, 1 think, s.n nndaubtud fact that many of the dances
of Spain have a very early origin, though when we hark back
to those distant times the mists of obscurity impede the
perfect vision 1 yet J ought not to omit to state that at

Tarragona in the South of Spain there used to be danced at

the quasi-state entry of eachnew archbishop a measure which
is said to have talien its root ideas from Greece or Gome,
and which was first inaugurated at Tarragona in the seventh
century. It is well known that the Pyrrhic dances of classic

times simulated the evotntions and en^geinents of war, and
we are told that the people of Catalonia preserved the spirit

of this dance and executed it on festal occasions. And that
spirit still survives, for I myself have seen a band of youths,
armed with sticks, execute a modem version of this

Pyrrhic dance, of which the essential features were, I should
say, identical with what one knows of the choreographic
exposition of old-time.

In the eighteenth century the art of dancing underwent in

Spain, so ar fas the fashionable world was concerned, a
thorough transformation, for the French sMe took possession

of the ball-rooms at the Court, as also of^those in princely
manooDs. We are told that the whole country waa flooded
with a perfect caravan-load of handbooks of dandng, nearly

all copied from or merely translations of French works. Thie
most famous of these were the " Coreagiaphica, or Art
of Describing the Dance," by M. Peuillet, the " Dandikg-
Master," by Rameau, and especially that volume of the
« Encytjopidie Uithodique," treating of the "academic arts."
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Amongst this surfeit of da.nciiig manuEils it is curious to
observe the stilted style of description, peculiar to the epoch,

adopted on the title-page. " Ex uno disce onines 1 " We will

therefore note a manual published at Madrid in 1758, at the

establishment of the writer, Pablo Minquet, who was also an
engraver of stamps, illustrations, law-documents and " other

things." The pretentious title of the work is " The art of

dancing in the French style, adorned with forty or so plates

which teach the manner of executing all the steps of the
Court dances, with all the rules thereto, and how to hold

the arms at each step, and how in choreography other dances
should be described and figured ; a very convenient work, not

only for young people who wish to learn how to dance well,

but also for persons in a civil and upright walk of life, to whom it

teaches the rules tor holding oneself well, for bowing, and
performing other courtedes which are becoming in any
assembly of persons." The price of the book is not stated,

but I should imi^ine that Don Pablo had many customers
for this charming *' multum in parvo."
Meanwhile the popular dances, owing to the threatemng

aspect of the clergy, overshadowed by the terrific gloom Of
the Inquisition, degenerated, and an edict of the Ini^ulsitor-

Gener^ prohibited in the severest terms all suggestive and
lascivious forms of dancing, naming especially some dances
which by their very titles evidently partook of that freedom
of movement which corresponded to the freedom of tongue in

the Restoration dramas of England.
One ofthe dances most especially condemned was the aadent

Saraband, said to have been introduced into Spain in the
time of Philip the Second, and it was spoken of by Qie Padre
Mariana as " So lascivious in Its words, so wriggling in its

movements, as to arouse" (the literal translation is "set
fire to") "the passions of the most upright people." This
dance took its name from its inventor, as did others bearing
such titles as Anton Pintado, La Chacona, Juan Eedondo,
La Pipitonda, La Carreteria, and so forth,

At the time when the " Bolero " and the " Seguidilias

Manchegas" were dances much in vogue, many were attracted

by the strange publications of the Spanish writer Zaraacola,

who adopted the nom-de-plume of Don Precise. In his

collection of Seguidilias, Tiranas, and Polos to be sung to the
guitar, published in 1805, after having spouted out a violent

diatribe against the poets and composers of his day, he at

length assumes a more sober frame d mind, and indsts with
much reasonabl^ess on the idea <d a national mnac> I shall

proceed to quote his words at some len^g^. " Mu^ is bom
with us and works different effects accordii^ to the custom of
difierent nations and the trend of its language, on which its

poetry is founded, and thus it has been seen that ail
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the peoples of this world, from the most barbarous to the
most civilized, have possessed or do possess their particular

t3rpe of popular or national music to express their passions,

sentiments, and aspirations. For this reason the music of

Italy can sever be acceptable to the popular taste of the
Spaniards. Music should not overstep its proper function

as an accompaniment to poetry and dancing, its purpose
being to give greater power of reality and enhanced effect to

that which is recited or represented, and on that account

every composer who is of a philosophic turn of mind, or who
has aa iatimate knowledge of the source of human feeling,

should write in the most »mple and expressive manner, and see

that his style isexactly suited to the words that are to be sung,
or to the dance wlut^ has to be represented in motion.
Music should hold the same relation with regard to poetry
that the voice of the orator holds with regard to the speech
he has to deliver, which is to give the greatest possible

expression and depth of feeling to the actual words, but

unfortunately it has to be said that with the grcidual

corruption of this, as of the other arts, a way has been found
by which a divorce has been effected between Music and
Poetry."

This passage I commend to consideration ; as to how
much of truth it contains each one must form a separate

opinion. Probably some will think that the real issue of the

whole matter has become in the writer's mind somewhat
garbled and distorted, but 1 am pretty sure that at the back
of his brain he had root-ideas which, perhaps, in another epoch
and clime, might have been of service to the community.
Even as it was, despite his &natical outbursts, and his habit

of looking at everything through Spanish spectacles, he was
really the forerunner of those who made for progress in a
reviving Spanish school of music, and, above all, he was, or he
posed as, the friend of the people in striving to preserve to

them their greatest inheritance, a national music. You will

have noticed that the work of his I have alluded to was a
collection of " Seguidillas," " tiranas," and " polos," and we
may here say a few words about these particular dances.

The Tirana was a dance common to the provinces of
Andalusia, accompanied by song. This dance had a very
decided rhythm, and afforded opportunities for grace of
gesture, the women toying with their aprons, and the men
fiouiishing their hats or tieadkerdiiefs. Its figures were
supposed to bear a faint resemblance to tlie evolutions with
which the Gaditanian women in bygone ages delighted the

spectators at Roman banquets of the higher class. The
" Polos " were really, in their primitive state, of purdy gipsy
origin, and much resemble in tneii style, especial^ as legartu
the song part, those Eastern productions of which I before
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spoke. In fict I am not quite sure that these at ail belong
ta a dance section, as their especial feature is the vocalisation.
My particular reason for mentioning them was because they,
with other characteristic Spanish songs and dances, became
popular types by reason of their introduction into the operas
composed by Don Vicente Martin, known under the name of
Lo Spagnolo, who was bom at Valencia in 1754. These
operas were frequently performed, and their composer
obtained a great reputation in Vienna, St. Petersburg, and
other European capitals. It is said that Mozart did great
honour to Don Vicente by inserting an air from his opera
"La Cosa Rara" into the second act of his (Mozart's)
DonJ„,„-
Of the " Seguidillas " I think I gave a v«ry brief

description in my former lecture.

A very famous dancing function in Spain was the dance of
the Tarasca and the giants. This dates back to veiy early
times, but I am afraid it is now almost, I do not say quite, a
thing of the past—it is threatening to disappear in the same
way as have already disappeared those delights of boyhood,
Gog and MagOR and the knights of armour from our Lord
Mayor's show. Tliis dance was especially celebrated for

being used on the feast of Corpus Cliristi and during its

octave, and its symbolical meaning has been thussummanzed;
"The Tarasca is intended lo represent the harlot of Babylon
seated on Leviathan; the giants represent both the giant

Goliath, destroyed by David, and the seven deadly sins

destroyed by Jesus Christ. The dances represent the

common rejoicmg with which one ought to solenini?.e the

triumph of the Ark of the New Covenant, just as David
solemnized by his leaping and bounding the triumph of the

Ark of the Old Covenant." I daresay you will remember in

the Purgaforio of Dante a subiime passage in which he
descrii>es the passing before him of an allegorical procesnon
in which were represaited symbolisms of a like nature. This
is of course an undesigned coincidence, and the idea in

neither case was a new one, being primarilv deduced from
the magnificent imagery of the sacred Book of the Revelation.

Fuertes, in his History, says that in the year 1837, on the

occasion of some popular ffiles, he saw in Toledo the Tarasca.

with a woman on its back, the monster being moved by men
concealed beneath its scales. Curious to relate, he adds,
" To which woman the crowd gave the name of Ana Bolena."
He then proceeds :

" We saw as well the dance of the giants

and dwarb, and the extraordinary gyrations of the former
and the disproportionately large castanets of the latter, the
munc being supplied by a drum and flute, filled the immense
concourse mth feelings of joy complete and enviable in its

tmafiected ancerity."
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Wily the name of Anne Boleyn should be applied to this

particular figure of a woman seated on a serpent I cannot
quite discover, but a passage which I find in Mrs. Elliot's
" Diary of an Idle Woman in Spain " may throw some li^t
on this subject. Speaking of ue buildings in Granada and
on the outskirts, she says ; " In the cloisters of the Cartuja
there is a most dismal exhibition of frescoes—Carthusians
hanging in rows like slaughtered sheep—Carthusians
disembowelled, chopped up, rent asunder, boiled in hot oil,

and frozen in ice ; some with heads, some without—

a

sickening spectacle, respecting which I am informed that all

this happened in Londres, when El Key Enrique married the
Proltslant Anna Boleyn."

I was very anxious, when in Toledo, to see the figures of
the giants that are kept there under the care of the Cathedral
Chapter, in a room adjoining the Cathedral, but I was
informed that they were out of repair, and could not be shown
to anj^one until they had been restored to a semblance of life.

Here is also kept the famous Tarasca, which is described by
one who has seen it as " a dreadful monster with great

teeth and wings and a twisted tail, and seated on its back is

a ridiculous and very ugly doll which has been baptized by the
name of Ana Bolena."

It must not be supposed that this is an exhaustive resum6
of the dances of Spain ; it is merely an introduction to the
subject, but 1 cannot Conclude such introduction without
making mention of the dance, now of world-wide reputation,

which takes place annually in the Cathedral at Seville,

The origin of this curious custom is thus described by a

French writer; "Whilst Louis XIII. was reigning over
France, the Pope had heard much talk of the Spanish dance
called the ' Sevillana." He wished to satisfy himself, by
actual eye-witness, as to the character of this dance, and
expressed his wish to a bishop of the diocese of Seville, who
every year visited Rome. Evil tongues make the bishop
responsible for the primary suggestion of the idea. Be that

as it may, the bishop, on his return to Seville, had twelve
youths well instructed in all the intricate measures of this

Andalusian dance. He had to choose youths, for how could
he present maidens to the horrified gaze of the Holy Father ?

When his little troop was thoroughly schooled and perfected,

he took the party to Rome, and the audience was arranged.

The ' Sevillana ' was danced in one of the rooms of the

Vatican. The Pope warmly complimented the young
executants, who were dressed in beautiful silk costumes of

the period. The bishop humbly asked for permission to

perfmrn this dance at certain fStes in the cathedral church at

Seville, and fiirdiet pleaded for a restrictbn of the privilege

to that diurch alone. The Pope, hoist with bis own petard.
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did not like to refuse, but granted the piivilege with this

FBsfriction, that it should only last so long as the costumes ofthe
dancers were wearable. Needless to say, these costumes
are, therefore, objects of constant repair, but they are
supposed to retain their identity even to this day. And this

is the reason why the twelve boys who dance the ' Sevillana

'

before the high altar in the cathedral on certain feast days
are dressed in a costume belonging to the reign of Louis Kill."
The mention of this reminds me of an incident related by

Ford in his delightful book ' Wanderings in Spain.'' The
Toledan clergy, out of mere jealousy, wished to put down
the "bolero" on the pretence of immorality. The
dancers were allowed in evidence to ' give a view ' to the
court. When theyb^n the bench and bar showed symptoms
of restlessness, and at last, casting aside gowns and brtefe,

both joined, as iftarantula-bitten, in the irresistible capering—
Verdict for the defendants, 'with costs.

I see the syllabus of this lecture states as a conclusion,
"Personal impressions.'' Kly own personal impression at

present is that you are over-weaned with this lecture,

and that my own personal opinions have been hidden
under a good deal of what I have said. I must say, from
a recent residence in Madrid, that so far as present-day
matters are concerned I was &irly knocked over, if I may
use a vulgar term, with the extraordinary appreciation that
there is in that capital, of thoroughly good music. I do not
mean amongst the wealthy and the titled, but the rank and
file of the people, as also amongst a section who may be said
to represent the educated classes. The favourite composers
are Bach and Beethoven and masters of like calibre, and I
shall never forget the enthusiasm that was exdted by a
really beautiful performance of a Brandenburg Concerto
given at one of the Arbos concerts in the Royal Opera
House of Madrid. Nor will there be ever ef&ced from
memory a very charmingspectacle offered by a performance of
native dancers in the great bull-ring at Madrid. The dancers
were selected from nearly every province in Spain : they each
performed their typical dance, accompanied by their own
particular form of melody, and I can assure you that a more
refreshingly original sight has seldom, if ever, gladdened my
eyes. Whilst the Southern provinces, with their voluptuosity
of movement, carried with them reminiscences of Moorish
times, the Northern and more hardy provinces evinced
a certain dispo»tion towards something resembling the
national dances of Scotland and Ireland; whilst the repre-
sentatives of the Basque provinces, if they provoked any
comparison, may have been said very faintly to suggest the
Breton race, f remember in my former lecture I ^ke of
the Cantigas of King Alfonso, a very early document in
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Spanish musical history. I had the opportunity, when at the

Escurial, of examining at my leisure the original MS., and
might have been tempted to say a word upon it ; but, save
that my own personal curiosity was satisfied, the eroimd in

this directicoi has been cut from beneath my feetby that series

of articles that has appeared in the International Musical
Magazine so well known to members of this Association.

M. Pierre Aubry, in my mind, deserves the thanks of all for

those scholarly articles, so full of interest, and really a most
valuable contribution to the study of the history of Spanish
music, a branch of art of which I have endeavoured again
to-day to be a somewhat feeble exponent.

DISCU^ION.

The Chairmah.—As the lecturer has said, we in England
know very little about Spanish music. Mons. Pierre Aubry,
of Paris, has in the last year or two recorded in the

lotemational Musical Society's Quarterly Magazine the

results of his recent visit or visits to Spain ; but they
consist only of notices of detachei! ancient documents found
in Spanish libraries, or else excursuses on detached subjects.

Fuertes's history of Spanish music, written fifty years back,

and various historical essays of later years, remain still

untranslated from the Spanish. Seiior Pedreli's collection

of Spanish church music of the XV—XVII centuries has
not yet advanced very far. We are extremely indebted to

the lecturer for bringing together last season and this a
quantity of information, the results of his personal investi-

fition, which would otherwise be quite inaccesable to
nglish people. [Unanimotis vote of thanks.] We should

be sympathetic to Spain and its made for a variety <^
reasons. Here, as there, has been seen a golden age of
church music, followed by an age of barrenness, and then
3 modem and mainly secular revival. We are an island

cut off from continental influences, and so practically with
their northern chain of mountains shutting in the peninsula
are they. We and they both exhibit just the same degree
of westerliness, with all that that imporls in music ; for

London and Valencia are in the same longitude. We and
they resemble each other as to admixture of races ; there

is much more of this in England than we generally suppose
or allow for; as to Spain, I doubt if any counO^ in the
world shows so much admixture. Art g^ves its best
harvest, if a late one, where there is admixture of andent
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stocks. The lecturer began by speaking of Moorish
InfiueQce." I would call it more than that. The Moors

from Africa over-ran the whole country, and half the

Southera people are Moorish by blood. An immense
number of Spanish proper oames are of Saracenic origin.

For instance, the word " Cid " is the Arabic Syed or Lord.
I daresay, if the truth were known, the Cid Rodrigo, of
Spanish romance and biston', was half an Otello. After

the Saracens came a second incursion into Spain, that of

the Gipsies ; thair influence on secular music must have
been enormous. Thirdly, a great polishing process went
on some 200 years ago at the hands of the French. As
to the original substratum, of course it Celtic. The
lecturer spoke about " Flaniiinco. ' I have always under-
stood that this meant Flemish. Tiio Gipsies probably
introduced some Flemisli art from the Netlierlands,

Dr. SouTHGATE. — Before saying anything about
Mr. de Lafontaine's interesting paper, I should like to make
a small correction with respect to the Chairman's statement
about the elements of Spanish music. There is one
influence which seems to me to be powerful in Spain,
which indeed is the greatest o£ all, and that is the
domination of the old Romans. We have only fo look
at the Spanish language to see what influence the
Romans have exercised. One must remember that ^ain
was the last of the colonies that the Romans left. They
were there very much longer than they were in England.
I had rather hoped to see here the learned and accomplished
editor of the new edition of "Grove's Dictionary." I

should like to have appealed to him to have the department
of Spanish Music treated a liltli; lj(;;t(jr tiian it wa^ in ttie

old "Grove," in the notice of Schools of Composition, to

which the name of Mr. Rockstro is attached. Spanish
music is there dismissed in twenty lines. I remember being
angry about It at the time, and speaking to Sir Oeorge
Grove, and he said, "Well, I gave it to RockstIO because
nobody knows anything about Spanish music." But we
had with us at the time a very able authority on Italian

and Spanish music—Sir Frederick Ouseley. Hereadapa^r
here some years ago about the liturgical music of »iain,
and I remember once sitting in his library at Tenbuiy,
and being amazed at the trouble he had taken to master
the Spanish music. He had Eslava, I doubt if there is

another copy in England ; and he had early Spanish works
on harmony and counterpoint. I said, " Have you taken the

trouble to learn Spanish for this?" and he replied, " Well, I

know Italian, bo it was no trouble." I think Grove might have
gone to him, and then more justice would have been done to
early Spanish mudc Perhaps the cause of the n^Iect may
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have been that Mr. Rockstro was a very ardent Roman
Catholic, and therefore felt that nothing good could come
to music except from Rome. But indeed he was wrong.
Cristofero Morales preceded Palestrira ; and I think there

would have been no Paieslrina if there had been no Morales
to show what could be done in Church music. I believe

Morales' works have gone through thirteen editions in Rome.
Then there is another Spanish vvriter, who came to Rome and
gave the Romans the benefit of the civilization of the

ecclesiastical music of the Iberian Peninsula. That was
Tomaso Vittoria. There has recently been published, under
the editorship of Sir Frederick Bridge, a set of motets chiefly of

the very early Italian School, and you will find Vittoria's name
there. I venture to assert that ifyou look at those compositions
of Vittoria, and then at those of Palestrina, you will say
he was quite equal (in my opinion superior) to Palestrina.

I meniion these two composers to show you what a very
important effect their works must have had on the early
Roman School. Then the University of Bologna, especially

the musical portion of it, was founded by a professor

from Salamanca. The School of Naples was directed by
da Tappia, a Spanish priest. So you see that when one
is considering the music of Italy, and thinking that it is the

beginning of the modem school of ecclesiastical music, we
must remember that it owes a great deal to Spain. I do
hope that when the Spanish School comes to bo dealt

with in the new edition of "Grove's Dictionary," it will

receive belter justice than has been meted out to it

in the past. To-day Mr. de Lafontaine has brought before

us another phase of Spanish music ; I am sure it is

impossible to hear the illustrations played without feeling

what remarkable and original music Spain has given us.

No doubt Moorish influences have been very preat. Dr.

Maclean inferred that the Moors had not only become
part of Spain, but had dominated Spain. I think that is

the absolute truth. If you go to Spain or Portugal, you
will find a large number of Arabic words, especially those

relating to commerce ; and their music has been engrafted

on and possibly has taken the place of the older type. If you
know anything of Eastern music you will perceive how
very Eastern it all sounds. If I remember iighth', one of

the earliest writers on music was St. Isidore of Seville—

I

think he wrote in the 6th century. Then there was
Alforabi, of whom we have heard this evening ; his books are

indeed remarkable as early examples of musical leanung.

The dance of which our lecturer has told us is, of course,

well known to historians. Sir Frederick Ouseley told us he
was once in Seville on Corpus Christi day, and saw this

dance solemnly danced before the High Altar. I believe it is
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still done. He had a remarkable musical memory, and
played file movement to me on the pianoforte. I have in

my library a little MS. book of early Spanish dances.
As to orfrans. tliuy have wonderful instruments, but they
cannot plav thrrn. Tlit: music that yon hear in Spanish
churches is ahisosl beneath contempt. But popular music
IS still very actively pursued. That Is what they like, I

lemember once I was with a Scotchman who got me to
hear a performance by a group of gtutar plajrers. They
played for some hours, but I loimd one hour rather too
much. It was poor stuff, and with httle or no variety.

The Chaikman.^— I ara always glad to be corrected by
Dr. Soutligatc. but as to art proper I do not think that
the Romans exercised an influence on Spain, or on any
other country.

Mr. Cassom.—As the Chairman invites me to speak a few
words, I must say that I have no persona! knowledge of

Spanish organs. But an old friend of mine, the Rev. Mr.
Kingsley, took a great deal of interest in Spanish organs,
and gave me a very interesting account of some of them.
In a Spanish Cathedral you may find four organs, two at

the east, and two at the west end—large, cumbrous two-
manual instruments, each with its own organist, answering
each other antiphonally with fine effect. At the time of
Spain's greatest prosperity) an immense amount of money
was lavished on organs. My friend found an ot^ol with a
33'f6ot stop of satin wood. If that had been given to an
English organ-builder, it would have been found that satin

wood was extremely unsound, and had better be replaced
by pine 1 Many stops that are supposed tobeof modemor^[in
were long ago known in Spain. For instance, the harmonic
flutes have been in use in Spain for some hundreds of years.

One amusing thing in connection with organs in Spain is

that if you visit a Cathedral and want ta the orji^n, you
must not ask for the organist. You must ask for the de^i!. He
will band you down to a subordinate, whti wili pass you to

anothersubordinate, who will pass you to another subordinate,

and in the end you will be introduced to an extremely
intelligent and courteous young priest, who will show you
over everything. But you must begin at the top and work
downwards. The reed pipes in Spanish organs are placed so
that the organist himself can tune them. They keep the
organ-loft very carefuly locked. If not, the chorister boys,
who seem to surpass even the boys of Other natiwiB in their

capacity for mischief, would certainly manage to get at the
pipes and put them all out of tune.

Rev. H. Cart db Lafontainb.—Iam indeed muchobliged to
you for your kind expression of thanks. With regard to
what has been said about antiquity, everyone must be well
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aware that Sanskrit is vastly oldei than Arabic. The views
I have expressed ia the early portion of this lecture are not

my own, but aie qtioted from the treatise by Alfarabi,

Dr. Southgate has spoken about the scarcity of copies of

Eslava's great work : there was a copy— I do not know if it

is atill in England—in Mr. Matthew's library. I myself saw
one in Madrid, which I was naturally anxious to purchase,
but after a month's haggling with a truly Spanish bookseller,

I had to give up all hopes of acquiring it, the price asked
exceeding what I considered a fair and just amount.
I daresay many know that bargaining in Spain is a somewhat
protracted process, and tliat what is here settled in a day,
takes there about three months to effect. (I have just had
a letter from Mr. Matthew, in which I am sorry to see that

his Eslava is going out of this country.) Dr. Southgate also

referred to the music in Spanish cathedrals. In most of these

glorious edified—I do not say in all—the music is certainly

too horrible to be described.
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CLIFFORD B. EDGAR, Esq., Mus.B., B.Sc,

In the Chair.

THE LIMITS OF ARTISTIC EXPRESSION
IN MUSIC.

Br Ralph H. Bbllaiks, M.A., Mus.D.

The subject which I have chosen is the most important in

the whole range of musical jesthetics, and it is one with
which we are particularly concerned to-day, when tlie ait is

alive with experiments of the most far-reaching kind, the

TesultB of which must alTcct the very foundations of music
itself.

The most obvious feature to be observed in present-day
music ia the eflbrt to bring it into line with painting and
poetry as a means of explicit and direct delineation of
concrete experiences and ideas.

It is perfectly natural to desire to achieve, by means of
one art, what is so easily accomplished by another; but in
the face of past experience in this direction, which is now so
venerable, it would be wiser and more practical to accept the
inevitable position that mu^c, bein^ in its nature abstract,

is hardly capable of dtpieling anything in the Strict sense of
the word.
What cause are we to assign for the extensive vogue of this

desire for direct delineation, which, in the face of obvious
facts, we can only regard as a retrograde movement ? There
can, I think, be no question that loi this, as for many other
downward tendencies. Opera is largely respoosilile.

Although music is from the nature of the case absolutdy
incapable of direct delineation, it is at the same time
immensely capable of reinforcing emotional situations in
dramatic poetry. What, then, could be more natural than to
assume that the one could dispense with the other, and to
endeavour to create miteic-dramas withont either actors or
test ? The result, as might eauly have been predicted, is a
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complete fulure. It is fuiile to expect music to do the

work of actors and text as well as its own, whatever that
may be, and to endeavour to force il to do the impossible,
with the .lid of elaborate analyses, is to overstep not only
the limits of testhetic propriety, but of elementary common

It is quite possible that the printed programme, which
is furnished to the expectant listener, may considerably
stimulate the imagination, aiid so prepare it for music of a

more or less emotionally exciting character, but the sense of
disappointment, as one endeavours to connect one with
the other, is unmistakable. In short) it is so tiresome that

one is hardly surprised that the popularity of this type of
composition is veiy short-lived, the reason being that in the
very nature of things they contain in themselves the causes
of their own brief vitality.

It is qiute conceivable that if a composer of sufficient

genius arose, and devoteil his attention to the writing of
tone-poems, such works might be of enduring vitality. But
one may be positive that the vitality would depend upon
the quality of the music intrinsically, and not upon the
underlying programme, which is more apt to irritate than to

enlighten all except the most empty-headed and shallow.

In Richard Strauss, the present arch-exponent of the tone-

poem in the sense in which I am now using it, we iind a
composer whose musical ideas intrinsically are unsatisfyini;.

His melodies are either trivial, or else bombastic, and one is

quite incapable of taking either seriously. His efforts remind
one of the daily journal which we peruse only to cast aside

—

a mere sensational commentary on human affairs—not a high
and enduring suggestion of the ideal.

His works excite curiosity far more than admiration, and
the Esthetic impression which they leave on the musical
mind is in the highest degree unconvincing.

Judged from a musicid standpoint, his tone-poems are dull,

and his extraordinary lack of the sense of proportion, and of

the sense of humour, leads him to make the most deplorable

errors that one can well conceive in connection with music.

It is not difficult to prophesy that we shall not hear a great

deal mote of Richard Strauss's music, and precisely for

this reason : he has resolutely ignored tlit limits of artistic

expression. "For me," he says (and we may earnestly hope,
only for him !),

" absolute beauty or ugliness does not exist in

music. What is truly and sincerely felt, and then bithfully

reproduced, is beautiful. " Such a doctrine is rightly dubbed
by Professor Niecks "pernicious."

How canwe have any system of etUcs unless we distinguish

between what is good and evil? How can we have Axt
unless we have tiie absolutely beautiful, as distinguished
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horn the absolutely ugly ? The idea is an anomaly, and
hardly worth contradicting. I am positive that Art without
permanent criteria is an absolute impossibility, just as much
aa ethics : I go further, and say that the same law governs
both, though differently expressed.
When we talk of Music and Mudcal Art, what do we

precisely mean ? We have already seen how Richard Strauss
defines beauty in art. It is the "faithful reproduction" of
what is "sincerely felt." The difficulty of accepting such a
pnaitioa as this need hardly be pointed out. The terms
" sincere" and " feeling " are purely relative to the individual.

What Richard Strauss may be pleased to think he " sinceiely

feels," may bo basal ndnBcnse to a difieiently constituted

If we look at the question from a broader and therefore

more scientific point of view< we shall find in the art of muEoc,
as we have learned to think of it, the steadily or^^nized
analysis and synthesis of beaaW and the Careful elimination
of ugliness in relation to sound uom the earliest development
until quite recent times.

The problem that confronts us is the " extension of
content," by the admission into so-called music of deliberate

and unmistakable hideousness without shame or reserve,

instead of making earnest and persistent efforts, at all costs,

to resist what would have not long since been regarded as an
impertinent intrusion.

For any composer to make out that the faithful reproduc-
tion of his individual feelings, independently of permanent
criteria, is true art, is a mere assumption of superiority to
traditions and ideals which is perilously near to empty
bombast.
But we live in a free-thinking age—an age of denial and

of destructive criticism so-called—and it is inevitable that

music, in common with other branches of human thought,
should suffer onslaughts on its elemental foundations. As
individuals and nations inherently contain in themselves the

seeds of decay (atii/aic icai pStats) which, sooner or later, bear
fruit in the light of history, so it would seem that Art, if it is

only to be a reflection of mere vital processes, must likewise
degenerate in the natural sequence of causes and effects.

This is the historical point of view, and there is much to
support it. Unquestionably, Art— if it only follows the
pliases of human deterioratian— becomes a degenerative
product. Under such conditions there would otmously be
no such thing as Umits to expression, either in music,
painting, or any other branch soever.

The precise stage at which any art be^^ns to decay seems
to me to be that at which it abandcms the cnlt of the
exduavdy beauti6il, and allows the extension of content by
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the admission of the unbeautiful. Art which deliberately

deals with things not actually beautiful, cannot be classed

any long'er as real and pure, however faithfully it may reflect

such things. " Not every ugliness," says Professor Niecks,

"is admissible in music." "But," I ask, "is any ugliness

admissible in music " ? I venture to say that music which is

tainted with ueliness is not music at all. Richard Strauss

is reported to have said :
" What we consider a dissonance

tiMlay may seem smooth beauty to some of those ytho will

come aftei us, or appear tame and pallid to others." We see
the truth of this proportion illustrated in the works of such
men as Debussy, which almost attain the limits of the
possible in the matter of dissonance and disintegration. But
stringing sounds together after this fashion is not musical
composition in the correct sense. It is the most outspoken
"reversion to type" that one could possibly cite. What,
one wonders, ts the fascination that compels men to destroy

what has been built up at sucli cost of care and patient

labour? The work of men who gave up their lives, health

and prosperity to the formulation of ideals and canons of

true beauty, by the patient elimination of ugliness, is very
rapidly thrown into the shade—but only for a brief moment
—by the outlandish utterances of demagogues and decadents.
But we may rest assured the life of their productions will

be very brief; the failure of such experiments as ignore

limits of artistic expression is absolutely assured.
There are two things which are absolutely indispensable

to music which is to endure. One is "Form," the other is

" Beauty," and both represent certain stages in the evolution

of the mind of man towards the appreciation of eternal

verities which are the object of all organized, conscientious

mental effort in Art as in other departments of human energy.

It is absolutely certain that nothing of an enduring nature
will result through the cult of " formlessness.'' It is equally

certain that mankind will not tolerate, so long as it is of sane
habit, the cult of ugliness.

I think there can be no doubt that we owe very much of

the more outrageous dements in modern music to destructive

criticism and its consequent lack of reverence. Much of
the treasures that we as musidans value most highly were
based not only on reverence, but on sober piety as well. In
one of his essays, Schopenhauer speaks of reverence as the
" lowest grade of Teutonico-Christian stupidity." If there

is to be no reverence, it logically follows that ideals cease to

eiust automatically. Can Art exist without ideals? Surely

the whole idea is a contradiction in terms. If Art abandons
ideals and merely becomes a reflection of vital processes
in various stages, even of decay or demoralization, as, for

instance, when it is used to illustrate the story of " Salome "
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or "Don Joan," th^ indeed, is it fallen from the high
estate wherein once it reigned. If Music is indeed to be
relegated to an atmosphere of absolute lawlessness, both as

regards its technical content and its moral COnnectioD, then
the reasons will largely be found in the teachings—should we
not say "mis-teachings"?—of such terrible prophets as
Schopenhauer, Haeckel and Nietzsche.

What has always been the degrading element in music has
been the degraded human element with which it has been
forced into connection. There is often in human nature so

much that is base and undesirable, that one vainly regrets

the large use of music made to reflect it. Music must surely

be degraded if it is used in connection with degrading
emotions. Beethoven sounded the right note when he
adopted a puritanical attitude in relation to the subject

matter of opera, for it is opera above ail other forms that has
been responsible for trailing mudc through the mire of
undesirable associations.

When we consider critically the entire range of mu^c as it

to^ay lies before us, we seem to see it divided into " planes"
which are sharply distinguished one from another—by what ?

—by degrees of reticence, or reserve, or reverence foe certain

ideals of conduct, whether religious or merely ethical in

character, which, as time passes on and the revealing page
of history is unrolled, seem to become more and more
visionary and unreal.

If John Sebastian Bach had been " Haeckelian," we should
assuredly not have the "St. Matthew" Passion to-day. Had
be been a. disciple of Ntetszcbe, where would have been the

goodly array of Church cantatas which are among the
jewels our treasure house 1 would not the world
have been poorer if Handel's " Messiah" had never been
written ? Are we prepared to admit that we could dispense
with the church music of Palestrina without detriment or

I have quoted three instances of music, based upon a
definitely religious belief without a shadow of compromise
with regard to either content or treatment. No serious critic,

1 think, will be found to deny that such music represents the
highest plane of the Art and science of " Tone " in respect of
purity and restraint of idea and of idiom.

In modem days students of the "German Requiem" of

Brahms, or of the Stabat Mater " of Dvorfik, will find little

to critidze on the score of lack of restraint either in emotion
or technique. If we cannot in out inmost hearts place
these works on the same loftv hughts as the great religious

master^eces of Bach or Palestrinaj we shall gain vaslJ^ by
analysing the exact reasons for which we make any distinc-

tions of degree.
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We must, I think, admit without prejudice that many of

the greatest masterpieces in music have been the Irutt

of definite "religious" ideals, and that the emotional restraint

of the central idea has been translated by means of definite

asthelic restraint as regards the entire technique of composi-
tion; in other words, in this " plane," which wc accept as the

highest by general consent, the limits of artistic expression

have never been exceeded in the slightest degree.

Here, then, we may sum up the conditions of such accepted
masterpieces in music: A sincere belief in a genuine ideal of

life and conduct interpreted with an intimate restraint in the

very minutia of artistic expression. It is not necessary to

point out th^ vei7 indiffeient mumc may originate on a

relii^na ba«a so-called. Sinceiity and self-criticism are

even more essential in this than in any branch of Art

;

otherwise, disastrous results are certain to follow. Such, for

example, is certain to be the case if the " dramatic " is for a
moment allowed to outweigh the " central " pwint of view.

This naturally illustrates the axiom that the limits of artistic

expression are io any case strictly relative to the precise

material which is under treatment. As the truly religious

life is the highest form of human self-abnegation, and self-

realization thereby, so we can fully realize that music which
reaches that lofty, lonely, plane of thought must also be in the

deepest sense sdf-restraining, self-critical, self-repressing. It

has been said that abstract music mahes an appeal to the
emotions which is "vsgue" and "indefimte." Up to a certain

point there is " indefiniteness," but after that, emotional
distinctions are as clear as daylight to the truly critical mind

;

not, perhaps, at a first or smgle bearing. Very few people
can grasp the content of any composition under such con-

ditions, and we must never forget that ord^ genius can fully

understand genius in ail Art, but above all jn musical art, the

most abstract of all. Before, however, we can arrive at any
definite criterion with regard, say, to the consideration of the

quality of religious music in relation to its material, we must
nave some sort of idea of what precisely makes for weakness
and sentimentality in all music, as opposed to saneness,

virility or reserve.

The three chief elements in music are: firstly, rhythm;
secondly, melodic outline ; thirdly, harmony. Therefore it is

obvious that all results in music, of whatever kind soever, must
depend on the handling of these materials, either individually

or collectively. There may be a very clever manipulation
of " tone " without reference to any rhjdihm, any definitely

melodic outline, or any harmony in the correct use of this

word ; but this cannot be included under the head of musical
composition, the first condition of which is, and always will

be, wganizfid structure. "Formlessness," "chaos," wl^tever
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it may be named, is entirely out of the question in relation to
musical composition in the true sense of the word.
The soft tuning-up of an orchestra does actually produce a

most agreeable ejSect on the mbds of many people ; but we
shall hardly be prepared for that reason to include it under
the headmg of " Music." For this style of tone manipulation,
which may produce highly pleasing mental impressions, we
need a new word. Years ago I heard a Siamese so-called

orchestra, which produced wonderful sounds like the
munnuring of bees, or the Eou|;hing of trees, but it never
occurred to me that such could be called "music" in the
sense m which we employ it.

Let me now, following the Aristotelian method, dte a few
instances of acknowledged sentimentality in mudc, and
proceed to examine the questions entailed.

I remember hearing an eminent violinist inveighin| in no
measured terms at the sickly sentimentality of certain later

works of Schumann. Another musician will be heard to

condemn tho same qualities in some of Mendelssohn's work.
A third will grumble at the same in the first movement of
Tschai1iows%'s " Path6tique " Symphony, or the slow move*
meat in the E minor, or in Chopm's G minor Nocturne. To
another the Prelude to "Tristan" is anathema maranltha. I

am not quoting irresponsible critics. These opinions emanate
from thoroughly well-equipped professional musicians as the

definite expressions of their honest and unbiassed opinion.

Can we " isolate," as it were, what makes for this element
of weakness and sentimentality which is so abhorrent to

As we sit and listen to any symphony by Tschaikowsky, as
compared with one of those by Brahms, we fully realise

without efibrt that we are in an entirely different atmosphere
altogether. It has been said of Tschaikowsky that he mtro-
duced a "wul" into music. NcFthtng approaching to a
" wail " as connoting emotional exceis can he found hi the
music of Brahms.
Now, can we analyse the actual technique of sentimentality

in mudc? To a certain extent, I think, we can do so. In
the first place the " movement " is languid

;
strongly marked

rhythmic figuration and the subdivision of pulses are con-
spicuous by their absence. In the melodic outline a curious
symptom is often noticed, I mean its delay or sophistication

by means of the slow appoggialiira. retardation, or similar

device, which is greatly abused. The more sentimental and
hyper-emotional the music becomes, the more prominent
becomes this slow appoggiatura, until thedevice itself becomes
top transparent and the listener is filled with the disappmnt-
nient which I have already cited. I honestly believe that no
technical detail represents a more insidious asthetic evil than
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this slow, halting " grace " note, which would seem to echo
some weak, halting habit of mind far removed from practical

sanity. I can only speak for myself; but to take two
instances, the prelude to " Tristan " and the slow movement
of the Tschaikowsky E minor Symphony produce upon my
mind the effect of a deplorable over-stepping of proper
emotional restraint. To me they convey the idea of " ill-

balanced " music, emanating from " ill-balanced " minds. A
course of such music, I am convinced, would make anyone
take a very gloomy view of men and things generally. And
the key to the device by means of which our souls are so

mercilessly harrowed is always this slow appo^atura which
permeates so many phases of modern mntic witci its influence,

so destructive alike to melodic and emotional beauty in the

hi^est sense of the word.
The nearest practical eoncrplion that I can suggest in

connection with any a|^ggiatura, quick or slow, is " he^ta-
tion," first cousin to indolence. Those who care to trace
out the history of thcappoggiatura from the time when it was
a mere insignificant ornament, to later days, when it becomes
an active agent for emotion, will find a very fruitful subject

for their research.

Of course, the matter of rhjithm is Immensely important
in relation to proper expression in music. It seems almost
incredible, yet it is a &ct, that Gounod selected a definite

valse rhythm of a languorous kind as a rhythmical ground-
work for some of his most solemn reli^ous subjects. Can
there be any question that in such a case he overstepped the
limits of trie artistic, even if we leave out of count those
curves of melody over-sweet which appear alike in the most
sacred and the most trivial of his themes? Strongly-marked
rhythms, suggestive of dancing or marching, for example,
are absolutely out of place in the treatment of religious ideas,

I mean genuine religious ideas. Above all, the slow valse
rhythm which so often figures in our hymn books, has a
most marked psychological effect which certainly does not
make for earnest endeavour in things spiritual.

When we speak of "sugary" music, we imply a lack of

artistic self-restraint—in other words, a li?tnl is set in

"melody" to "artistic" expression—and we know perfectly

well what we mean by " sugary " melody ; we mean melody
which proceeds too smoothly, and is, in short, a reflection of

mental and phjrsical InJolence.

Inddence, too, appears in the "harmonic" treatment which
lacks what may be called a proper " angularity," and is fond
of melodic movement over a " stagnant'' bass, whether such
be of short or at long duration. Indolent melody, indolent
harmony, indolent rhythm, are what constitute sgntimenlaliiy

in music. It is this element in iiiu»c which so faithfully
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reflects the hedonism which perpetually bafBes the philosopher
on tlie one hand and the critic on the other. The history

of manliind is practically always a gradual conversion to
mere liedonisra. Now, hedonism is practically the fruit of
indolence, of which sugary sentimentality, whether it be
pessimistic or otherwise, is nothing more or less than the
reflection or expression.

The more hedonistic and indolent your "society " becomes,
the more it will resent the virility of Brahms, or Beethoven,
or Bach, and the more it will revel in the music of those
who have "jived" and looked at life in a very different

spirit.

A very painful phase in recent musical development is the
influence upon it of nenrotic conditions in the unfortunate
composer. This is an elaborate question, but it undoubtedly
has a great importance if we are to understand the phenomena
of musical evolution.

It mav perhaps be said that neurosis almost a.s much as
anything is responsible for the extravagances of every sort

—

formal, thematic, material—with which we are so painfully

familiar to-day, and wliich the careful artist must sedulously
distinguish from Art progress.

The process of musical evolution, if we consider It

historically, is somewhat as follows For many generations
musicians occupy their best energies and give up their lives

in an effort to arrive at and formulate laws in musical Art

—

lonnai and festhetic. No sooner are such laws apparently
perfected, and mankind begins to enjo^ the fruits of years of
patient labour in the masterpieces of such as Beethoven,
than reaction sets in. The one idea that Alls the air is

"cmaiiciDation," as though law and form in music were its

Dane instead of its very essence. In the light of history,

iiLC two greatest reactionaries th&t first meet our notice are
Schumann and Berlioz, both nien profoundly influenced by the

"Uterary" aspect of things in relation to music, both men of
profoundly neurotic habit, if ^ve may trust their biographers.

We must very carefully distinguish in our studies of music
tietween reaction and genuine reform. We are constantly

and painfully familiar with reaction against law and form

—

indeed, against all artistic limits whatsoever in music. Such
reaction is more akin to anarchy than to genuine progress.

In this throwing off of restrictions of all kinds in mudcal
Art we see a process closely aldn to the steady develop-
ment of hedonism as the creed and cult of humanity in its

reactionary phases. " Reaction " in music is not always a
reaction agamst mere convtntiomtlitits, it is often a rebeUion
against w^-appioved printnples arrived at by much toil and
sorrow. We can think of two instances of reaction—those
connected with the names of Gluck and Wagner in operatic
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art—which in every sense made for operatic reform ; but we
can call to mind other inetances of reaction which can only
be termed destructive in their processes and ultimate issue.

Let us now endeavour briefly to enumerate aod dassi^
some of the more obvious " limits " of artistic expresdon in

relstioD to Music. The first limit, I thiDk, about which there
cannot be any reasonable doubt, is that concerned with crude
realistic imitation which is simply inadmissible. As one
hstens to the battle-music in Strauss's " Heldenleben," one
is filled with wrath. Let me quote the words of a recent
critic :—" As to this Battle sectioa, I can only call it an
' atrocity.' Taking harmony in the most extendwl sense that
is possible, it still remains a thing outside the limits of which
Strauss's battle-picture lies. It therefore fails altogether to

carry on the progress of music towards greater articulateaess.

It is not music, and does nothing whatever for music. It is

a monstrous excrescence and blemish—a product of musical
insanity, bearing no trace whatever of that genius which
produced the lovely and perfect ' Tod und Verklaning.'

"

Professor Niecks says in the same connection :—" In this

battle scene Strauss treats dissonance as independent, self-

sufficient ; and the unavoidabla result is noise, not tone; a
charivari, not music; indeed, nothing that even bytbe greatest
stretch of the imagination can be called mu»c. The effect

is certainly realistic ; but, Cui bono ? What Art-lover is the
richer or better for it ? Where is its assthetic justification ?

Who wants a realistic reproduction of discord, unrelieved by
harmony—ugUness, unrelieved by beauty ? Not the sane and
healthy." " Besides this speciafiy glaring and specially out-

rageous case of misapplication of genius and maltreatment
of a noble art," he adds, " we meet with innumerable
objectionable cases of a milder and more passing nature,
with things that cannot or ought not to be expressed, with
ways of expression that are not in accordance with the
nature of music, which must obey the laws of dissonance and
cannot very well do without tonality." Such abuses, as I
have said, fill one with rage. When one listens to one of

those absurd " Storm " bntasias which are popular in Swiss
organ recitals, one ia filled trith pity for anything so puerile

in conception and execution. Such things, we feel, are
alt(^ther outside the pale of serious criticism. We may
conndently say that the nearest approach to realism per-
missible in musical art is just " suggestion," as we find it

in the song accompaniments of Schubert. The rhythmic
measure in the " EriMng " is illustrative and acceptable in

the same degree that the unutterable "rat, tat, tat " in the
"Heldenleben" goads the nerves to firenzy. Realism in music
may be defined as a misapplication of means attempting to
interpret the concrete in terms of the abstmct.
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A second limit, which is far more difficult to define, relates

to untrammelled emotion in music. There is no difficulty

in distinguishing between ffl/id music and sad music. The
" moods " ate obvious

;
and, just as we draw a sharp distinc-

tion in daily experience between degrees of emotion—as, for

instance, between restrained sorrow and black despair—so is

it unquestionably in music. Pessimistic and neurotic music
is therefore just as much a possibility and a reality as
pessimistic and neurotic literature may be.

Music is legitimately employed to reflect restrained sorrow,
or even melancholy; but we must, I think, if we be true
artists, draw the line at the lugubrious ululations of the
hopeless pessimist, who can see nothing good in a world
of woe, and whose chief mental food is his own ill-balanced

imaginings.

To perpetually harbour morbid thoughts and ideas is

forbidden elementary morality. So, too, to reSect morbid
emotions with the unmistakable fidelity of which we see far

too much nowadays in music is ariBtiia to the " artist."

The musical composer bears indeed a grave responsibility as

to the message which he conveys to an expectant world. Is

that message to be one of hopeless despair, or of true joys,

all familiar with instances of what we feel to be morbid
music—music which, as Professor Niecks puts it, reflects
" things that ought not to be ec^reased. And it is a
disturbing thought that the composers of such ninsic showed
greater or less symptoms of mental disturbance or neurosis.

It is very fashionable to decry the " pathological jargon " of

Nordau, and to proclatm it as unscientific in kind and degree.

The more closely, however, I go into the question of what is

morbid in Art the more I am convinced that Nordau was on
the right tack, and that morbid Art springs from diseased
nerve-centres. By their "works" ye shall know them;
conversely, By " themselves " ye shall know their " works."
The physiological sj'mptoms of cerebral degeneration are

too well known now to elude observation. One of the

most obvious— alternations of exaltation and excitement
with profound depression of mind—can frequently enough be
exemplified by students of musical biography.

I cannot help quoting a short passage from one of Adolf
Jensen's letters to illustrate the tremendous objective import-
ance of the effect of highly emotional music upon a highly

sensitive brain. This may help one to realize that such
music may influence even a normal brain in a very undesir-

able way. No thoughtful musician who happens to be a
teacher will fiul to am)redate the vast importance of this

conuderalion, nor will he indulge the youthful mind with
a surfeit of such mental nouriBhment, however strong
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the craving for highly emotional music may be in the

young.
"In my present condition," -wriles Jensen, "Wagner is

unfortunately entirely excluded ; his music raises me abso-
lutely to the utmost height of pleasure, after which, however,
follows a long-continued depression." Later on, Jensen
refers to the " Nibelungen Ring " as the greatest musical
event since the creation of the world, and says :

" As I caa
hardljr read a pianoforte score of Wagner without getting

into the most violent and dangerous excitement, I have, in

consideration of my total incapacity, long accustomed myself
to renunciation and resignation."

Tolstoi has called music the most "subtle lust or the

senses." In the matter of hj^jer-emotional music in its

relation to the human mind we have much food for profound
reflection. From the educationa! point of view, it is of

absolutely prime importance.

A third limit relates to what may be termed, for want of a
belter word, " Freakishness " in music—by which I mean the

deliberate adoption in musical compositions of what is ugly or

eccentric. If we trace out the evolution of some arts, do we
not see a gradual process of the formulation of the canonB of

bean^—succeeded by the cult of absolute ugliness and
perversion of idea and technique 7 Now, if it is correct to

state that Debussy has taken music to a higher plane or

scope of expression than any before him, we must obviously

admit that he is following laws of development which are

irresistible as time itself. Certamly, symptoms of disintegra-

tion appear sooner or later in every Art ; alas, that it should
be so! Bar ihis is no sign of progress- it is nothing more
or less than arcav. 1 he avttiaie. in short, has been followed

by the ^(Jitji. jiiiv r iinmoKer wiii> is deliberaiely " freakish
"

adopts a pose, anu should be regarded accordingly. If, on
the other hand, he is unconsciously" freakish," he must be
judged in the same way as other irresponsible ^ople. Mean-
while, the damage done to Art is well-nigh, if not entirely,

irreparable. The great music of the past has been built upon
sanity, self-respect and often sober piety as well. Certain

rules, in short, have never been transgressed ; certain limits

never exceeded. " Freakishness " in Act must be classified as

a disease. Even if we grant that decay and disintegration

must sooner or later appear in contemporary music which
reflects the spirit of a decaying vitality, still the true artist

will serenely ignore such phases or products. He will dwell

in the treasure-houses of the truly great and the truly pure,
raised upon the foundations of absolute rule, absolute

When one conddera the vagaries of the musical iconoclast,

realist, hedonist, pessimist—all these phases with which we
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aie only too familiar to-day—one is almost tempted to exclaim
with tbe old Latin poet, in a mood of desperatton :

—

Nil admiiari prope les est Una, Mumici,
Sdaque quae posut facere et servare beatum.

Horace Ep., Book I., 6, i.

From all such phases the true artist will dwell apart,

keeping always before the qres of his soul the ideal beauty
and ideal trufli which are the essence of pure Art—Art whioi
is far, iar more than a mere reflection of vital processes, and
is an echo of the eternal.

DISCUSSION.

The Chairman.—Dr. Bellairs in his paper has given us a
good deal of food for thought. There is no doubt chat he
touched the point very accurately when he said that the
great cause of the tendency which he deplores is the lack

of reverence which is noticeable in our day, not only, I fear,

in the realm of music, but in many other departments of
human activity. I quite agree that the movement is a
retrograde one. Anyone who seeks to achieve a success
of curiosity cannot reasonably expect his work to be of an
enduring character. I was also quite in agreement with
what he said about the invalidity of the plea that what is

true to nature is necessariiy justifiable as a reproduction.

Ugliness exists in nature, but it is not the proper sphere of
Art to reproduce unredeemed ugliness. It is sometimes said

in justification of dull passages in the works of composers that
there are dull passages in life, and therefore such passages
are not out of place. I do not think that is a conclusive

argument. What should we think if a painter were to paint

a strikingly faithful representation of a dustbin 7 A dustbin
is a very useful article in its place no doubt, but it is quite
unworthy of the talents of an artist. I think much of this

movement is a mere exaltation of eccentricity. A literary

writer, especially a writer of verse, is bound to follow certdn
canons and to adopt certain recognised forms, and anything
like a wide departure from these forms is regarded as obscurity

or eccentricity of an unjustifiable degree. And there is no
reason why similar limitations should not be applicable to

the mu^ian. It seems to me that many of these eccentricities

are mere e^^iedients to hide a lack of uspiration. After all,

it comes to this: there are two eleinents which constitute
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the great saurces of interest in music—bea.uty of form and
beauty of feeiing. Both must be present in all good music.

In the old classical school the fbnn was the more prominent

;

in the romantic school feeling had the upper hand. But if

any compo«tion does aot possess these two elements in some
considerable degree it is itself condemned by their absence.
I look on these reckless innovators as playing a part in Art
somewhat analogous to that of the anarchists in politics

—

their policy leads nowhere. There is only one point in which
I do not quite agree with the lecturer, and that is in his

attributing so much to the rise of Opera. Although fault has
been found with the writers of opera, I do not think they
should be charged with having contributed specially to this

result ; for opera least of all forms of composition is tempted
to take music out of its proper sphere. It has the advantage
of costumes, scenery, libretto, and so on, and although I agree
of course that a composer may attempt too much with his

score in opera, yet I do not admit that this is the sphere
where realistic effects are most readily abused. The remark
with which Dr. Bellairs concluded, when he said he considered

the proper limit of artistic expression was not delineation

but suj^;estioa, seems to me to sum up the whole matter.

Su^estion, if ddicatdy given, is delightful. We see it in so
senous a work as Mozart's Requiem, and I quite agree with
the lecturer that that is as far as the composer can eo in

conveying an idea without passmg outside his proper

Mr. Gilbert Wedb.— It is good to hear anyone speak up
for law and order in these days, for undoubtedly modern
tendencies are dc^lruclive , but at the same time, as I

listened to Dr. Bellairs ? paptir, I was conscious that if his

opinions were strictly adopted they would shut out all

progress. It frequently happens that development is preceded
by a penod of disint^ation ; but it is only for a period, and
from the ashes of purification there is certain to nse a fresh

order. While sympathism^ with the lecturer's views, there

was a good deal with which I found myself at vanance.
With regard to Richard Strauss s works, 1 do not see how
they can be described as dull. They may contain certain

Eassages annojang to many listeners, but decidedly they
eep people awake. Time alone can prove whether Strauss s

music will enaure, i-iis jater sympnomc poems most aecjoeajy

show predilection for extravagances, but his earlier works may
now be said to be understood, and I think will acquire a
permanent place in public esteem ; in fact, " Don Juan

"

and " Till Eulenspiegel " are already established in public

fovour. Dr. Bellairs's definition of true Art b^g a ^thful
reproduction of what is really felt by the creator is admirablei
and exactly expresses the animating principle of the great
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masterpieces. If our living compoEers expressed more truly

what they really felt, I believe their lot would be happier.
Witn regard to the beautiful in Art, it should be remembered
that the ideal of beauty changes and also varies with
individuals. Mozart had one ideal, Beethoven another, and
we ha.ve a different ideal of beauty now. We demand greater
truth of expression. It is now held by many that the perfect

form and perfect ideal do not reflect nature. Mu^c in

France at the present time is exhibiting some curious
phenomena. The disciples of Debussy regard the old
masters as antediluvians, but the followers of Ravel regard
Debussy's works as old-fashioned. The last-named composer
dismisses all melody, form, and all the laws of harmony, and
only seeks to produce what is called " atmosphere." This,
of course, is a valuable element in music, but it can no more
exist without structure than clouds can be formed without
the existence of a world. As to the statement that all the
greatest works have been produced under deep religious

feeling, this is of course because we cannot go higher for

inspiration than the consideration of the immortal, and a
man who writes on such a subject must give out the best
that is in him. At the same time, however, there are other
days in the week than Sunday, and it is the business of Art
to reflect the spirit of each. It always has been so, especially

in music; moreover, the truly religious life now is very
difierent ftom what it was in the Puritan days. Judging
from the popularity of the Prelude to "Tristan," and
Tschalkow^cy's fifth and sixth Symphonies, and the deep
esteem in which they are held by the majority of musicians,

it is obvious that these works do not appeal to the lecturer

as they do to the people. The Prelude is distressing because
of its intensity, but it is a wonderful expresdon of ill-fated

love finding relief only in death. Of course we all agree that

crude imitations are utterly out of place in music. It is

always the suggestion that impresses, not pure realism. That
our young composers should evince a predilection for morbid
subjects is somewhat unaccountable, because I take it that

as a body of men there is no more manly set of fellows.

It is ple^ant to notice, however, that b healthier taste is

becoming apparent. It should always be reAembered that
composers who have striven to expand their art have always
been adversely criticised by their contemporaries; but it is

only by the efforts of experimenters that development is

achieved, and I think it cannot be denied that although
Strauss has written some excruciating passages which cannot
be called harmonious, he has yet increas«l the expressive

power of mumc as a language.
Mr. CoBBETT.—H I must say a word about to-day's lecture,

it is that I always feel profoundly depressed when I bear
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music which I love very much, attacked. One need not be a

neurotic to appreciate the symphonies of Tschalkowsky, the

later works of Schumann, still less those of Berlioz, full as

they are of intensity and strength. I even think tliat it does
an injury to Art to condemn such masterpieces, for which
modern music has no counterpart. It is, however, not a new
experience to me. I iiave often sat down to play chamber-
music by some composer who was not a Beethoven nor a

Mozart, but which yet contained some very lovely passages,

and had to listen to the strictures of some musician present

who had not a word to say in its favour for some similar

reason to that adduced by Dr. Bellairs; and yet I have
played the same work another evening with or in presence of
excellent muddaos who have enjoyed it intensely. I cannot
think any good is done by such destructive criticism.

Gounod's mu^c may be sentimental, but it is a sentimentsJity

which I am sure we all have felt in our time, at any rate

as regards his " Faust" music. I do not care much for his

Masses. For church music I think Dr. Bellairs's code
entirely applicable. I do not think that Strauss is quite as
formless as Dr. Bellairs suggests. His chamber-music is

symmetrical, and even his tone-poems are in sonata form.

What I entirely condemn in the latter is their ugliness; and
I also feel that his themes are decidedly banai. But he is a
virile man, and, as Mr, Webb says, he has helped to make
history. Tliat anyone in his senses can suggest that Strauaa
mil ttuce the place of Bach and Beethoven I cannot think.

Once more I venture to say that destructive critidsm is to be
r^retted. I would like to see its place taken by appreciative

cntidsm \riiere posdble, by the pointing out by nmdcians of
the heauttM lather than the d^cts Of the greater and lesser

composers for the benefit of the layman, and to help him
to enjoy.

Mr. Statham.—I cannot help thinking that we have come
to a point where the art of instrumental music has said all

that it has to say. We are now in a time when an effort is

being made to get something more out of an Art which has
run its course. There is a forgetfulness of the abstract

quality of instrumental music ; an attempt to make It say
what only literature can say. That music can express

nothing definite is really its glory, because it expresses
that which cannot be expressed in words. As Mendelssohn
said, when asked the meaning of one of his " Songs
without Words'' :—" The meaning is the music itselfT"

I felt entirely in sympathy with the greater part of Dr.
Bellairs's lecture; but be used the words "absolute
beauty." Have we any standard of absolute beauty? We
can fed it, but we cannot say exactly what is beauty and
what is ugliness. I suspect that Falestrina would have
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thought some of Bach's harmonies and progressions exceed-
ingly ugly. Dr. Bellairs's definition of music as " organized
structure " pleased me much. As model examples of
organized structure 1 should include Mozart's symphonies as

well as Beethoven's. I think his three leading symphonies
are perfect in this respect ; there is not a detail in tliejn that
has not reference to the whole. Beethovea's work is not
always quite so pure in this respect ; he sometimes drags in

passages the relation of which to the whole composition is

not very obvious ; and one thing I wish he had never done

—

bis tnateriaiistic representation of "discord " by the actual
harsh clash of notes at the commencement of iht finale to the

Ninth Symphony. Such a materialistic representation is out
of place in the realm of music, which should suggest only
abstract ideas. I agree also as to freakishness in music.

Dr. Johnson remarked once that "nothing odd will do for

long '
: it is as true in music as in literature. There is a fine

idea in Milton's short poem, " At a solemn music," iriiere he
expresses the wish that we on earth may ri^tly answer the
harmonies of heaven :

—

" As once we did, tUl dUpntporHoMd
Janed against Nature's chime, and mth harsh din
Broke the music that all creatures made
To their great Lord."

Here Milton, using music as an illustration of spiritual

things, regards sin as that which is out of proportion with
the true order of the universe. So faults in music are
passages which are out of proportion to the whole, or to the
genera! construction of the passage. That is the great
difference between the classical compositions and those
sentimental works to which Dr. Bellairs referred—they lack
the sense of proportion. I have been hearing some of
Strauss's music, of course with a certun interest; but I
think such a thing as " Till Eulen^^^," with a dnro &oin a
hi{^ G to a low G flat, to show the moment when Till was
handed, is a sheer degradation of the art of instrumental

music ; it is taking all the poetry and dignity out of the Art,

and making it a poor sort of plaything. I cannot see that

such work can represent " progress " in the Art. People are

too much bitten in these days with the idea that Art must be
what they call "progressive." Science is necessarily pro-
gressive, because science deals with facts, which are
continually accumulated to our stock of knowledge ; but Art
deals with ideas, and there is no certainty that the ideas of
one generation are superior to those 01 its predecessors.
There may be progress in execution, in making of instru-

ments, in the discovery of new effects in orchestration, &c.

;
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but it does not necessarily follow that there is progress
in musical ideas and in power of composition. ^>eaking'
generally, I had great pleasure in hearing Dr. Bellairs's

paper, because I think he has said some things that very
much needed to be said.

Dr. Bellaies.—I thank you very much for the kind way
in which you have thanked me for what has been a very
pleasant task. Out of the many and various points raised in

the discussion which followed my paper, I must endeavour to
answer one or two questions. When I said that 1 thought
Richard Strauss's music was dull, I did not mean to say his
viethods were dull ; 1 meant to say that to me his metadies
were dull and unsatisfying. Take the " baby " theme in the
" Sinfonia Domestics," or the leadhigmoh/ in " Don Juan."
They are very poor tunes at best, and to me they are
emphatically dull. To me, music which embodies dull

melodies is dull music, however much it may bristle with
sensational efiects. With regard to the question of senti-

mentality and its technique in music, everyone knows that
Beethoven made the most wonderful use of the " slow
appoggiatura," yet with what care and restraint. It is when
we hear it occurring at every second beat or so that we
become satiated—nay, nauseated. At last it degenerates
into a mere device of technical commonplace of which we
tire ere long. It is quite easy to detect sentimentality in

mumc, and to see that it doeq not make for what is truly
great in Art. I folly E^ee irith what Mt. Statham says
about progress in Art. PK^ress of some sort must in the
nature of things be possible at all times. But what I want to

ask is, whether music is to acknowledge limits of any sort or

not ; and whether, if certain limits are very frequently
transgressed, there is not a physiological reason for it which
in turn becomes a psychological one? It is a .uiy difficult

questitm, and I am ^infully conscious haw inadequately I

have treated it. Still, it is by far the mu-^t ir.teiesting

question relating to all Art. We can never be too careful in

tracing the connection between the " concrete in experience "

and the " abstract " in Art, especially musical Art.

The Chairman.—I should like to say how very pleased I

was to hear what Mr. Statham said as to there not necessarily

being progress in musical Art. We do not look for progress
in architecture, sculpture or poetry. 1 was glad also that he
had the courage to accuse even the great Beethoven of
irrelevancy. It liecms to me that, taking inspiration for

_

granted, the best music is that which contains the least

urelevancy. Relevancy is a very important criterion in
mu^c. Discords, for instance, are proper and ue«^, but
ore only relevant when they are rdated to concords.
There is a certain confusion of idea in the use of the words
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seotimeDt and senticnental. One consideration that I always
console myself with is this : those forms that do not bear
the test c£ experience are ultimately abandoned, and we
come back to the older and more dasmcol fbrms, just as itt

liteiatuie and pieties and other ibnns of activity. Some-
thing disappears, and sometfaing that was in enstence perhaps
many ages oefbre comes in its place.

(A vote of thanks to Dt. Bellurs was then passed.)
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In thb Chair.

THE VAGUENESS OF MUSICAL NOMENCLATURE,

By F. Gilbert Webb.

My object in appearing before you to-day is to secure
a discussion that may lead iiitimately to greater defmileness
in musical nomenclature. On a subject in whic]i sr> tnuch
uncertainty exists, there must be botlj vitgutness and
diversity of opinion, and I hope that, however trivial you
may deem your own ideas on this matter, you will not
hesitate to express them, for " in the multitude of councillors
there is wisdom." For my ^art, I trust I shall be able to say
Bometliing sufficiently urritatmg to cause you to rise, if not in
your wrath, at least to contradict me.

Before such an assembly as this it would be superfluous to
bring forward an^ evidence that music is a science, and that
every science, with the unhappy exception of music, has its

technical terms ard definitions clearly defined. Precise
meanings of technical terms are recognised as an absolute
necessity to avoid misunderstanding and secure progress

;

and this being generally admitted, it follows that equal
clearness of understanding should prevail in the technical
terminology of music. At the present, however, so great
is the uncertainty as to the meaning of terms most commonly
used, that it is impossible to discuss the fundamental
principles of the Art without there arising more or less
confusion or misapprehension.

I venture to think that the consequences of this vagueness
have far more disastrous consequences than is commonly
supposed. I beUevB that no littfe of the imperfect compre-
hmsion of fundamental prindples, amongst students and
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young artists, resulting in faulty phrasing and want of
significance in performance, are attributable to the double
or triple meanings of the terms commonly employed. Want
of significance is the most common fault, and the reason why
so many artists sing and play unimpressively, and con-

sequently do not attract the public. The actor and actress
" get across the footlights," to use a theatrical expression, by
the study and adoption of certain clearly-defined laws of

elocution, and exactly the same laws hold good with regard

to instrumental playing and singing. But you cannot set out

any rules or laws so long as you employ terms or words
which have a double or triple meaning.
Now I submit that the most iinp«rtant, least ttnderstood,

and most misused terms in mu^c are those of Rhythm and
Rlnrthmic.

1 need scarcely tell you that the word rhythm holds the
record for definitions. German writers have made mai^
attempts; thus Apel ("Metrfk," Leipzig, 1814-16) says:
"Rhythm is the actual perception of the unity of a succession
of moments in evolution "—a sentence wliich " makes one
furiously to thinli." Herrman (Leipsiger MusHtseilung)

writes: "The principle of rhythm is founded on the reciprocal

effect, or on the condition of cause and effect." Hoffmann

:

" The rhythm, which is in itself pleasing and beautiful, lies

in the change of the sncceeding parts of time, according to

the law of exertion and rest, in which we have again to
lecognise the more fonnble and weaker exertion." Hand, in

"Esthetics of Music," says: "Rhythm is the united sum
of different parts of lime into a unit." Webster does not
throw much light on the matter, and the most aatis&ctory

modem definition to me is that of Ernst I^uer : " Rhythm is

indeed the outward manifestation of the inner life."

Before considering this subject, let me remind yon that
the basis of music is rhj^hm and melody ; that the former
represents movement, and the latter some kind of vocal

utterance. These two elements, while generally appearing in

combination, are, you will admit, by nature distinct, and can
exist independently of each other. Rhythm has its pulses

and can exist without change of pitch ; while melody most
have change of pitch, but not necessarily recurrence or
r^ulaiity of pulse. I would suggest therefore that the words
Rhythm and Rhythmic should be used exclusirelf to indicate
the suggfiftoH of movement in mitsU, and not to be crafbunded
as at present with phranng, acceatuation, stress. Hntence,
or period. Rhythm results from acceutoation of certain

notes in a sentence ; but rhythm is not merel]^ accerrtoation,

because not onir can accentoatian take place without rhythm

,

btit by variation of accent it b possible to destroy riiytbm.

Still more &tal is it to confiannd Rbythmr with Phrasing.
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Phrasing is merely liaving tJue regard to the proporlionate

balance of parts of a musica! sentence, and corresponds to

the observance of a good reader to llie signs of punctuation.
Rhythm will dictate the lilt of a musical phrase, but not
the end of a phrase. The rh3rthin of a march continues
throughout the piece, bat the phrasing can vary considerably.

One musical dictionary defines Rhythm as " metre "
; but I

object to this, because it is a term not sufficiently elastic to

be used in a musical sense. Examination of any good setting

of verses will show that it is stress or accent, not quantity,
or in other words, the perception of rhythm, which afiects the
composer. We all know Sir Arthur Sullivan's procedure in

setting words to music. He first of all experimented to find

out how many vnrieties of accentuation the lines would bear,

and only after he had decided on the most effective accentua-
tion did he set to worlc to invent a tune. I think, however,
I have said enough to show the advantages of restricting

the use of the word Rhythm to the movement or lilt of the

music, th* life-giving ekincnt, and of keeping it distinct from
the accentuation aiul phrasing which pertain to the grammar
of music. I would n^nrd rhythm as the spirit, and phra^ng
as the letter of the law.
Another word—that is used, may I say, with bigamous

intention ?— is fampo or time. Surely this word should be
confined to the signification of pace. To speak of Waltz-time
means really very little, for the tempo of a waltz varies

considerably ; but if you say waltz-measure, you convey a
distinct idea of music having three beats in a bar with the

accent on the first. Again, it is vague to speak of triple time
and common time, because three or four beats in a bar can
be given at any pace, but triple or common measure explains

itself With the exception of signifying a dance of olden
daj^, the word "measure" should be applied solely in its

ordinary agnificance of quantity, and employed to mdicate
the number of beats in the bar.
Another term that is used with confmon of thought is the

word Tone. To the majority, and certairJy to non-musical
people, tone signifies a certain quality of sound which in

itself is indivisible. You can speak of a rich tone or a poor
tone, and a certain quality of tone, wherefore I maintain that
the term semi-tone, which is tised musically in the sense of
an interval, is a confusing combination. If semi-tone means
anything it should mean half the power of a full tone, just as

the child said " he supposed that half-mourning meant that

you were half sorry"; but to say that C in itself is a tone,

and that from C to D is a tone, is hopelessly confusing,

C and D are notes if you like, and a half-note will convey the

idea of distance, because note is associated in the mind with
a tangible object. On stringed instruments, the notes of the
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scale are at once perceived to be terms of distance, and a
half-note immediately suggests moving the finger half the
distance to that necessary to produce the whole note ; but
the word Tone does not suggest fixed paints of distance, for

you can produce tones of varying pitch by sliding the finger

down the string. It is therefore b«st to s^eak of the tone

of each note, aad to banish the coiDbiiialion of semi-tone
altogether.

The terms Scale and Mode should be employed distinctly.

The word scale should be confined to its sense of an arbitrary

series of notes the character of which is decided by the major

A good deal of confusion arises sometimes from the misuse
of the word Key. Putting aside the definition that "the
signature of a modern piece of music is the key in which it is

NOT written," it would be ivell to restrict the word key to its

significance of pitch. Key-nole is an admirable term, but
the term "keys" should not be applied to the notes of the

pianoforte; vou might just as well speak of the keys of a
scale. The Ue.y-board of a pianoforte is permissible, because
eai^ note can become the principal oi k^-note of a scale,

but to speak of tfae keys of a pianofbtte is to confuse sound
mth substance. The term " interval " should be more used
than it is with regard to the distances between notes of the
scale, for it conveys a distinct idea to the mind, the only
double meaning I have ever heard attached to it being
the definition : " Interval—the most enjoyable part of a

With regard to the use of Italian words to indicate pace, I

do not for one moment suppose that we shall be able to

decide whether the term Andaiiliito imphes a quicker or

slower movement than Andante. This is a hopeless problem,
because composers have used the word in each sense ; but it

would be well if it could be understood that henceforth
Andanihio indicated a less slow pace than Andante, yaSt as
Allegretto signifies less quick than Allegro.

The other Italian terms are fairly understood, and I do
not see any advantage in replacing them by English words,
although German and French composers write their direc-
tions in their native tongue. It seems desirable that music,
being a universal language, should have universal terms, and
as the Italian are the oldest and most widely understood, it

is more sensible to preserve them. The matter may be
reconsideredwhen Esperanto becomes the universal language.
One objection I have to the use of English terms is that they
are not well chosen and are often inelegant. Not long since

I came across the direction " Go a lot faster."

With the development of programme music has come a
number of words borrowed fiom the sister art of painting.
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Now the affinity between colour and sound has long been
recognized, and some of you may remember a remarkable
peifcnmance in the old St. James's Hall, at which various

colours and tints were associated with the timbre of different

instruments in the orchestra, the corresponding colours

bdng thrown on a screen as the particular instrument came
into prominence. The flute, for instance, was associated with
pale blue, and the trumpet with scarlet, and cold or warm
harmonic effects were accompanied by cold or warm tints.

The novelty was too great to permit of judgment being
formed whether the significance ofthe music was increased by
these devices, for, as with the recent illuminated symphony
scheme, the unexpected call upon the eye distracted attention

from the ear. The connection between sound and tone

would seem to have its origin in some proportionate similarity

of the respective vibrations ; and also wilh the mental associa-

tion of profundity and darkness, and altitude with light,

having a certain correspondence with the slow beat of low-

pitched notes and sombre harmonies, and the higher

vibrations of shrill tones. Be this as it may, the use of terms
used in painting to suggest certain orchestral effects is

COHTenient, and to a large extent achieves its purpose, but at

the same time it opens a door to extravagance and possible

ludicrous comparisons. Thenext common term in present use

is "Tone-colour," which seems to have ousted the word timbre.

There is a tendency to use timbre in the sense of the

particular tone-quality of an instrument or of a singer's voice,

and by tone-colour lo imply the effects of intensity of thought
on the singer's voice, or the results of particular combina-
tions of instruments. Thus it is possible to say that a
singer's emotion altered the tone-colour of the natural timbre

of the voice. If this distinction be accepted, it will prove

usefiil, and contribute to the somewhat limited number of

words at out writers' command to convey subtle differences,

The term tone-colour being accepted, others of like character

cannot consistently be rejected. If we admit tone-colour we
must accept tone-painting, which is not very definite in

sigmficBDce when applied to sounds. Another combination
IB "word-painting," wblch may be accepted as useful to

signify that a musician has endeavoured to illustrate each
word rather than the spirit of the lines. Church organists

have the reputation of word-painting in accompanying the

Psaims, and you may remember the story of the two
parishioners severally boasting of the accomplishments of

the organists of their respective churches, the one puttii^

the cap on the pruses of the other by saying, " That
is alt very well, but you should come and neat our
organist ' make a noise like a dog and go round about
the city.'"
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We have heard a gieat deal about Atmosphere of late.

The word may be described as the baitle-cry of the latest

French school, or, more strictly speaking, cult, of which
DebuEsy is credited with being the founder. In Fine Art,

atmosphere has a. distinct technical significance, implying

the h^e which pves the sense of distance. The difficulty of

judging distances in obscurity arises from the fact that the

eye cannot see the intervening atmosphere. This was
impressed upon me by taking part in an experimental game
of tennis one evening with the courts marked out and the

balls-coated with luminous paint. It was impossible to tell

whether the ball was six or two yards from one. The word
atmosphere has also long been used to imply in music, as in

the drama and literature, that appropriateaess of detail

which completes conviction ; but the new French cult has
given the word another significance, which is perhaps best

described as "nebulous," or, to bring it within the experience
of us all, " foggy." I have not as yet met with Ae word
foggy applied to modern music, but I submit that it would
often be very appropriate. " Lurid " is a term which seems
to be chan^ng its meaning, since it is now commonly under-

stood to imply something tragic or flaming ; whereas the
original meamng of the word was ghastly, or palUd, and
when applied in music the synonyms would be dismal

I need hardly say that American writers leave our critics

far behind in the employment of terms of painting, and it

is because American mannerisms are daily invading the
mother country that I have thus drawn attention to this

subject. Huneker, one of the most esteemed American
critics, speaks of Chopin's Berceuse containing "ModulatiDna
from pigeon egg-blue to pale green, most misty and subtle

modumtions that dissolve before one's eyes, and lor a moment
the sky is peppered with tiny stars in doubles, each indepen-
dently treated. Within a small segment of a chromatic bow,
Chopin has imprisoned new strangely dissonant colours. It

is a miracle, and after [he drawn-out chord of the dominant
seventh, and the rain of silvery fire ceases, one realises that

the whole piece is not a delicious illusion, but a ululation in

the key of D flat, the apotheosis of pyrotechnicai colorature."

With such "peppered" examples before us I think we
should be cautious in our employment in music of the
terminology of painting. The best of all safeguards is to

have the meaning of accredited musical terms clearly defined,

and you will, I feel sure, forgive me if in concluding my paper
I remind you of its object^to secure s discnssion that may
lead nltimately to greater definlteness in musical nomeit-
^atoie. There is no body so capfttde of dea^ug wUh ^»
subject as the UuEacal Assodation, and certainly no^ whose
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decisions would carry more weight. What is wanted is the

compilation of a list of terms that would avoid the employ-
ment of the same word with different meanings. If such
a list were issued by the authority of the Council of the
Musical Association, and circulated in our Schools of Music
and amongst L. C. C. School and other teachers, there can be
little doubt that such a list would be welcomed, and dis^pate
to a very ]aree extent the v^ueness and consequent evils

which now exist.

DISCUSSION.

The Chairman.—I am sure you will be ready at the end of
our discussion to give the usual vote of thanks to our
Lecturer. He has said his object was to provoke a discussion.

I do not think I remember having heard a paper read here
which is so likely to do that ; and that is well. lu a discussion

we may arrive at something of value. Certainly the paper
he has read has furnished us with enough matter for

discussion to occupy us for a very considerable period.

With regard to the sentence with which he concluded his

paper, suggesting that the Musical Association was a body
which might take the matter in hand and issue a list of

authoritative terms, I very much doubt whether our power
would be sufficient to secure the acceptance of those terms,

whatever sense we may put upon them. This is a very fcee

country, and anybody can use just what terms he likes.

It is quite true, as our lecturer said, that in music the
technical terms are employed very much more carelessly

than in any other arts or sciences. Is not one cause of this

the fact that muaic, though a very old art, is yet to some
extent young—still growing ? We are constantly contriving

something nesh in music, while most other arts, if not
CKhausted, have at any rate reached the stage where there is

not much that is fresh to be achieved. Then music is so cosmo*
politan; we have had to accept the forms and terms of lands
other than our own, and though the Germans are inclined to

discard Italian terms, still the Italian terms obtain; and if

people understand exactly what they mean, I see no reason
why they should not everywhere be used. But Italian terms
have not always been employed in this country. I have seen
many pieces by English composers in which the directions

ue given is Relish—sometimes very curious Enj^Iish. In
Lady Nevill's Virginal Book, now in the possesion of the
Marquis of Abet^venny, the^fe is a Battle-piece by old Byrd,
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It is an extraordinary ej^ample of very early programme
music, extending I Ihiiik to about thirty-two pages. If I

remember rightly, it ends in a gal!iatd, and that is a French
term, but the explanation of the scenes that are represented,

such as "Here the Irish cavalry begin to run," are in

English. However, if the Italian terms are thoroughly
understood, I do not see why they should not be used.

Mr. Webb has pointed out that many musical terms are used
with very perplexing diversity of meaning ; the word /due, for

instance, may mean a musical sound, it may mean ihe general
cliaracter of a piece, it may mean the quality of sound
of a voice or instrument, and it may be used for an interval.

Mr. Webb takes exception to that ; but if we are going to

use the word tone, and it is understood by teacliers that it

means a certain interval, there is no reason why we should
not use the word seinilone. However, the word lone is

undoubtedly used in a very loose way. Then he objects to

our use of the word key. But I think we should have
a difficulty in explaining the signature of a piece of music
unless we were to talk about the key. If we are to speak
of the keyboard, we must have keys. Would he bave
us adopt the French term louche The old French verb tor

playing the pianoforte is toucher.

Mr. Webb.—I want the word Aey associated always with

pitch.

Thb Chairuah.—Then the remarks he made about rhythm
are very important. I should like to hear a discussion on
that. I have often felt how very difBcult it is to define

rhythm. His idea of calling it the lilt of the music is

novel to me; and I think it is ingenious. The introduction

of programme music necessitated the use of several new
words. The fact is, that we unfortunate critics have to find

new expressions for something that is entirely new to us

;

and if we do not find the appropriate terms in the vocabulary
of music, we have to go to some other art. But the painters

are not quite blameless in this respect. I noticed in the

Gallery the other day a " Nocture in Brown." It seems the

painter must be very much at his wits' end for a name if

that is the most appropiiste he can find. A Nocturne is

a set form of ronmc which is generally accepted, and I do not
see why the painters should find its andogy in thdr art.

On the other hand we hear the word chiaroscuro frequently

used in music ; that is an Italian word borrowed from the
sister art of painting. Mr. Webb's remarks on tone were
certainly very pregnant. But could we not find a more
appropriate term for quality ? The French timbre is, I think,

very ^ood, and so is the German Klang/arbe ; by these

we distinctly indicate quaHty. Bnt many people do. not
understand what is the reason for difierence of tonet and how
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it arises from the admixlure of llie partials of the funda-
mental ; it is very difficult indeed to say what would be the

best term. But to my mind the word tone in this sense
is a bad one, and I would prefer something else. To
a certain eKtetit it means colour, and for a long time the Greeks
used the word y/>uifia for colouc, and It was identified with
a certain form 01 music that we still call the chromatic scale.

The amusing examplethe Lecturer quoted of American copy
need act trouble ua. We have intelligent men who can
write about music in a proper way without indulging in such
rubbish. On most of the American papers they do not

possess what we call a musical critic. All the young men
are so clever that they can deal with a fire, at a murder, or

a concert, or anything else. Mow I 'will ask you to raise

a discussion on the various points that have come before us.

It should be helpful in very many ways.
Dr. Maclean.—I am happ_v to start Ihn b^ll rnninsr. Our

"knightly" friend the lecturer gives uf'. iiirv rwo siiriiiiinii :\

year in a place where wc cannot contradict him. Now he
specially asks us to do so. That is a temptation, but I for

my part find it difficult, having so little difference of opinion
with him. Perhaps the advantages are not all on the side

of having clarity in terms of expression ; a little vagueness
may be the best human vehicle. About accent and rhythm,
if b^ accent is meant cross-accent, this is itself merely the
setting up of a new ih^hm. I am glad that the lecturer

spealcs in favour of keeping the Italian terms. They are the
best available. German words are frightfully vague, and
English terms are too matter-of-fact. The Italian terms
came from the Latin, which perhaps is not generally known.
Early in the 7th century, one of our wonderful Irishmen went
over to St. Gall in Switzerland, and founded there a
monastery which became the home of all musical mam^scripts.

In one of these, dated not later than the 9th century, and
perhaps as early as the 7th, have been found indications of

tempo and dynamic signs exactly like those in modern piano-

forte music, only of course in Latin. These are called the
" Romanianletters,"becauseacertainBretonmonk,Romanus,
carried the antiphonaiy of St. Gregory containing them to

that monastery. I am afraid that 'die Board Schools have
enough to learn as it is. But there Is a certain Technological
Dictionary in three languages by one Tolhausen, published
by Tauchnitz. The improvement of this on the musical
side would be a great point gained.

Mr. CoBBETT.—With regard to the term Andaiitino, I am
sorry the Lecturer has not said a word in favour of a more
extended use of metronome marks. Dr. Maclean thinks this

would lead to drawing too hard and fast a line. But when
you see a piece marked, say, M.M. J = So, you do not
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set your metronome licking and play the piece through
to its beat ; you simply gain a general idea as to the pace,

and play a little foster or slowet as the changing mood of the

piece may demand. • But we must not forget that compc^ers
haTe very definite intentions. I remember my friend

Mr. Kneisel telling me he waa once practising Brahms's
Quartet in A minor, with his confreres, at Ischl, in Austria,

when Brahms happened to be lodging on the floor above.
Knowing that Brahms adopted rather slow tempi, they took
the Scherzo somewhat more slowly than they otherwise
would have done. But to their astonishment they heard
Brahms's voice calling out from above, " Zu rasch, meine
Herren !

" (too fast, gentlemen). Had metronome marks been
used such a misunderstanding could not have occurred, and
1 think they should be found on every musical composition.

With regard to the word t<itie, I am afraid it is one of the

eccentricities of the English language, in which so many
words have so man^ meanings. I do not think we shoiUd
ever be able to banish from our language the use of the word
semitone, tboagh it certainly is iUogicaL

Mies CHAHBBKLAfNB.—1 think the present muddle with
repaid to mudcal terms has very much to do with the vdiole

science and art being in the hands of amateurs. A professor
who thoroughly understands music is as rare as the plums in

a school pudding. 1 think the most satisfactory definition of
rhythm is " the natural division of sound into lengths of

equal mathematical period."

Mr. Geokce Langlev,—With regard to this discussion on
rhythm, I should like to draw attention to the way in which
the terms rhyikm and metre have been defined m Lussy's
"Treatise on Expression" and Christiani's " Principles of

Pianoforte Playing." There, if I remember rightly, the word
metre is used with reference to the bar as it is, witJiout regard
to the notes introdnced into it. Thus we speak of ) metre
just as we speak of a foot in poetry. But the word rkythm
is used in a larger sense, referring to the mudc with which
these metrics are clothed ; so that the rhsrthm may vary in

different parts of the piece, whereas the metre remains the

same. But I do not know whether there is much sense in

making this distinction between the words, because t suppose
etymologically the words really mean the same thing. In

fact I think we should use the words interchangeably. The
rhythm of the phrase is merely the larger metre. In the

Clioral Symphony we see the words 3-bar rhythm and 4-bar
rhythm in the Scherzo, showing that the word is used for

the sentence in a way, but yet only for what is a larger baz.

Ur. Webb.—That is what I object to.

Mr. Gborob L.ANCLEY.~In this old dance form we get
short bars, whereas if it were an Andante we should get the
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four measuresthrown into one of \ 2 time ; so that we get into

confiisioa in comparing dance forms with other forms.
I should like to hear from someone eise whether rhythm can
be used in appHcatioD to anjiihing else be3^nd the bar.

Or. Maclean.—Rhythm is the general word for ordered
motion ; it is derived from ^'w, to flow. Metre (or
" measure ") is the chopping up of that into small divisions.

Mr. J. Percy Baker.—I think that in criticising Mr.
Webb's paper, we ought to put away the idea that because a
thia^ is, it therefore ever should be. We are all

musiciftDS here. We perfectly well understand these terms in

their various meanings, but with those who are at the
b^inning of tbeir musical edi^cation it is a diflerent matter.
It falls to my lot every week to instruct young ]>eopIe in these
theoretical matters, and I find it necessary always to

distiagntah between the different uses of the word key, of

the word ttmt, and d the word noU. The wc»d nott,

tat exaxBgle, Is used not only as a synonym for a soand,
tot also fat the sign vAdch indicates tbe duration of the
aonnd. To die vonthful mind there is nothing more
perplexing than to nnd that the same word expresses three
or tbnr £ffisTent things. There need not be very onuch
difficult about the word Andantino. In the earner nunc
it always means slower than Andante, in the later music
always more rapidly. Andantino is used by Mozart to express
a slower pace than Andante. ^ rufan(( means walking, or
moving; Andaalino therefore means less moving, con-
sequently slower. But we have taken Andante in a secondary
sense to mean "somewhat slow," consequently ^»diint<no as a
cfinunntrreof that means less slow. Of coiuse it is quite

a tmgb and ready method to 6x the change jnst afierMozart,
far i&m an no straight lines of dirinon in moaical history
anymore than in nature. With regard totlaeyiai&Noct«me,
to which the Chairman drew attention, it is not certain that
musicians have any copyright in that term. It was brought
into musical use by Field, though I do not know that he was
absoiutel}[ the first so to employ it. But can we not trace

it to Herrick, for " Night Piece" is only Nocturne, Englished ?

Nocturne, Uke Novelette, is derived firoro literature ; musicians
have borrowed both. Speaking of tont-colour, I came across

an expression the other day in an American book on
Warner's munc-dramas : it refers to a chord which accom-
panies the entrance of Beehnesser in " Die Meisterslnger,"

which is described as " like a bar of bilious green across a
shimmering mother-of-pearl fabric." That is tone-colour with
a vengeance 1 I quite agree with what Mr. Webb said about
mnch OE the American criticism of to-day. I do not mean
mere newspaper criticism, but books that are written and
bound, ano con^derad fit tobe ^aced in ourlibraries. There
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is an inflated style in their way of speaking of things xv-hich I

do not believe they understand, that is deserving of con-

demnation. With regard to one adjective—/oggy—might
I suggest " misty," instead ? Mist is of the nature of

moisture held in suspei^ in the atmosphere, and the
favourite term of the proti^oists of the nebulous school is

" £uid," There is a book 1 am now reading, in which this

occurs on almost every page. Another term for that, I

suppose, is " watery."
Mr. M*TTHEw,—If music is a universal language,

I think it is a pity we cannot have a universal language for

giving directions in it. For a long time Italian was looked
on as the sound method, but with Schumann came the
practice of putting directions In German. If we could only
stick to one language I think it would be much better. I was
looking at the score of " Die Meistersinger," and came across

the direction, Sthr mdssig bewegt, sekr Krdflig, That is all

very well. We know what it means : but a little further on
we find rinforsatido, and then, worse than ever, Em wnig
raUentando. If people cannot be content to unite in one
language, we had better invent a sort of Volapflk.

The Chairman.—I shoidd like to ask Mr. Webb to supply
another name for the keys of the pianoforte keyboard.
Mr, Matthew has given us some extraordinary exarnples of
a mixture of languages used by Germans. This is not the
manner of Schumann, who did not mix his languages. When
Professor Niecks published a "Dictionary of Music," I found
from time to time that many German expressions were not
there. I pointed this out to him, and he said he would be
glad if I would make him a list of them. I wrote what
I could find on the blank pages at the end of the Dictionary,
but I had filled them up before 1 got to the end of the terms.
Miss Chamberlayne advances, as it seems to me, a rather
serious charge in saying that amateurs ale to a certain

extent responsible for this confamon. I can hardly accept
that amateurs have invented the terms; th<7 dav^ sat

at the feet of professional musicians and have bad to take
the tems as they have found them. But even profesaonal
musicians do not know all the common terms. I remember
a well-known conductor coming to me about an extraordinary
direction in a score—the words col legno. Perhaps some
here are familiar with it, bat it does not occur very
freqnently. It is used when the composer desires to get
a peculiar effect by having the strings struck with the back
or the wood of the bow. So it is not always the amateurs
who are to blame.
(A hearty vote of thanks was accorded to the Lecturer,

and then the Chairman added :)

I remember some years ago that Hullah was very angry
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because someone spoke of a German as a tone-poet Hc-
said, " I wonder what we shall have next ; will you term
Spohr a Semitone poet ?

"

Mr. Thel^vall.—Ellis introduced the word digital in his

translation of Helmholtz, but it is an awkward word. This
is the trouble, that if we are to have a separate word for

every possible idea, we shall have to employ words that are
unpleasing to the ear. The word octave is used in no less

than five significations. If a word is to have only one
sign ification, we must have a lot more words. This would
certainly be convenient, because under present circumstances
it is often extremely difficult to make one's meaning clear.

Mr, Webb.— I am pleased that the subject has elicited

so many opinions. It was not to be expected that we should
arrive at definite conclusions, but it is something to record

opinions and to realise the difficulty of making improvements.
The very existence of such diversity of opinion shows that it

is time there should be a distinct terminology for use when
speaking of the principles of music. The word tone

primarily suggests quality of sound, a note indicates a certain

pitch, and tn use these words indiscriminatdv is inevitably

to induce confusion of thought, especiallv in the young mind.
As Mr. Baker says, we know and understand, but to the

young the present vagueness of teiminologv is very confusing.

To define rh\'thm is of course rather a hopeless task; but
still I think sometbmg niight be done, I base my idea of

rhythm on the lilt and flow of music, and I would employ
the words metre and accent apart from rhythm on this

account. With regard to metronome marks, you can only
take them as roiieh indications of rate of speed, because the
most effeciive tempo varies according to the size of the
building. Only those who have had experience of smaller
and larger halls can estimate how considerable is this

difference. Chords that can be played on an organ with
good effect legato in a small church, need to be given almost
staccato in a large church. Similarly, the larger the building
the more the vocalist must emphasise and separate the words.
As general indications the metronome marks are valuable,

but the circumstances of the performance should always be
taken into account. Miss Chamberlayne goes deep in her
definition oirkytkm, and tt might prove useful. I am quite
willing to accept the word misty instead of foggy. It

is eciually expressive, and perhaps is more polite. With
regard to musical directions, one can hardly take up a piece
of music without finding therein ludicrous polyglot com-
binations. 1 accept the term keyboard, but not keys
when merely the notes of the keyboard are meant. I want
key definitely associated with the idea of pitdi, and if yon
talk of k^t otherwise than in the sense of tonalities, you
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are giving the term a double meaning that is conducive to

ambiguity. A leyboard is a series of notes any one of which
can be the foundation tone of a scale, but when you take
away t)ie word board, and talk about Aeys, you confuse
pitch with mechanism, i.e., the levers which act on the

strings. Why not speak of the notes of the keyboard ? It

is clear, definite and precise. And I still maintain that the

polyglot word semitone is a comiption. But probably we
shall use it as long as we speak of lulf-mouraing.
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J. A. FULLER UAITLAND, M.A., Esq.,

In the Chair.

THE VITALITY OF MELODY

By Frank Kidson.

Oh being hoaoured by a request from your Council for a
paper, I chose for a subject " The Vitality of Melody," fin;

1 tidnk that perhaps is these modem days melody Is

a little apt to be obscnted by the delight in trimnphs of
technical construction where the sldU'iil harmonisation of
separate parts is more a feature of composition. Melody
pure and simple, I am certain, had a rather better recognised
position among the older musicians than it has to-day. It is

a generally felt opinion that anything tuney may be set down
as cheap ; but although tuney music can be both cheap and
nasty, it is not the fact of tune being there that malces it so

;

it is the bad quality of the tune. Where melody and
harmony are united I need not tell you that melody has had,
in many cases, much right to complain of the union.

I feel sure that eadi one of us can point to particular
instances where delicate airs have been smoth^:ed (like

Desdemona) by brutal mudcal Othellos, without his excuse.
We all know delightful 17th and iSth century melodiesthathave
suffered at the hands of modeni musicians, who have had no
more sympathy or feeling with the object of thdr attack than
has a butcher with the calf he kills. In some cases we may
apply the well-known proverb regarding meat and cooks' to
melodies and musicians.

It may come as a slrock to many, the knowledge that there
are a vast number of people musical enough to appredate
good tunes to whom harmony is a sealed book. Sad it
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may be, but such is a fact. If we are to believe reliable

evidence, follt-song singers ate of this class. In the matter

now following I must ask you to recognise this—and
mentally fo split music in half—taking that portion which
deals with melody alone.

You may well accept it that from our earliest recorded
times England has been a tune-loviog nation, and that

whether classed as folk melodies, or as ut tunes, in both
dance and song we have a wealth of fine melody of which
any nation might be proud.
The skilful technique which dominates modem English

munc is also something to be proud of, but we must not

forget that this is a gradual develt^unent (like our language),

and also like it built up from foreign sources. Our national

English tunes are the outcome of spontaneous musical feeling

and the growth from English, or at any rate British, minds.
It would be as unreasonable to expect the musician to hark
back to a primitive treatment of harmony, as to expect our
authors to adopt the antiquated and limited phraseology of

Chaucer's time, but in regard to melody it seems to be that

we cannot go farther back and fare worse, and many of our

earliest tunes would appeal to-day equally as they did several

hundred years ago. Types of melody may occur in certain

definite periods, but these types are generally the known
works of recognised musicians whose education and feeling

are entirely of the age in which they composed.
Such tunes are those by Shield, Hook, Dibdin, Bishop,

etc., prior to which may be named as of a different cycle,

melodies by Arne, Worgan, Boyce and Greene. While
these tunes have been popular in their own, and sometimes
in a later day, yet there are others which appear to belong to

no assignable period, and seein to be for all time. Such I

call vital melodies. Some of these go to sleep for fifty or sixty

years, or even a century, but they, like musical Rip Vac
Winkles or Sleeping Beauties, are roused from slumber and
take their place in the rank of modern music. Strange
as it may appear, the man in the street accepts them quite
readily and never notices that there is anything different from
the rest of their fellows. I certainly do believe that if some
enterprising music-halt artist were to fit a comic song to the
13th century tune " Sumer is i cumen in," people of to-day
would seiie on it with avidity, and that within a month it

would be on every piano-organ in London without anybody
suspecting that it was act a brand-new production. The man
of old Saxon stock who composed it (he must have been of

Saxon stock) has put such vitality into the tune that it is as
fiill of life to-day as at its first bkth.

Personally I believe in the popular verdict, where we can
get that verdict into true focus. This focussing can only be
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done by.at least two generationsof people,andif a &vourable
verdict is returned by thera, then I think we may accept us
true art that which has won their approval. Therefore I raak"
as high-class melody that which has .appealed to the masses
of previous ages as well as to our own.

I might here dwell upon the vitality of tunes which have-
great political events associated with them. 1 might even go
so far as to assert that a good tune may cany to success a

bad cause. Bad or good, the Jacobite cause h^id cxccJlent

tunes for its political songs, and it is not too much, to say,

I think, that the Stuart family were lucky in having such
musical aids. "The King shall enjoy his own. again,"-

" Johnny Cope," "Charlie is my daiimg,'* "Tha White
Cockade," and many others, have a vto>nr and verve v^idi
well fitted them for party tunes. '* Cillibulero " is a vital'

tune, on the other side, and as " Protestant Boys" it still

plays its part in such towns as Liverpool or Belfast, where
Green and Orange demonstrations end in broken heads and
the police court. Who could have thought the beautiful and
pathetic " Boyne Water" as originally published could have
developed into the wild rant which inspires and infuriates

respectively an " Orange " and a " Green " crowd !

Miss Dorothy Fletcher has most kindly consented to play

my illustrations on the violin unaccompanied (as we are
dealing purely with melody). She will ^ve you the early
copyo£"Boyne Water" and the "Boyne Water" popularin
the streets to-day :

—

BOYNE WATER,

Sloa and piainlini.
Eulj VenioB.

5
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BOYNE WATER.

Much might be- said leganSng both Scotch and Irish party
tunes, but I will merely mention that it was a happy inspira-

tion of the Irish political party to use " Tramp, tramp, the
boys are marching " for their song " God save Ireland."

I need not tell you of its composition by G. F. Root, or how
it served its purpose in the American Civil War. It is one of

the many fine tunes America can boast of. " John Brown's
body " is also a good tune that has beguiled and lightetted

man^ a weary march both for American and for British

soldiers. This was originally a hymn tuna intended for

Yankee camp meetings.

There are plenty of tunes which have helped to malce
history, both English and American, but we have no time to
enter into the subject, though it is interesting enough.
Especially interesting are the many clever airs (all having
the vital force of which I speak) wUch helped in the French
Revolution. The principal of these, " La Marseillaise, " is

employed to-day both in ourown and in other countries where
anarchical sentiments are publicly expressed, even in Soho or
Trafalgar Square.

It may at first ^ght be thought that the words of a
political song are of more importance than its tune. I do
not agree with this. The tune strikes the ear as assodated
with particular sentiments, andsowe sing it and thereby e;tpres9

our agreement with its general view without entering
into its details. For instance, can the of>ecing of any song
tie more absurd than " 'Mid pleasures and palaces though we
may roam," and yet, foolish as it is, the tune from the home-
lovmg sentiments expressed (generally) appeals to the
home-loving Englishman.
How few people, loyal though they may be, know the full'

words of " God save the King " ; and " Yankee Doodle,"
which rouses patriotic feeling in the breast of every American
citizen, has really no fixed words at all fitted to it.

Therefore I again assert that it is the tune and the sentiment
eapressed which appeals.

All governments are alive to the great efiect produced by
particular airs, and many have been from time to time
prohibited. In Jacobite days they were " cried down " at
EiSnfauigh or Sth^bg Cross, and were such tunes as
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" Charlie ig my darling," ' The White Cockade," " Over tiio

water to Charlie," and others, all vital melodies well worthy
to inspire a cause, good or bad. The " Shan van Voght
is, I fancy, still prohibited, and in certain towns at certain

periods the police frequently stop bands from playing party
lunes likely to incite riot.

As England and France have their undying political tunes,

so has Germany, and " The Watch on the Rhine," "The
good comrade " and many others were sung round the camp
fires of the invading army during the Franco-German war.
Our own " God save the King " is a vital melody, so it is

not surprising that it has been adopted for a national anthem
by more nations than I can name. Of alt national Scottish

melodies I think " Scots ndia hae" of its tjm stands the first.

I do not know what the average Scot thinks, or whether he
prefers " Auld LangSyne." NcHTdo I endorse the traditional

account that it was sung or played by the army of Robert
Bruce at Bannockbum, but whether uaed as a martial air or
in the plaintive form (as adapted to " The Land of the
Leal "), it is a fine air.

" England has no National Music " is a parrot-cry that

has too long been accepted with apathy by Englishmen, I

say that, whether ia the matter of folk-tunes pure and simple,

or in tli^t class of national airs which are frequently also

SO named, we are not behind any nation. English national

melody has not the wildness and pathos of the Iri<;h
;

it has

not the peculiar quality of the Scottish, or of the national

airs of Continental countries ; but it has solid good quality

well suited to our temperament and far better adapted for

popular singing than so much of that non-copyright melody
from Germany that up to recent years has been foisted upon
English children by educational authorities.

Tunes stand by theraseives as vital forces, and we all could
point out examples where phrases ofmelodies have been taken,

consciously or unconsciously, from earlier compositions and
incorporated into new ones. Handel is said to have been a
bi^ sinner, and without throwing a stone at one of our
bright English musidans, Sir Arthur Sullivan might also be
named as bdng in some cases indebted to older work. That
charming prelude to the "Flowers that bloom in Spring" is

of course, note for note the old air " Kinloch of Kinloch."
The music-hall boldly takes old times, and the result is that

Street music on the piano-organs is (or was at any rate some few
years back) of a much higher quaiitj^ from this reason alone.

You may remember how " Calder Fair," set to insane words,
rang through the streets some time ago ; and you may know
a more recent instance in that delightful conglomeration of
"The Rose Tree in full bearing" and "The Auld House
of GaSk " skilfully manipulated mto each other, the result
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being a comic Scotch tune which with its song and clever

rendering on the music-hall stage has brought a fortune to its

introducer.

An old lady who kept a book shop in St. Martin's Lane,
and ftom whom I used to buy old country dance books, was
firmly convinced (though I again and again assured her to

the contrary) that I bought them for the purpose of working
the tunes up into pantomime airs.

To go a Utile deeper into melodic history, I might cite airs

which by reason of their vitality have lived for many centuries

dther unaltered or slightly changed to suit later requirements.

One sample may be here quot^. You may remember that

Chades II. did not pay his sailors so punctually or so well

as an honest Icing and man should. The consequence was
that in 1667 they left the battle ship the '• Royal Charles^'
unprotected in the Medway, and the Dutch took it without
any trouble whatever. According to Mr. Pepys, a Dutch
trumpeter in derision sounded from its decks the tune
" Joan's placket is torn." We do not know much more of its

early history, save and except a vague tradition that il was
sounded by trumpeters as a march at the execution of Mary
Queen of Scots.

After the indignity placed upon it by the Dutch, the

tune began to be used for satirical and political ballads

;

but it gradually dropped out of use in the early part of the

rSth century. It was not dead, however. Good tunes do
not die so early a death.
We may carry our miuds back to a year or two ago when

there was a plucky fight on the Indian frontier. The piper

got shot in his ankle, and, crouching behind a rock, he
gallantly continued to play the tune that had inspired the
onset. It was " The Cock o' the North," and the piper got
no little fame for his deed, while the tune itself again came to

light after a period of nearly aoo years. We may compare
the tunes. Miss Fletcher will play "Joan's placket" first,

and The Cock o' the North " next:—

JOAN'S PLACKET IS TORN.
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We English people have our prejudices against " foreign

stuff," and we despise many things "made in Germany."
We do not extend this prejudice to music, but, on the contrary,
have always welcomed the foreign article. I rather fancy
we favour more popular melodies of French origin than of any
other nation ; I mean melodies sung in the sireets. We
have, for instance, the '' Malbrook " tune, which from about
1780 became an Engiish favourite, and was tootled on the
flute by every amateur who breathed into this iuatrument.
Another flute favourite of French origin is " In thy cottage
near a wood," which I find, in a French coilection dated 1731
practically as we know it. About a hundred years ago an
Eiigliah music publisher, seeking for novelties, lighted upon
it, translated it freely, and it has figured in every flute tutor

and pianofbrte instructor ever since. We might further grub
ainong old French airs and find others that have had English
recognition. In our infant days, for instance, we have all

babbled " Goose^y, goosey gander," and been interested in the

£itc of that irreligious old gentleman who declined to say his

prayers. I find on reference to a collection of airs published
m 17S2 that the tune, was a dance air in a French opera. It

was also fitted to a French love^ng before an enterprising

Fr^ch musician (who saw beauty in its simple melody)
vrote a set ofvariations of it. As a harpsichord or pianoforte
pieceit then became popular in England and has remained
heK ever since; Miss Fletcher will give it in the oti^nal
Ibrm as the opera dance :

—

AIRE DE L'OPfiRA FRAN^AISE.

iI'lM rr irrrrt^-^g
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We may trace another curious French translation. I think

you will know the pretty air " The keys of heaven," which
appeared in " Enslish County Songs " collected by Miss
Broadwood and Mr. Fuller Maitland. Since its publica-

tion there, several distinguished singers have sung it in

public, including a French lady who called it "An old

Breetish melody." Its history is somewhat curious. A new
entertainment sprang up in Paris about 1773 called " Chinese
shadows," in which the stage front was covered bjr a white
sheet having a light behind. The bcIofb were benind^ and
they and the cut-out scenery threw shadows on the screen.

The theme of the play is mainly of a broken bridge, a
traveller on one side and an " insolent carpenter " on the
other. The traveller bawls across to the carpenter for

directions as to crossing, and is to!d with the same melody
that the "Ducks and the geese all swim over," etc., and to

all other queries this musical and insolent fellow returns
impertinent answers, always using the same melody. The
music was by a man named Cevigny, and it was publiEhed
in England about 1775 in complete form, and again in

oddments in flute and violin tune books. The play was then
no doubt performed in England, and, in fact, as a boy I

remember it was a great bvotirlte with us as a paper shadow
pantomime to be cut out and mounted. In the ibrties also
" The broken bridge " pantomime with the same air was a
revival. This is an instance of a mdody retaining its vitality

long after its original purpose had been served. Miss
Fletcher will play "The keys of heaven," followed by the
French air as published in 1775 ;

—

OMBRES CHIHOIS.

I could quote you many instances where airs are
known by diSerent names, and are noted down traditionally.

A great many of the unlettered have a glorious knack of
picking up an air by ear. A boy will spend his threepence
or sixpence at a pantomime or music-hall and he will bring
away (pretty correctly) every tune jjlaj^ed or sung which
takes his fancy. It is this facility of picicing up^ and retaining

that makes our folk-music so accurate in tradition. I should
like to i^ve you another example of a good for^n air which
has passed down more or less traditionally in England. At
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the end of the 17th. century an Italian tune was known in

England called " Pastorella." It quickly became a favourite

and, adapted to an English rustic song, was afterwards called

Blowzabella." "Blowzabella" had its day of popularity,

and is, to my thinking, an excellent air. A year or so ago a
traditional Morris-dance tune was collected. I do not know
whether you will agree with me, but I think it is a survival of
" Blowzabella." Miss Fletcher will first play « Blowzabella "

and then " How d' ye do " :

—

BLOWZABELLA.

If I am not weuyi^ yon I would wish to introduce
another .foreign air 0I Sigl^ acceptance. So for as my
researches go the tune was brongnt over hy a party of
Swedish tumblers who were engaged at one of the theatres
(Lincoln's Inn ^elds, I think) about the end the 17th
century. The tune appeared in print as " The Swedes' dance
at the new pl^house," and again as " The New Sweedish
Dance." Miss Fletcher will pUy this "New Sweedtsh Dance,"
and you may recognize the tune :

—

THE MEW SWEEDISH DANCE.
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Then h Jacobite song in honoui: of Charles XII. of Sweden
was sung to the tune, and as the olher side was not inclined

to let so excellent a melody escape, they called the air

" The Fiist of August," or the " Glorious First of August,"
a day looe afierwarda observed as the commencement of the
letgn of the House of Hanover, and tiiey adapted aimdry
songs to it. Then both parties met on the common ground
of drinking, and sang " Come, JoUy Bacchus, God of wine "

to it. Also the tune was named (after songs, I suppose)
" Frisky Jenny, or the Tenth of June ; also "The Constant
Lover.'' Then, finally, when it was forgotten in England,
the Scollish weaving fraternity took up the tune, and on
state processions it was played as "The Weavers' March;
or, the Twenty-first of August," that day being the "weavers'"
day. Burns also wrote a song to the lune. Miss Fletcher
will play "The Sweedish Dance" again, and then " Tho
Weavers' March "

;

—

THE WEAVERS' MARCH.

In passing I may mention that many of these Scottish

Trade tunes were taken from early songs and dances. For
instance, " Clout the Calderon " is, or was, " The Hammer-
men's {or Blacksmiths') March." " Logie o' Buchan

"

(the original tune for a delectable ditty, "The tailor fell

through the bed, thimbles and a' "), " The Tailors' March,"
and an old dance-air which appears in the early edition of

Play/ord's Daneitt^-masier as "Three sheep skins,'' was
used as "The Skinners' March." I may also 8^ that I

find that "Three sheepskins" is sUll known, trwOtioiiaJly.

in Herefordshire as a- Morris^dance tune. The~6xcellent
tune, "The free and accepted Mason," which is found in

print eaiiy in tlie i8th century is, I am Informed, still to the
front in Masonic lodges.
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I look upon many hornpipes as pieces of Vital Melody, and
I know that after a hundred a.nd fifty years' service a number
of the common-time hornpipes are able still to set the feet

stirring. " Miss Baker's Hornpipe," 1767 (which is the
same used by Dr. Arne in his version of Purcell's " King
Arthur ") appeals to-day. " The Soldier's Joy " (so named
from a song to which the tune is set) is good and clever, and
also h^hly popular, " Jack Robinson " honipipe, again
named after a song, is still in use among fiddl^, and a
number of others might be named as yet holding thetr

The country dances of the i8th century have furnished
many a piece of Vital Melody, and had we time I could give

a lengthy list of those which, under various names, have run
through popular English music.

I look upon the Irish pipe and fiddle jigs as fine melodies
(in general] and possessed of lasting quality. No thought of
harmony ever troubled the composers—merely whether they

were suitable to excite lively footing at an Irish merry-
making. The peculiar insistence of phrase makes many of

these very quaint and fascinating. Piper Jackson, of whom
so litUe Is Knowni is tesponutue tat many "delightfid airs

which came forth at the middle of the iSth century, and
long remained favourites.

"rhe picturesque and suggestive titles to many of these
Irish jigs and reels are quite charming. We get, for instance,
" The wind that shakes the barley" (or "The wind that blows
the barley down "), " The maids at the fair," ' The maids in

the mornmg," " Money in both pockets," " Drops of drink,"

"The Priest in his boots," ' Urunk at night, dry in the

morning," " The hare in the corn." Miss Fletclier will play

you a selection of these: "The hare in the corn," "The
Peacock," " The Irish Washerwoman," and the old version

of "Laogolee." In the second part of "The hale in the

corn " the old Irish pipers, by a particular management of
the chanter, expressed the panting and sobbing of the
hunted haie as the reapers iSsturbed it. This, of course,

cannot be done on the violin.

It would not do to omit the mention of "Si. Patrick's

Day " on the particular day itself. It is a fine melody, full

of real joUity and reckless tun—a very difficult thing to get
into a tune. Like comic papers and comic operas, the spirit

of fun does not always enter into the composition of so-called

comic tunes. In numbers of the old Irish jigs and reels there

is an originality and non-obvious character which make
them (to me, at least) very fascinating. I have not seen any
modem airs of the same class having that vitality.

,
. How these Irish jigs have lived under different names and
pleased many generations of nins-lovers is a study in' itselE
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How fiddlers have made rough and clumsy notations fOT their

own use and made guesses at the spelling of the titles, all

who collect old manuscript music well know. " Father
O'Flyan " is an old tune which is a general favourite to-day.

Dr. Joyce has it as " Top of the Cork Road." Others name
it the "Rollicking Irishman"; but the earliest version I

know bears the name " Yorkshire Lasses." This is " York-
shire Lagsea"

;
please note the sUght changes that have been

made in the tune as it has passed downwards to our time :

—

YORKSHIRS LASSEa

Those who lend their ears to the strains of the piano-organ
will frequently hear played many of the Irish jigs such as

"Father O'Flynn," "The Washerwoman," and the
" Black Joke." It may be a little annoying at times to have
these put into your head and something much more important
to yourself put out of it, but where a good melody is played
I would not banish the piano-organ. Life in the lower
classes is prosaic enough, and if a merry tune can cheer up
a lonely housemaid, or bring & sparkle of joy into the heart
of a gutter-snipe, I think it a selfish wish on the part of lovers
of classic music to abolish it from the streets.

Passing from the ^ano-organ question we may just glance
at the evolutionof melodies, and I have selected one as a type
of this sort of progression. I do not say h is a particularly

good one, but it illustrates how such things go.

You may remember Moore's melody " Fai^vellI—butwhen-
ever yon welcome the hour." In his oiiginal publication,

1813, he calls it " Moll Roone." I am not going to enter into
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a futile discussion as to whether it be Irish or otherwise,

I merely wish to give you examples of its numerous forms.

When Admiral Rodney about 1760 was making havoc with
the French shipping, and he was the hero of the moment, a
song in his honour was written with the refrain " To Rodney
we will go." Then General Washington arose and created
trouhie. So as the tune had become popular it was easy
to write a satirical song on him called " The Brags of

Washington." Then after Rodney had disappeared from the
public mind and Wellington had fought Waterloo, the same
tune was employed for a song, " With Weltii^ton we'll go."
The tune was not always associated with popular heroes.

Heniy Himt, the RadiCEd, had his share of it, and in my own,
boyhood I remember it sang the praises of a local candidate
for Paj;liament. When no papular hero was at hand it was
used to tell in doggerel verse " How five and twenty
shillings were expended in a week." We may now see how
the tune got on in Ireland. So far as I know, Moore was
the first to publish it in his Melodies in 1813, naming it

" Moll Roone." In 18^, Bunting gave a six-eight version to

a folk-song, " Jack the jolly ploughboy," a song that has been
known in England as "The nut girl." Now came Samuel
Lover, who, taking this Bunting version, used it for
" The low-back'd car," and gave the air a new lease of life.

Shall -we follow the tune through some of its changes:

—

TO RODNEY WE WILL OO.

J'l Jl.^|rn.l|^|, ,1
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HOLL ROONE.
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I trust I am not becoming tiresome in these details, but
the chief point I wisli to enforce is that a good tune never
dies, and that it t^^st5 purely because of its melodic value,

and apart from any woiJs, good or bad, that from time
to lime are futed to it. Another point is, popular tunes may
be built up of plirases which are well known, and they carry
the resultant mixture down the stream of general favour.

I do not say that this is good art, in iactit is very bad art ; but
if you examine a number of psalm and hymn tunes 1 fancy
you -will find that the compilers, I beg their pardon, the
composers of these are great sinners in this particular

respect, but it makes for popularity. People like familiar

fri^ids, and we all laugh the loudest at old jokes.

The examples nbidi Miss Fletcher has so kindly and
BO charmingly played have not been selected as the best that

Ei^lish mdddy can afford, but merely to illustrate particular

pcunts in my discourse wliich you have honoured me by
listening to so patiently.

DISCUSSION.

The Chairman.—I am sure we are all very much obliged

indeed to Mr. Kidson for his delightful paper. To let us have
an opportunity of comparing different versions of tunes as he
has done to-day is, I think, exactly what wants to be done in

the department of folk-song. 1 do not think there is very
much to discuss, but I hope we shall hear some remarks on
certain points raised in the lecture.

Miss Lucv Broadwood pointed out the likeness between
the last part of the old Italian air " BJowzabella " just played,

and the old French hunting-song " Pour aller a la chasse

faut fitre matineux," which was imported by the celebrated

amateur of music, Count Sporck, into Germany together with
the French horn. This tune had been popular in Saxouy
eighteen years before J. S. Bach (in 1742) made use of it as

"Es nehme zehn Tausend Duckalen" in his "Peasants'
Cantata." The tune has already appeared in the English
Ballad Opera "The jovial crew" {1733)1 where it is called
" The Clarinette." Perhaps Mr. Kidson could say whether
the air was popular also in Italy during the iSth century ?

Mr. Kidson.—The phrase mentioned occurs in a folk-song
commonly known as " Both sexes give ear to my fancy,"

or " When Adam was first created." My friend Mr. Alfired

Moffat once had an old MS. music-book, about 1-730 in date,
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which contained the very aame tune, but without a.ny title

attached to it. It is also similar to a tune which appeared
in the opera of "Tom Thumb," by Kane O'Hara, 1780.
Miss Broadwood is, however, right in saying that the
resemblance is close. The same phrase also occurs in a
great many other tunes. It will be noticed that "Blowzabella"
has five strains, and the pfarase iaxtm the third and the
fifth.

Mr. Gilbert Webb.—Is it not pos«bIe that the strain
may have been re-invented ? There are certain phrases that
are almost bound to come, and which become popular from
their shape and form. I did not quite catch what the
lecturer said about " Rule, Britannia," but I understand it

came in with the Hanoverian dynasty.
Mr. Kmsof).— It was composed by Arne for a masque

named "Alfred," performed at Cliefden on the first of
August, 1740, before Frederick, Prince of Wales. The
masque was in commemoration of the Hanoverian succession,

and held on the birthday of Princess Augusta, the daiaghter

of Frederick. The first of August was for a long ti;ne kept
as an event by peo|Je oppwed to the Jacobite cause.
Dogtet's coat and |»dge was rowed for on the river on
that d^.

Dr. BosLAMD.—Following on what Mr. Gilbert Webb said,

it has perhaps occurred to some of you that the end of the
E major fugue in the and Book of Bach's 48 is identical with
the end of " Rule, Britannia "

:

A shorter phrase of " Rule, Britannia " occurs in an enormous
number 01 compoutioos of Bach and Handel. It is evidentlj

a mannerism of tiie time, and possibly Ame's tmitatim was
qnite unconscious

:

With regard to Sullivan, it is an interesting question how far

his popularity was due to his use of old English and familiar

Ehrases. He was saturated with the old ^glish songs, and
B brought them into his works in Uttle phrases, or somettnies

longer ones. All through his music we find this one element
of fomiliarity, which has made the public take to his music
immediately. (It is a question tA some iiMerest how far our
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composers would do well to study old English music, and
perlipfi deliberately to imitate this national music in their

own works.)' There is one very curious case which perhaps
has been noticed by most of those present. Sullivan's weil-

known little anthem " I will mng of Thy power " begins with
a phrase of "The Friar of Orders Grey," the second phrase is

from the old tuna " Hurstey," and the tenor solo is a colour-

able imitation of " Tom Bowling," The whole Is fitted

tc^ether so deitly and naturally that it does not strike you a

tnt at a first hearing. I have been requested by Miss Chaplin
to ask the lecturer what connection there is between the old

French tune "Malbrook" and "We wont go home till

morning " ?

Mr. KiDsoN.—^The story of " Malbroofc " is that Marie
Antoinette had a nurse from the provinces for her infont son.

The girl used to a very pretty old French song to the
child. The song had a nonaeneical refrain " Mironton,
Uironton, Mirontaine." The Queen was fascinated by the
lyric, and the courtiers, of course, were equally enchanted
irith it. About 1780 it got over into England and was much
played on the flute and violin. It has recently been asserted

that the name " Malbrook " has nothing whatever to do, as

usually thought, with our English general, Marlborough.
The tune was used for an English satirical song against the

French who besieged Gibraltar, unsuccessfully, in 1782.

D'Aitois, who had loudly proclaimed that he was going to

take the fortress, failed signally, and the song directed against

him was sung to the ' Malbrook " tune. About 1830 or 1840
the air had still considerable popularity, and the song
"We wont go home till morning," which has a second verse,
" For he 's a jolly good fellow," was sung to It.

Mr. Thelwall.—In regard to the connection of Bach
with " Rule, Britannia," there is another of his fugues which
has a very much closer resemblance. I think it is the one in

F major.
Mr. CoBBETT.—I should like to express my appreciation of

the idea of the lecturer of having these tunes played without
modern harmonies. One might point out that there are some
melodies which spring from the brain of the composer ready
equipped with harmony. These are perhaps the most
admirable of ail melodies.

Dr. SouTHGATE,—It is often asked, " Why do we not get

timilar popular songs nowadays ! " I think possibly one reason

is, that in almost all the examples we have heard, the tunes

could well be thought of by persons who cared nothing at

all for the accompaniment and of harmony ; and there has
consaqueDliy been a freedom of melody in these, as compared
\rith moch modem music that is very much fettered by
condderations of bormony-. Amoi% these curious titles there
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is one that always struck me asbeiiiff paiticulailyremarkabls.

You will find it, I think, in all editions of " The Dancing
Uaster." The title is " The Friar in the Well, or the Maid
peeped out of the Window." Of course many of those tunes

were originally songs, sometimes with quite different sets of

words. They were then made into dance tunes and then into

songs again, and so became altered in various ways. Our
lecturer mentioned " God bless the Prince of Wales."
When old John Ella was working his "Musical Union" I

was very often at his house, Brinley Richards was also very
frequently there, and after dinner Turpia and I often used Co

tease him. We would go to the piano and play a little bit of

one melody, and a bit of another, and then ask Brittley

Richards if he had ever heard them. It generally ended in a
finale of very strong language,

Mr. KrcsoN.—The song which Dr. Southgate mentions

will, on perusal, fully explain its title in "The Dancing

The Chairuan,—I may perhaps be allowed to supplement
one or two things that have been said in this delightful paper.

A ven' strong instance of our adoption of a popular French
melo^ is (bond in the once popular hymn-tune known as
" Rousseau's Dream." I thint we must defend our

English county songs. With regard to " The Keys
of Heaven," I could trace no resemblance after the firet

two or three notes. It so often happens that a phrase
like that does get borrowed from one tune to another,
and there is no crime in that. The difference is so
very great when you come to the whole framework of the
tune. That is what was so interesting in those different

versions of the tune of " The low-backed car," because though
no segment of the tune recurs identically, the whole frame-

work is followed exactly. There is far more real identity in

those four tunes than in things which have only a phrase in

common. I should like to point out that only yesterday I

came across two very curious thefts, of course unconscious in

both cases. One was a theft of a literal phrase, and most
curiously by Schubert, who was so full of original melody that

he had no need to steal. It was note for note the opening
phrase of the duet from Mozart's "Tito," "Ah perdona,"
and occurs in a very little known song, " Die Knabenzeit,"
and it is not only the phrase that is similar, but it is in the

same key. Another theft was from Schubert, and equally
unconscious. We are too hard on Sullivan, I fear, and ready
to swallow an3i:hing against him. But in Schubert's
* Alinde," not only the whole of the tune, but the way the
little rilonelli come in show a most extraoidinaiy resranblance
to the " Titwillow " song In the < Mikado." If the spirit of
fusion does not enter into comic-stmg tunes nowadays, it
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certainly does into hymn-tunes—-we are not so dead to ftin

35 all that. Perhaps you remember a once very popular
collection in which there is a hymn for St. Patrick's Day,
and the tune is " St. Patrick's Day," aad ;i note is appt'nded

that " care must be taken not to takt: this tune :oo fa^t or its

devotional character will be lost '
1

(A vote of thanks to Mr. Kidson and Miss Dorothy Fletcher

was then passed uaanimously.)
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I AM going to sp«ak to you this aftenioon upon a subject of

imiveisul interest. Music as a science, aB an intellectual

power, or as an expression of the mdefinite and indefinable

forces which dominate the soul of the artist and crave for

outlet, may not appeal with any great measure of ceitamty
or directness to the popular mind. So many and various are

the claims of more tangible things in this biisj' world of ours
that very tew can find time to study the liistoiical develop-

ment of^ a cooiplex abstract subject. The scope of my
present paper, however, is confined, as far as possible, to

melody—and this is not at all a forbidding word ! To ths
great majority of ordinary listeners, indeed, melody is the
one quality in music which really counts ; a compo^tion in

which melody is obscure, or not of paramount importance, is

voted dry and uninteresting. Moreover it is a quality con-
cerning which every listener considers himself competent to

express an opinion. And the musician himself, no matter
how well-tutored he may be, can never aSbrd to lose sight of

those elements in music which strike straight home to every-

body—which elicit sympathetic response not only from the
musically educated, but from those who, without technical

knowledge, are keenly perceptible to the influence of beauty.

The development of liaiinoDy,of musical forms, ofinstirumenta-

tion, and so Girth—these are subjects for the initiated to

dt in judgment upon, or squabble about ; but melody is
X enthroned in the hearts " of men, and I am inclined to

think that the composer who fails to recognise its potent
power, or proves lumself incapable of makioe a direct appeal
by means of its employment, has mistaken bis vocation and
misunderstood the elementary functions of music.
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First of all, What is a melody? The Greek word "meJos,"
from which our word is derived, had a very general meaning,
for it is said by Plato fo denote " speech, music, and rhythm."
Nowadays we generallj' mean something far more primitive

when we use the term. A succession of simple sounds
produced by a single voice or instrument would, J think, be a
possible definition of the most elementary form of melody.
But the word is difficult to define, because it ejcpresses sonte-

tbicg which is difficult to analyse or describe. A mere
BncceGMOn of Bii^le sounds may be either meamngleES or
full of beauty. The sounds may be ordered and axnxigfid in

the most careful and well-balanced manner, and yet create no
imi^ression whatever ; while on the other band a few notes
springing up unconsciously in an untutored brain may
represent an idea which grips the imagination and ts of
lasting value.

It will perhaps be more to the point if I attempt a new
definition of melody—one which j'ou will not find in any
dictionaries or books about music. I am going to call it

" the simplest possible manifestation of an inherent feeling

for beauty, through the medium of single musical sounds."
The love and understanding of beauhr is, fbrtunately, by

no means confined to the educated classes. It is not a
privileged property, but a universal inheritance. We need
only look to the sources of some of the most beautiful and
abiding melodies in existence to prove this. Mozart,
Beethoven, or Schubert wrote few finer tunes than some of
the folk-songs of England, Ireland, or Scotland, which owe
their birth to no distinguished composers, but which have
been kept alive by the peasantry after having sprung up
spontaneously from their midst. The gradual development
and elaboration of music is a very important thing, and the
exercise of the high intellectual power of musical minds has
been necessary to bring music to its present exalted and
iofluential position; but it has little to do with musical
inspiration. We cannot explain or analyse inspiration

—

neither artists nor scientists can tell us what it is. So we
must content ourselves with an examination of the medium
through which it is expressed.

Two essential things must be in existence before a melody
can be created. Firstly, a musical scale ; and, secondly,
design. Now design is a necessary quality in all arts. It is

the equivalent, it has been well said, of organization in the

ordinary affairs of life,—the ordering of the various factors of
effect in their proper places. The value of design in painting
and sculpture is universally felt and recognised, and if it be
an essential characteristic of arts which, so to speak, are the
KCpressitm of outer surroundings, how much more must it be
needed in the giving of utterance to itmer feelhigs which are
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based entirely upon vague personal sensU>iUtieB, and not
upon anything visible or audible in nature. We aometilnes
hear a good deal of noneease talked about the music of
nature, and some writers would have us believe that the only
possible basis of all art is imitation, and that munc b^n by
imitating the cries of birds. This is a pretty idea, but it is a
very poor theory. Music most certainly must have begun
by crude, but direct, expressions of liunian feeling. The
utterance of human cries, the cadences of primitive speech,

—

these things may be regarded as the natural beginnings of
our art, and music has grown out of them Just as surdy as

speech grew out of the inarticulate mumbliugs and growhugs
of primeval savages.
The study of the music of uncivilised races enables us to

gain a very good idea of what the earliest forms of melodies
were like. " The examination of the munc of savages," says

Sir Hubert Parry, " shows that th^ hardly ever succeed in

making orderly or well-balanced tunes, but either express
themselves in a kind of vague wail or howl, which is an the
borderland between music and informal expression of feeling,

or else contrive little fragmentary figures of two or three

notes which they reiterate incessantly over and over i^gain."

One of the most interesting of my own experiences during
some rather extensive travels of two j^ears ago, was a brief

vi«t to one of the islands of Samoa, in the Pacific, where I

had the great pleasure of hearing a really characteristic song
sung by the natives. It consisted of a short phrase of two
bars repeated many times over with growing intensity. The
fragment was pecuflar and fascinating, and was very decidedly

cast in a rhythm of five beats to the bar. This circumstance
struck me very much, because, when a certain celebrated
modern composer wrote the whole of a symphonic movement
in that time it was generally regarded, in spite of some
established precedence, as a new evidence of some fresh

possibilities in rhythm. Yet here were the far-away, primitive

Pacific islanders singing a tune in a similar measure, naturally,

persistently, and with no evident consciousness of its unusual
pulsation.

It takes a very long period of human development before

the crude utterances of savages become systematic enough
to be definite in thdr repetitions and permanently
established. But through such primitive expressions of feeling

in past ages there is no doubt that scales began to formulate.

They developed slowly, and it was not until certain races

had arrived at an advanced stage of civilization that men
b^au to pay much attention to the relations of different

notes one to the other. When the first scale was plamied
out, then the first step towards definite melody was arrived

at. The subject of scales is a vast one, and it is not my
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intention to speaJ: to you in detail upon a. matter which has
been most thoroughly and exhaustively treated by many
learned writers in the past. It is evident, however, that

without recognition of some decided relationship of different

notes to each other in respect of pitch, it is impossible to

construct a succession of sounds which can be appreciated,

or retained in the memory. So accustomed are we to the

fiuniliar major and minor modes of our day, that it is not only
difficult for us to imagine the state of things which prevailed

before scales were invented, but we find it hard to realise

that our modern European methods do not by any means
represent the only possible or satisfactory development. As
a matter of fact these scales have been, adopted because it

has been found that they are, on the whole, the most suitable

for the modem harmonic scheme to he built upon ; in other
words, they are used because of the needs of harmony, not
because of the needs of melody. Many of the melodies of

olden times, as we know, are constructed in such a way that

to harmonise them entirely ruins their particular character.

I shall speak later on of the extraordinary changes in the

style of melodies which have been biought about by the

employment of a uniform system which divides the octave
into twelve equal parts ; bnt in cert^ respects I think we
may assume that the development of harmony has not always
tended towards the most natural development of melody.
There might have been many remarkable possibilities of

variety revealed if composers had continued to utilise the

many different modes formulated in ancient times, possibilities

which have been thrown aside by confining attention to a
form of scale which happened to be more suitable for that

side of music which represented the greatest culture and
intellectuality.

If we want to study melody in its original form we must
dismiss modem European music altogether, and turn to the
music t& the Oriental and savage races, which is purely and
absolutely melodic. Sir Hubert Pany tells us, in his "Art of
Music," that scales were originally not built upwards, but
downwards, the idea being to imiiaie, as lar as possible, the

cadences of the voice in speaking. When a man raises his

voice at the end of a sentence he is either asking a question

or expressing astonishment,— and these are not normal
expressions of feeling. The general tendency of all extremely
primitive ftirm^ of singing is for the voice to imitate the
inflexions of spt^king; ^inil to drop at the end of a sentence

;

and so the uiclcdies of uiiliitored peoples generally fall instead

of rise in the scale when they finish. The first scale which is

known in history as having been used by the Greeks is, indeed,
nmply a group of three descending notes, the intervals of

which can bs expressed by plajing C followed by the A flat
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and G below it. That this scale really represents an attempt
to formulate the natural inHexions of the voice receives

striking confirmation in the fact that a practically identical

scale IS known to have been used very larKay by the
Japanese, and is also tbe basiB of some of the goiieb of
of the aborigines of Australia, and the Red Indians of North
America.

It is harder to account for the great and universal prevalence
of a much more developed scale, that which is known as the
Pentatonic,—the foundation not only of tbe music of China,
Japan, Java and the Pacific Islands, but also of many of our
own British folk-songs. As most of my listeners are probably
aware, this scale can be very well represented by playing the
five successive black-notes on the pianoforte, beginning on
F sharp. 1 remember, as a child, finding infinite amusement
in trying to play all manner of Scotch and Irish airs upon
the pianoforte without touching a white key, and it is really

surprising how many examples of National melody will adapt
themselves to this method of performance. To pass on to

further developments, we all know what great discoveries in

scale-making we owe to the Greeks. Although we have very
little evidence of what Greek music was like, we have the
most definite information regarding thdr scales, for upon
this point they theorised a great deal, and indulged in much
thought, study, and mathematical calculation. All the nations
whitiEi have expended time and energy on the cultivation of
music sought, in the early stages, to set forth a definite series

of notes in distinct positions suitable for singing; and this

wasthe first step towards real melody. But a mere succession

of notes, however varied and ornamentally devised, was not
in itself sufficient to satisfy. Something more than this was
needed before melody could be considered to possess any
very definite character or value. I have already alluded to

design as an essential characteristic. Well, the amplest and
most elemental foundation of design is c^ainly rhythm,—
the feeling for accent and the ^ron^g of accenta It is,

qmte as much as the mere uttering of inarticulate sounds, a
natural talent possessed by the most primitive types. In all

the rough music of savage races rhythm is the dominating
feature. Such figures of tune as they invent are, however,
only firagments, and show a lack of intelligence and the
power of concentration. When the understanding of the
value of organization in a race becomes more apparent, a
much stronger feeling for deugn asserts itself, and there
appears a capacity to balance the rhythmic periods with
greater regularity.

It happened, however, that the earliest forms of intellectual

mufflc did not draw very laigelv upon these qualities, but
proceeded on different lines ; and for some centuries rhythm
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had really very Utile to rlo with tlie development of melody.
The early cullivatioii of music was. as we know, entirely on
the vocal side, and the serious study of the art ivaa confined
to those who worked in the service of the church. From a
mere inflected monotone there arose an elementary form of

EIain-song melody with practically no rhythmic value—and
om plain-song was developed a crude type of polyphony, in

which rhythm was still practically non-existent. By poly-

phony I mean unaccompanied voc^ mudc in which each part

is made to sing a melody of its own. If we look at some of

the early attempts in this form of music, belonging to the
eleventh and twelfth centuries, we find very naturally that
the harmonies made by the combination of the melodies are,

to our modern ears, extremely bare and sometimes discordant.

But each part has its own work to do, and one is no more
important than another. The origin of the invention of

polyphony was, no doubt, simply a desire to provide each
ringer with something interesting to But the develop-

ment of the polyphonic idea was destined to proceed still

further in mediaeval music. The next step was that every
voice should take its share in the development of a single

melodic thought—not simply singing its own part for its own
sake, but answering and extending passages prominent in the

other parts. This idea was the basis of nearly all the great

early Flemish music of the fifteenth century, and the art

advanced considerably, and was passed on to the masters of

Italy. It was during this epoch, of course, that what we call

the laws of strict counterpoint were formulated, and at no
period in musical history, I suppose, were the limitations of

music so great, or composers so restricted by hard and fast

rules which were never allowed to be disregarded. The
culmination of this development came with the appearance of

Palestrina, who brought this form of writing to such a high
stage of perfection and beauty that musical composition
could hardly, within the same limits, have progressed further.

Palestrina died in 1594, and this was virtually the end of the

school. After this we find a disregard for early contrapuntal
laws everywhere apparent. Monteverde and other notable

pioneers overthrew the existing ideas altogether, dispensed
with the ingenuity of vocal writing, and sacrificed the

richness and purity of independent melodic outlines for the

sake of dramatic, and mole or less descriptive, methods,
which were destined to hold great sway, and exercise an
enormous infiuence upon the music of a later day. The
leaders of tUs revolt agunst the strictness and severity of

polyphonic music are often spoken of as the founders of the
Homophonic school, and their system of composition alluded

to as Monodia—mu^ in which the melody^ is confined to a
sii^jle part. But the feeling for combining sounds in
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harmonj' with each other, which bad been fostered by
Palestrina and his predecessors, could not he suddenly
banished altogether ; at all events it could not possibly fail

to have its effect upon the new schooi. Something had to be
sab^ituted for polyphony, and so it came about that
intlnmenial accompaniment was resorted to. At first the
accompaniment to the single melody was of the simplest
possible description—nothing more than an exceedingly
unpretentious bass-onrt olavcd hv a solitn.rv instrument.
But the success of early e^orts in this direction led to further

developments. A good deal of boldness was exhibited by
some writers, notably by Monteverde, who, for the first time,
made use of "discords without preparation," and other

devices which were considered to be horrible innovations in

their day by the stricter musicians, but which opened up
enormous possibilities of expansion and progress. The work
of the Homophonic school might certainly be regarded, by
itself, as a retr<%rade movement, but historically it proved
to be really a new beginning on new lines. Unisonous vocal
mu^c had, of course, existed long before the polyphonic school
itself. But to a lai^e extent the adoption of the polyphonic
methods had cramped melody as a separate thing, and this

new beginning was calculated to give freedom to melody as a

means of expression, and to make everything else subordinate

to it. If we compare the early efforts of the monodic school

with the ripe creations of the polyphonic masters, they seem
poor thills indeed—and we can quite understand what a
terrible falling off it must have seemed to those well-versed
in the earlier methods. But, nevertheless, there were in

these crude new beginnings germs of an entirely novel
element. In exchange for the glorious contrapuntal achieve-

ments of the sixteenth century, the composers of the

seventeenth century offered a certain graceful elegance and
symmetry of melody which had been unknown to the masters
of the older school, and indeed quite foreign to their methods.
The idea was seized upon and developed with great rapidity.

Rhythm and symmetrical form were cultivated in conjunction

with a system of part-writing which could not be called

counterpoint, but which was eminently suitable to the
requirements of instrumental accompaniment : and to these
beginnings we undoubtedly owe much that is grandest and
most important in modern music.

In speaking of the influence exercised by rhythm upon the

development of music after the establishment of the monodic
system, there are several things to be taken into account.

I have already alluded to rhythm as a natural instinct

possessed by tlie most primitive types. It is a characteristic

understood and expressed, I believe, by every savage race on
the face of the earth. It is exhibited in its most elemental
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forms by the beating of drums or tom-toms, by the regular

movements of the hiima.n body in dancing, and also by the

emphaas of words in language. All these things have had
an enoimous influence upon the progress and development
of melody. Many of our most important art-forms are the
result of the instinct for dancing ; and as for speech, we have
only to compare the strong contrasts of emphasis in a
language like that of Hiinirarv with the rhvthmic designs which
are familiar to us in Hungarian music to see how great and
how direct can be the inspiration fi;om that source. When
the polyphonic methods were thrown aside and the homo-
phonic established, all these influences were quickly at

work. The 17th century, as we all know, saw many
innovations in the domain of secular music. The traditions

of dramatic and oneracic writmi; estacmsiiea bj Monteverde
were handed on in Italy to his pupil Cavalli, and &om him
to LuUi, who introduced the new methods into France.

In England, when Charles II. was recalled to the throne,
secular music advanced with great spirit, and the popularity
of mas<jues and other such entertainments brought dance-
music into considerable prominence. Moreover, these were
the days when inventors were hard at work producing harpsi-
chords, and perfecting the art of violin-making, and great

stimulus and incentive were afforded to the composer by the
rapid opening np of new channels through which his talents

might be displajred. So it is not to be wondered at that

during all this tune melod); underwent manjr developments
and transfbnnations. The influence, in particular, of dance
measures very strongly affected melodic design. Tunes, in

cader to be suitable for being danced to, bad to be cast in

very definite periods, generally of eight or sixteen bars;
certain subordinate [jirases were required for contrast, and
there was a necessity for repetitions. These features, at first

exigencies, came at length to be considered as desirable

qualities in music of all kmds. Composers began to see that
music gained greatly by an adherence to some intelligent

rules for dividing and subdividing melodic periods. In other
words, melody became a counterpart to poetry, whereas
previously, at least in the case of cultivated music, it might
be said to have been more nearly equivalent to prose than to

verse. What is perhaps most important of all, from the
historic aspect, ia the fact that these new methods invaded
the church itself Some of the greatest composers of the
17th century—such as Henry Purcell—were not only
associated, with secular and dramatic music, but were also

entrnsted with the high responsHnlities of writing music for

the offices of religion.

Purcdt, who bad in every way most folly absorbed the
characteristics of the new movement, was greatly influenced
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both by Italian and French developments, and wiote an
enormous amount of church music which could not fail to be
somewhat new and experimental in design. As regards

melody, one of the most noticeable features of the changes
made at about this period was the adoption (tf a florid style

of writing for solo voices. This, we must BUppose, was in the
first instance a concession to the vanity of tne singers, who
demed first of all to exhibit their powers of flexible vocaliza-

tion. Now virtuosity is nearly always a terribly bad thing
fcr art. So great was the vogue of this particular style of

florid writing during a long period which succeeded tlie

revolutionary movement of the 17th century, that such
changes could not fail to exercise a great influence upon the

general development of melody. It is almost unnecessary to

meation Handel's name in this connection, for even to this

day his solo-songs live to satisfy that very vanity that they

helped to foster—and live, it may be said, because of the

glorious qualities which ontwdgh their defective utterance.

a is undeniable that conformity to the metliods of florid

vocalization became, in some instances, so strongly a habit

with composers that it represented, in time, a natural mode
of musical expression. One could not suppose, for

example, that any music written by Bach could have been
the direct outcome of a desire to flatter his interpreters, and
yet even he was largely affected by the style of writing for

solo voices which prevailed in his day. There is no doubt
that, in many ways, this influence was not altogether a bad
one. There was a certain freedom and elasticity in the florid

melodies which had been absent from the rather stiff and
formal dance-measures of the preceding age, and from the

ri{pd declamation of the redtatives and arias of the early

operas. And this in turn had its eflect upon instrumental

music, and in time helped to free it from too great a prepon-
derance of formality. The mention of the name of Bach
brings to my mind the necessity to dweu for a moment upon
his achievements as a melodist. We an know the wonderfill
power he had of combining melodies, 01 developmg fugue-
subjects, and so forth ; but what appeals to me even more
Strongly, as being especially important. i>i liic iil )ijs

work, almost for the first time in mus:
based upon harmonic structure. In ln<: iiiii'.ii ui ljli: okiui

polyphonic writers melodies were coiruiiin ii. ,'in<i luiniionv.

so to Speak, was almost accidental: in iiii^ music 01 ttiu

sncceedmg hranophonic writers melodv was naramount. and
was simply accompaOied and supporteu dv harmomes. But
Bach seems to have felt the beauty of harmony as a thmg m
Itsdf—the beauty of meUidy as a thing in itself—and"the
Ciibility, also, of combining melodies without, on the one

d, destroying the harmonic scheme, or on the other.
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impairing the perfect and melodious flow of ttie individual

parts. In this art—surely the supreme art of the musician

—

he seems to have been prodigiously in advance of his time.

He understood it far better than Haydn or Mozart, better

even than Beethoven ; and I am not sure if be did not
nndeistand it better, or at all events practise it with more
consummate mastery, than Wagner.

It may be said that the invention and succeeding popularity
of the Sonata form did a good deal to retard the progress of
the development of melody on the lines which Bach had
formulated. In the sonatas of Haydn and Mozart, and to

some extent in those of Beethoven, however strong the
relationship between melody and harmony may be, we do not
find the same continuity of idea^in combination. A good
deal more attention is ^aid to clear-cut outlines and variety

of material. The metadies, or subjects, are generally strongly
contrasted, and given out at first singly and wilh little

elaboration,—so that their individual import may be clearly

recognized,—and afterwards subjected to treatment which is

more often in the nature of expansion or reiteration than
anything else. The design was planned upon a larger scale,

and a great deal more importance was attached to the

method of gaining variety by the use of different keys for the

various sections of the work. All these changes had their

effect upon the character of melody. At first, during the
Haydn and Mozart rigime, melodies became more legt&r in

their periods, more exactly constructed in their divisions and
sub-divisions, more clearly balanced. It was not until

Beethoven's genius began to develop upon independent lines

that melodic periods lost, to any great extent, their habit of

formal elegance and decorative poise. The finest melodies
in Beethoven's later works give one a sense of awe,—they
impress one with the idea that there is some tremendous
unfathomable depth of meaning behind them. The^ could
not have proceeded on conventional lines, for the mind that

conceived them had little in common with the minds that,

in previous years, had been content with the presentation of

beautiful ideas in a beauti&lly perfected shape. Therefore
we find them full of sudden surprises, curious baitings and
pauses, and violent contrasts of unexpected emphasis. The
beginnings of almost all the modem developments of music
may be traced to the innovations of Beethoven in breaking
forth from formalities of expression ; and in his treatment of

melody, as much as in anything else, he has laid the founda-
tions of our modern fondness for curious outlines and capricious
accentuation. The ^reat freedom of his harmonic changes,
bis skill in modulation, have much afiected the aspect of
muuc generally and melody in particular. The need for a
clear sense of tonality is not always strongly felt by some
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inodetn composers, and this may or may not be a decadent
^gn. Certain it is that great musicians of lecent years have
taken fuller advantage of the scope afforded them by the

universal adoption of the chromatic scale than had hitherto

been regarded as desirable. Upon this scale the most
wonderful harmonic schemes can be built up, and it is

obvious that melody, once a simple thing, has largely

changed in character from the fact that infinitely greater

possibilities for expansion have been opened up by the free

use of this elaborate system of scale-division.

People are sometimes heard to deplore what they call the

absence of melody in modern music. But, whether our
sympathies are with the moderns or not, it surely is scarcely
necessary to point out that melody has been put to new
uses by the great composers of our day: it may not always
appear so clearly on the surface, or be couched in such
easily recognizable forms as hitherto, but it has never been
allowed to disappear.
One of the most important of the new uses to which

melody has been put is, of course, exemplified in what is

called the system of the Leit-motif,—a name closely associated

with Wagner and his operas, though in point of fact its use
by Wagner was simply an extensive development of an
itlea which had been adopted experimentally by operatic
com^sers for some years previously. It is hardly necessary

to reiterate the principles of a system now so well-established.

The Ltit-moHf is, briefly, a short figure or passage of melody
of definite character, which is employed to depict or illustrate

some personage, situation, or idea which has prominence in

the dramatic scheme. When the personage appears, or the
situation occurs, or the idea is referred to in the text, it is

the function of the Leit-motif to accompany such appearances
or references- It is plain that a wonderfti! composer like

Wagner was able to employ this idea in many very subtle

ways : for instance, not only was the Leit-intilif used in his

operas to emphasise and illustrate the action, but also to

give meaning to points in the story which otherwise might
be lost or misunderstood, and to indicate to the audience the
thoughts and emotions which are supposed to be passing
through the brains of the principal characters at certain
critical moments. The elaborate employment of melodies in

this manner makes, of course, a considerable demand upon
the intellect and musical perception of the listeners, and
almost presupposes a certain preliminary knowledge of the
works on the part of an audience before they can be fnlly

imderstood and inteUigently followed.

I allude to the Leit-moUf merely as a marveUous Instance
of the development of melody, and its application to tiie

most complicated musical structures. But at the same time
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the principle of its employmenl is a crushing answer to those
who maintain that melody is losing its place id music, and is

neglected by modern composers. Wagner, at any rate, so
far from neglecting the claims of melody, invariably placed it

in the forefront, employing it for his highest purposes in the

most definite and systematic manner possible. And yet this

was one of the very points which the opponents of Wagner
seized upon as a sign of decadence, as evidence of the
supposed poverty of his melodic inveDtion I Happily those
dzya of sharp and bitter controversy axe now over, and
Wagner is rec^nized and accepted even where he is not
appreciated.

The conaistcnt use of the Leit-motif system more than
anything else, no doubt, led Wagner to adopt again the
contrapuntal methods which had been associated with Bach's
name. For the representation of complex emotions it was
frequently necessary for several melodies, or ' motives," to be
combined at the same time.

All tlie innovations and fashions introduced by Wagner
have had their effect upon composers who have arisen since
his day. As in the case of e.vecy big genius with a stroiw
personality, he had some very mark^ mannerisms wfai<£

have detnmentally influenced a great many modern com-
posers. But on tlie whole it would be hard to say that the
influence of Wagner has been in any sense a widely mis-
_chievous one. Perhaps the most curious direct influence has
been the wholesale invasion of the dramatic element into the
domain of purely instrumental music. Nearly all the most
conspicuous successes by great modern writers since Wagner
have been achieved in departments other than opera, but
very many of them have been based upon draniatic ideas

expressed by melodic methods undoubtedly founded upon the

Lett-motif system, and more or less operatic in character.

The " symphonic poem " rnay not be altogether a new
invention, and what we call " programme-music " was known
long before Wagner was born. But at the same time it is

undeniable that a new impetus was given to descriptive

music of an intellectual and subtle nature, by the success of
Wagner in those musical delineations of human character

and emotion which formed the groundwork of his operatic

The most widely talked-of and probably the most genuinely
powerful of all the adherents to these newly-applied principles

IS Richard Strauss. In every particular, in melody no less

than in other attributes, he is the undaunted champion of the

most modem developments of music. His aim as an artist

would seem to be to accomplish in music a searching and
compreheauve expression of life and experience. Nothmg is

too vast for him to a,ttempt—nothing is too trivial to be
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seized upon and illustrated with the keenest enthusiasm.
The wild pranks of the freakish " Till Eulenspiegel,'" the
jabbering of the hero's critics in " Heldenlebon," even the
bathing of the baby in the "Sinfonia Domestica," are
depict^ with almost as much care and zeal as the gruesome
realities of a tremendous battle-scene, 01 the splendour of the
soul's enlightenment after death. For all these things he has
adopted a rhetorical style of melody. As the subjects and
pn^ammes which he cliooses are generally of a more or less

awSicious nature, he is constantly at pams to impress the
revolutionary character of his thoughts upon his listeners by
means of melodic outlines which are both daring and
extravagant, and not infrequently strike one as being
dangerously near burlesque. In his earlier compositions,
and in certain passages in his more recent works, \\e shows
that he is keenly alive to the value of sustained and dignified

melody as a means of expression ; but latterly it would seem
that he has felt 3 marked preference for the capricious
treatment of small melodic fragments, and a tremendous
complexity of conflicting rhythms which, perhaps, hardly
come into the category of melody at all. It is difScult, for

instance, to give any accepted name to music such as the long
solo-violin passages in the " Heldenleben," or some of the
phrases which illustrate certain homely incidents in his more
recent " Domestic " symphony. I have no wish to enter into

a discussion of the merits or demerits of these imdoubtedly
remarkable works, but only as far as possible to discover in

what way they are influencing the development of melody.
It is perfectly clear that new standards must be established.

One hesitates to speak of successions of sounds, which are

deliberately bizarre and intentionally ugly in outline, as

melody—yet can one really deny that name to phrases which
are evidently sincere attempts to express emotions through
the medium of single notes ? It is sometimes said that u^y
music is a contradiction in terms. But Strauss, an acknow-
ledged composer of much muac of very rare and exquisite

bean^, must at least be allowed his opinion, and it is neither

Esir nor generous-spirited, in a swiftly-changing age, to assert

(as some do) that much of die work of snch a man lies

outude the domain of real art. We must wait and see what
impression such writii^ will produce when the sounds (all

upon ears better prepared to receive them.
In other quarters the symptoms of melodic progress are,

on the whole, less disquietmg than in Germany. In England,
Edward Elgar, who represents the height of the modern
movement, has shown a great fertility of melodic invention

of a peculiarly new and mdividual stamp. Works like the
"Enigma" Variations, the "Sea Pictures," "Cockayne,"
and " In the South," contain many melodies of a genuinely
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beautiful cast, full of point, precision, and vitality. No one
living understands better than he does the art of developing
his material, and enhancing its value by the splendour of the

inatrumental stttin^. In his ri^ccnt oratorios he has, perhaps,

used the Leit-motif sysrem with oven more persistence than
Wagner,—so that tint btgins to wonder if, when the successor

to "The Kingdom" appears, we may not find ourselves

growing a little tired of some of the re-statements of those

fflgnificant themes which first arrested our attention in " l^e
Apostles." But to the man who could ima|^nc the poignant
phrases whidi depict the remorse of Judas Iscariot, or the
exquisite scene at the Sepulchre, and realise with outlines of

sucu intense earnestness the tremendous power committed to

the Apostles and the priesthood on the Day of Pentecost,

melody is evidendy a very real and living thing. To Elgar
we may, I think, look hopefully for a teal progress on
perfectly intelligible lines.

In France, an apostle of impressionism, Claude Deliussy,

has been working great changes, and exercising a very
considerable influence not only upon French, but upon all

European music. Debussy represents a distinct scmool of

thought. His methods are stranger, indeed, than those

of S&auss, though one feels that they may not possess the
strength to create any lasting impression upon his successors.

There is in all his music a sort of shadowy groping after

something inexpressible, which is extremely fascinating. Ifwe
examine liis setting of Maeterlinck's "Pellfeas et M61isande"
we shall see the most characteristic of his qualities well
displayed, for here is a theme with which he is evidently in

closest sympathy. In the entire opera there is absolutely no
melodic outline for tiie voices, it is studiously and expressly
avoided. The whole of the vocal writing consists of repeat^
notes, the degrees of the scale employed varying only slightly

and occasionally. The orchestral part—one cannot call it

'accompaniment—consists dtiefl^' ofstrange, elunve harmoidea
which are made to throb gentlj, and rise or &U in expressing
the sentiment of the moment. The absence of tonality, which
is everywhere the most striking feature of the music, gives it

a peculiar air of mystery : of definite melody, as we Imow it,

there is scarcely anythmg. When an occasional melodic
phrase is mtroduced it is generally repeated. This ta a
feature which puts one in mind of two widely different

!uusir,iaTis, -Mendelssohn and Tschaikowsky.—who almost
invariLibiv tiniployed the same device for impressing their

idoas upon their listeners. Almost the entire charm of the
music may be said to he m a sort of delicacy of rhythm and
quiet tinting of the orchestration : it is rhythm with all tiie

coarseness and sharpness eliminated, .and colour with no
depth of tone or sonority.
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Debussy's orchestration, however, is clear and not generally
complicated ; he does not, like Strauss, fill his scores witli a
multiplicity of detail^ making the whole conception appeat
complex and bewildtting. It is only the atmosidieie wbidi
IB miBty and veiled; apart from the actual harmonic structure
and rhythmic elusiveness, the music is clear enough. The
score of " L'Apr6s-midi d'un Faune" {Debussy's best-known
work in England) is, as a piece of instiumentation, simpler
by far than the score of the "Siegfried Idyll," for instance.

If our art is to progress on the lines of Debussy we shall not,

at any rate, look forward to an increase of. complexity in the
music of the future, but rather a return to simpler and
quieter methods. But in both Strauss and Debussy we must
feel very strongly certain unquestionable symptoms of change;
The use by Wagner of short expressive phrases instead of
regularly balanced tunes, for a set purpose in operatic
writing, has undoubtedly had a vast effect upon the instra-

aiwtal music of to-day. In spite of the enthusiasm which has
greeted the work of Brahms, of Dvc^k, and Tschaikowsky

—

work in which the melodies were modelled on classical lines,

and definitely dependent upon deagn—it would seem that the
immediate elfect of their example upon the rising generation
has been comparatively slight. It is impossible to close

one's eyes to the fact that the music of to-day is plunging
headlong into a new sphere, and that the designs presented
are not only more curious and irregular, but a great deal less

decorative than those of any preceding period in the whole
of musical history. It is as if we were to some extent
reverting to the earliest forms of expression,—the vague,
half-articulate utterances of primitive man,—whilst at the
same time employing all the vast resources of modem
instrumentation in order to create an atmosphere or form a
background. In listening the other day to that most remark-
able and striking composition of Frederick Delius, in which
lie sets forth his impressions of Paris, the awakening of the
city to gaiety and pleasure, the movement, the life and
romance of a great metropolis, i couid not help being struck
by the fact that the melodies themselves were but a small

Sart of the whole scheme,— prominent phantoms which
ickered for a moment and disappeared, leaving their

impression on the mind, but never glowing with proud
independence or dominating the score with the majesty with
which ^mphonic writers torn Beethoven to Dvofik and
-TschaScoww were wont to assert their mastery.

Whither these changes may lead us it is impossible to
conjecture. One thing is certain : the great classical

traditions are passing away. The aim of the present-day
composer would seem to be to break down every barrier
which checks the free ei^tresdon of his conception of li&.
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He demands a larger orchestra than formerly, and players

so skilled that they can perform every passage he chooses to

write, however unsuitable it may M. Nothing must stand
in the way of the direct utterance of his inner tnoiwhts. In
the words of one of our most earnest and distinguished poets
—a poet who realises as few have done the import of muric
and melody :

—

" The simple davB are dead, the rich tides roll)

And vie, the inheritors of toil and tearsi

Utter the ampler mess^e of the soul."

Music is becoming more and more bound up with our own
life and experience—more strenuous and complex in a

strenuous and complex age, and less a vehicle for the

expression of quiet personal thoughts. And melody, that

combipatioQ of primitive instincts which can never be wholly

absent from our art, must perforce adapt itself to these

changes, however it may suffer in the process and however
wildly some of " the inheritors of toil and tears " mav ciy out
for a return to melodic simplicity. That music should go
back to the earlier methods of Mozart, as some prophecy, is

imdiinkable. The experience and evolution of years cannot
lead to nothing, or be altogether wasted. There may be
reactions, and some of the accumulated methods may be
abandoned for a time when a climax has been reached on the
present lines—just as the reaction after the polyphonic period

of Palestrina's day was followed by a fresh start on new
lines in the 17th century. It is probable that wc live in an
age in wliich music is chiefly of transitional value. Our
present developments, however, must assuredly have their

effect upon succeeding schools of thought, just as the

developments of the early polyphonic school had tlieir effect

upon the achievements of such successors as Bach and

Activity is a sure sign of life ; and if melody were merely
standing still, and speaking to us in the same accents

throughout succeeding generations, it would be a certain

proof that its life was at a low ebb. Let us try, therefore, to

believe very firmly in its vitality, and we then need not be
dismayed if some of the shapes into which it is moulded
in th^ latter days seem wayward and crooked ; for each
year of growth has its purpose, and the most restless age
may wsU prove to be the age of the greatest progress
towards some unknown r^ons of noUe and splendid

accomplishment

.
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DISCUSSION.

Tub Chmruam.—I am snie, la^es and gentlemenj von will

all agree with me in thanldiig Mr. Dunhill for bis very
exhaustive paper, which one is inclined to call, " The Birth,

Life, and Death of Melody "
; for certainly it has been a

good deal of trouble to many of us in more modem
compositions to trace the melody, wliich no doubt ejusts

there, though I must confess 1 feel sorrow for the poor
singers who had to sing the very unvocal parts which
Mr. Dunhill describes in the opera of Debussy. The main
object of music it seems to mo is delight ; and one of the

bases of delight in music is no doubt in the first instance,

melody. Wiien melody is iost sight of, it appears we have
frequently to listen to what we would rather not bear.

Dr. SouTHGATE.—Thc pspct raugcd over a wide puiod
and, as the Chairman aptly said, it bas dealt with the birtbi

progress, and possibly the death of melody. I do not take
such a very gloomy view as to think that melody will entirely

disappear
;
though there are certainly signs of it in soma

modem music. As our Chairman said, it is often difficult to

find that which we have hitherto associated with the term
melody. Melody is, according to the old text-books,
" a well-ordered succession of pleasant or agreeable sounds."

That definition certainly cannot be applied to a good deal ol

what passes now for art and melody in symphonic and
orchestral works. I am afraid the same sort of thing is

permeating vocal art. There 13 often little for tbe singer

to do now. In some of our modem muac the singer plays
much the same part as some orchestral instniments, and
has very little of interest to say. As for mucb of what is

set down for singers, I can only say that if I were a
singer myself I could not and would not sing it. There
are two or three points in the paper that struck me as

calling for some remark. I do not know whether I clearly

understood our lecturer that at the death of Palestrina the

particular style which he so glorified was at an end, and
that a fresh departure commenced. If so, I am unable to

agree with him. I say that because I have vividly ia my
mind a magnificent anthem or motet which was sung at the

recent Maundy Thursday Service at the Abbey. It was
a composition of the English musician Dering. Very little

is known about him ; to most of us he is only a name,
but lately there was found in the library of Westminster
Abbey a set of motets in parts. The book was printed,

with the leaves uncut, and the Dean and Cht^ter were so
careful about it that they would not allow them to be cnt.

But we cotild see inside, and when the parts were put
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together it was found to be extraordinary music for that

period. Dering was the son of a Kentish gentleman.
He was a Roman Catholic, and was sent at an early age
to Rome to bs educated. He was there for some time,

and then went to Brussels, where he acted as organist to

a convent. Then he came to England to take a degree

at OTtford, and was made organist to Queen Elizabeth,

though still keeping to his own ^ith. Then he went abroad
again, and backwards and forwards two or three times;

and eventually died, quite young. It was believed that he
had written several motets, but little or nothing was knowii
about them. However, they have since been found at

Westminster Abbey, Sir Frederick Bridge has edited them
carefully, and some have since been published. I am
quite certain that if our lecturer had heard the motet,

O sic vobis, I listened to on Thursday—I think it was also

given by Sir Frederick Bridge at one of his Gresham lectures

—he would have admitted that Palestrina's style did not die

with him- On the contrary, this Englishman produced
mu^c which, to my mind, is finer and more advanced than
Palestrina's, and yet it must have been written near
Falestrina's time, lor Dering was in Rome about the end
of Paleetriiw's lifs. In the book of motets there is

another one by Vittoria, a Spanish composer, who outlived

Palestrina. Again 1 would say, I think this is stiU finer

than Palestrina. I admit that after that, when the great
madrigatian period commenced, there was a new element
introduced. We imporled a good deal of melody into our
madrigals, and it lives to this day, and we hear it with
delight. It is different from the contrapuntal music of

Palestrina ; one might call it a melody harmonized, though
each part has something of its own to say. There was
another remark the lecturer made, in which he seemed to

ascribe the invention of the union of different melodies to

-Wagner. I am tmaUe to agree with him. In England we
have ^enty of beaatiM old rounds, which are practically

the union ot different melodies, long before the time of Wagner.
Even Sutler is icumeti in, which is many, many centuries

older than Wagner, has the same character, I admit that

the melodies combined by these old composers are nothing
like so long, nor nearly so effective, as the splendid portion of

the " Meistersinger " overlure in which Wagner takes three

themes from the opera and unites them with a result that is

delightful as music, and ofcourse very brilliant in orchestration.

A word about Handel. I grant that Handel fell into the

fashion of the day in writing a great deal of florid music just

to show off the singer's voice. That is what opera composers
of that day had to do, because the agners were dominant
and demanded it. But though Handel wrote " Rejoice



gcttiHy" and "0 Tboo that tdleat," and many Qlher florid

airs, remember that ' hs also wrote, sougs of exquisite

fxpKS^oa and pathos, highly motioiial pieces, and I think
th^ quite outweigh the flond music he wrote, ta please the
singers.

Hr. Stathau.—I should like tp' ad4i not one mot^
definition of raelody, but a remark as to the difference

between melodic invention and any other kind of. invention
in music. A man who inventE a new melody which has
character and individuality has created' an entirely new
existence. To a certain extent harmony and iQEtnmirata-

tion can be taught, but melodic creation cannot be taught.
It is almost impos^bta to define in what a mdo^ consists,

beyond saying that it must have a certain unity of character
and expression. I was rather inclined to question the
opinion that virtuosity is always an evil. We can only
adequately express music through a high cultivation cm

voca! and instrumental enecution ; does not virtuosity help
to keep up the standard of execution ? Even if a piece

of display music is not very valuable intellectually, it serves
to develop powers which may be applied to a higher form
of music. Even Beethoven's concertos are displays of

virtuosity, though there is much more behind that. Handel's
Rejoice greatly " is a show piece of vocalization. But it is

not a mere piece of display, it is a very apt expression of the
sentiment ot the words ; and I should say that Bach, in his

own way, wss as much a virtuoso as any one. It is on
record that he was exceedingly proud of his ovni execution
on the organ ; and it was said of him that he could play as

fast with his feet as other people could with their hands.

I cannot feel much in sympathy with the modern movement
in music. Composers are now trying to make music do
more than it can do. I listened with interest to Strauss's

"Tod und Verklarung," but 1 do not think it would be
intelligible unless the title had suggested the meaning.
So with Debussy's " AprSs-midi d'un Faune *'

; the

title takes you into a dream of andent Greek legend, and
you are interested to see how the composer expresses this.

But without the title it would be difficult to say what it

'meant. Beethoven's Seventh Symphony wants no interpre-

tation
i
we enjoy it as it is, and each gives his own inter-

pretation to it. Music which requires a literary explanation

before we can entirely enter into and enjoy it, is to that
extent a failure—as music. But I listened to that part
of the lecture with much interest, and perhaps the lecturer

is.ngbt in thinking that something new may come out of titis

literary element in music, but I aoubl if it will be anything
-sqaal to what pure instrvmental music has already given ns.

f understood the lecturer to imply that. Beethoven s melodies
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were less complete and rounded in form than those of his

greatest predecessors. That is true in some instances, but

surely not as a rule, even in his latest works. There is not

a more perTect example of straightforward expressive melody
than the e^sode in D major m tiie slow movement of tlw
Ninth Symphony ; and the melodywhich forms the prindpal
subject of the Ftnale is one of the most purely vocal " tunes

"

ever written. It would seem, however, that he arrived

at perfection in his melodies rather by a process of

working-up and developing them than by a spontaneous
inspiration.

Miss Daymond.— I nurc lufii: oik- romc i kikiuhi iikc lo

mention. It struck rrii; tii:ii ii is noi oxuciiv inr i;irr iii.-it

melody is being disf^onnniiwi iiv moiii^rn tiomixisHrs. v/uc

often hears that ouicciicni, [iiii is ir nnr rntiiiir rii;ii iriu

function of melody is ciiimiNiii;. uuu tiicruioic IDC sivic oc

melody is changing also? Melody has to minister to the
total effect in a different way, which means that a melody
should no longer be a formal tune. Impressions hurry past
so quickly that a long melody would be out of place. 1 do
not say whether it is a good thing or not. To me there is

nothing more beautiful than the tunes of Beethoven and
Brahms, and others, wno (tioucnr oiii tneir nieioaies : iiui k
seems to me that it is one ot the necessities ot the case that

the melodies which are ukiiii hi mcxirrn muhic must lie more
or less fragmentary. Tlie Leitmotif has surely had a good
deal to do with that view. If music is, so to speak, to label

a person or a situation, it must be short. It is the condition
of things that has altered the character of melody. This
surely le not drcmping melody, but merely altering its

character. The \ae& is not so much that each part uionld
have something to say that it is complete, but that every
part is to minister to the atmosphere of the general com-
{Msition. Not long ago I had to sing in a very modem
choral composition. It struck me all through that one has
very rarely a melody to sing. With very few exceptions
one has simply to contribute one's quota to the general
atmosphere. When I listened, afterwards, to the whole
composition, I felt how completely the scheme worked out

—

the atmosphere iiad been the paramount consideration. If
this is the modern conception, it stands to reason that

phrases must come in a great deal more, and the formulated
melody must go out, whether one deplores it or rejoices.

Dr. SotrrHGAIB.—I should like to ask the last speaker if

she cm^era TscbaikcmBky a composer of modem music;
and if 80 whether one must not note the great length and
prolonged flow of his melodies ?

' Mr. Thblwall.—^The lecturer has given ub a definition of
melody ; and I propose to suggest a definition from quite a
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difierent pdnt of view, i.e., tlie acoustical. It seems to me
that the most general definition one can have of it is this

:

Melody consists of a series of vibrations of air varying within
defined limits in U) rate, (b) duration, (c) amplitude. It also
sometimes includes periods of silence, (a) The latea Taiy
between the limits of about 30 and 8,000 vibrations per
second, and are selected approximately from a series in

geometrical progression having a constant ratio equal to the

V, ; which is nearly i-^. (b) The durations vary from g^th of a
second to 5 seconds. These, I think, are about the extreme
limits. The variations in any one melody both in rate and
duration are considerably less than the above limits, (c) We
have not any means of measuring the amplitudes, but they
van" in two different ways ; (i) periodically dividing the
melody into more or less equal measures

; (2) either

periodically or irregularly within the measure. All these

elements are subject to artistic variation in singing, and also

on some instruments. Duration and amplitude together
form rhythm, which may be defined as the variations in

amplitude and duration of the series of vibrations in a musical
sentence. That seems to me fully to define melody from an
acoustical point of view, always remembering that the series

of vibrations may be interrupted by periods of silence.

Mr. DuHHiLL.—I do not think that many of the paints
brought forward are points of controversy. J tried to
make my paper as uncontioversial as I could. _ But some
of the remarks made really seemed to misrepresent what
I said, and 1 have been credited with statements in direct

opposition to the views I tried to express. I do not like the

expression " The life and death of melody "
: 1 would not,

under any circumstances, allude to melody as " dead,"
though I might admit a "serious illness"! Regarding
the influence of the florid style, I certainly did not mean
to say in any sense that Handel simply wrote songs to please
the singers. In fact, I merely mentioned Handel's name
to show how very strong the influence of the florid style of
singing was upon even the greatest of composers ; I certainly

did not mean to speak of him in any derogatory spirit.

I said that virtuosity was a bad thing for art, and
I alluded, of course, to virtuosity at such ; that great works
may have something in them which appeals to virtuosi

is quite a different thing. With regard to what
Dr. Soutbgate siud about Falestiina, 1 did not mean that

the polyphonic stvle came to an end in him, but simply that

in the mu^c of tnc next generation polyphony did not play
an important or ^edominant part. I am aware that the

^reat madrigal writois did go neyond Palestrina in certain

instances, but after all they do not represent what we may
call, historicallyi the greatest of the music which followed
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Palestiina. . I ' did not ray. that the device of combiiiiiig

melodies was the invention of Wagner ! It is older,

eveo, than the development of rhythmic design. Regarding
the question as to Tschaikowsky's place amongst modem
composers, I should not call him a representative of the
newest school; and in my remarks upon present-day

tendencies, I was referring more especially to those who
are plnng^ng headlong into new Bf^res.
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JAMES E. MATTHEW, Esq.,

In thb Chair.

. LUTE MUSIC OF THE XVIth AND XVUth
CENTURIES.'

By Janet Dodge.

To attempt in the short space of an hour a clear and
adequate account of lute music in Europe during the
centuries in which it was most active and influential,

is a task that might frighten away the most sanguine
student, especially when we consider how great the difficulties

have been, and still are, which stand in the way of any wide
and intimate knowledge of it. Difficulties which in the past
have prevented some of the most learned and painstaking
musical archaeologists h-om arriving at anything but a veiy
general survey of the field, cannot be entirely overcome even
at the present stage of research, and it is only with the
utmost difBdence that this attempt can be made to put
together the detached fragments of an art that has been dead
nearly 150 years. The greatest handicap of all in acquiring
the necessary knowledge of lute music is, of course, tiie

tablature with which lutenisls, with a strange perversity,

chose to record their achievements. It takes on an average
about five times as long to decipher a page o( ordinary lute

tablature as it does to copy one of ordinary notation.

Moreover, unlike notation, it cannot be understood without
deciphering;, so that hours are frequently wasted over
works vMcb in the end turn out little worth the time
and trouble. Sometimes, too, misprints render the labour
futile; and sometimes, when we are dealing with rTth
century lute music, much time is spent in finding the
proper tuning wherewith to transcribe. No wonder then
that there is a pitiful lack of material upon which to base
any final judgments of the music or of its composers. There
have been, indeed, some modern reprints of hite music, some
attempts at a reconstruction of individual lutenists, and
diligent search will reveal a considerable literature on
the subject of a detached and unsystematized kind. In
Italy and Germany espedally much has been done in this

way, and it is chieSjr to these labours that we owe any slight

* Road for itaa LMinrw tqr Dr. SeathgaUb
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acquaintance with composers for the instniment who are
not represented in English libraries. But it needs a

thoroughly organized system of combined research in all

countries finally to make possible a knowledge of the vast

bulk of lute music that exists, and until the results of such
a system ate made public, any general view must be full

of shortcomings. There is at present, recently formed,
under the wine of the International Musical Society,

a Commission hi this ^edsl purpose, and it is hoped
that time will reveal the value of the work it has taken

That the matter is historically worth all these efforts

is hardly to be questioned, when we consider how much
modem music owes to the influence of the lute. / If lute

music had stopped at the end of the first period."Tough ly

speaking r6oo, it would still be one of the most significant

factors in musical history; for during that period it may
almost be said to comprise the whole of secular instrumented
music It was the first instrument to reaKse music in a non-
vocal way ; it was, with the exception of the organ, practically

the only one for which original solo mnuc was composed
in any quantity before the end of the iSth century; and
on account ol its adaptations it became the principal medium

' through which music of any sort became known to the
general public There were, of course, other instruments that
had [ueces and instruction books written for them, that had
here and there enthusiasts ; but they all, even the quilled

keyboard instruments, sink into oblivion when pitted against

the enormous proportion of interest that was centred upon
the lute in its early days. That it was not considered serious

by some learned pedants does not in the least affect its

historical importance, for the latter, when time was ripe,

were not slow to profit by the same popular elements in lute

muac which they had formerly decried.
|
Being independent

of academic restrictions, tiie lute was free to pursue what ends
it desired, and was therefore .able to express, as no other
medium 6id, the general tendencies of music. But it is a
mistake to deny all serious or even academic qualities to
composers for the lute, for the greatest of these were nearly
all men of sound musical training, theoretically as well as
practically, who looked upon the mere amateur with the
same contempt as did the pedant. The great preponderance
of polyphonic works, both original and adapted, over other
kinds of lute music, despite the incongruity of the conditions,

testifies to something more than merely a plea to be taken
seriously. If only amateurs, learned or non-learned, had
patromzed the instrument, it does not seem likely that the
scales would sink so heavily on the ude of polyphonic music
—for dances and popular songs, though numerous, really UU
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fiur behind the other class. Slill, it not only countenanced

\

but took in hand the popular element, and thereby arose its

unique position. It was the stepping-stone between popular
and senous, sacred and secular music, and the service it

thereby rendered the art was out of all proportion 10 its

intrinsic value.

Nor did its importance end with the close of the first

period. When polyphonic music ceased to find place in lute

collections, and when vocal standards were more or less cast
off, we still find the lute holding, if not the same unique
position, yet one of great importance. The Parisian school

which rose into fame during the second quarter of the 17th
century, and which monopolized lute history until its decline,

could not perhaps supply the same general needs as i6th

century schools of lutenists had done, owing chiefly to the
rise in popularity of the keyboard, but it maintained many of

the best traditions of pioneership which had counted so much
to the credit of the instrument from the earliest times. If

much of the music of the Parisian lutenists sounds thin and
amateurish compared to the more ambitious attempts of their

i6th century predecessors, it cannot be denied that it was
always more mstnimental in fseling, in this way serving to

influence other instrumental music only for good. The
germs of much that characterises late 17th and early iSth

century harpsichord music may be found in the apparently
slight and unimpressive attempts of the Parisian lutenists.

With these the significance of lute music really ended, for

the revival which took place in Germany during the iSth
century, and was the direct outcome of the Parisian school, is

of interest only on account of the musical abilities of some
individuals. As a factor in music-making the lute ceased to
exist after the last quarter of the ijth century. It still lived

on in orchestras, generally in the shape of the theorbo, and
there is a con^erable amount of solo music for the lute.i

some both interesting and good, during the i8th century. It'

was by that time, however, no longer mitiative but imitative.
The 'rolue of the lute as a musical influence was gone for

ever, and it must therefore be left out of account in this short
summary.
A review of lute music in the countries where, after the

discovery of printing, it was most influential and important
—that IS inltaly, Germany, France, the Netherlands and {'

England—will therefore naturally fall into two divisions or
,

periods, which we will deal with in order of date. The first

period may roughly be called the polyphonic ; the second majr
best be described as the expressive, and between the two
there was a short transition time in which the music, bearing
marks of both periods, is of considerable interest

It will be noticed that Spain is not included among the
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countries under review, and it will be well to explain the
omiSEion at the outset. Broadly speaking, Spanish lute

nude is an unkaown quantity, for all that so-called which
has been studied chiefly through Count Morphy's work
{Lea Luthistes Espr^nols du XVI atcle) was written for the
vihuela da mam, aa instrument far more allied to the guitar

than to the lute family. It is probably well known to all this

audience that the lute belonged to liiat family of instruments

which was characterized by a ribbed and vaulted back, and
a neck bent back at an obtuse angle. Its strings were, with
the exception of the top one, arranged in pairs of unisons and
octaves, wiiich lent a certain quaJity to its tone impossible to
reproduce on an instrument lacking this peculiarity. The
vibnela da mana, on the other band, was of the guitar form,
with single strings, and was never confused with the lute,

wliich in Spain was called laud, although it was generally

spoken of as the Flemish or Italian lute. If we were to

consider vihuela and lute music as belonging to the same
category we should also have to include all that for guitar,

cithern, mandora and eveiy other plucked-string instrument
with which Europe abounded at that time. No doubt there

is much in common between the music written for each of

them, but there is also much diflerence, and a division must
be made somewhere. In any case it is time the distinction

was emphadzed between the vikutla and the lute, and
when the history of guitar muuc Is written, the vihntla will

form an important asset in the historical possessions of that

tribe of instruments.
The extraordinary amount of printed and MS. lute music

which was produced iu Italy, France, Germany, the Nether-
lands, and England throughout the i6th century makes this

period assume a universal importance that demands our chief

time and attention. Every country was occupied with its

own school, each about equally active. In the short time at

our disposal, however, we cannot review each one in detail, or

even mention the many individual lutenists whose names
evoked such great enthudasm in their day, some of whom
still live enshrined in poetry, though otherwise ibrgotten.

National characteristics of course existed: the ItaEans were
on the whole the most proUfic and the most widely celebrated
as performers ; the Germans were the most learned in their

treatises on the instrument;' England, although far behind
other countries in output, was unique in her preference for

dances and popular songs over polyphonic musicj But on
the whole the same general tendencies are visible in the lute

music of all countries during the i6th century, and it will

therefore be advisable to treat the suhject in a general way,
making only such individual distinctions as are particularly

required. ...
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The ainiBof Itttenistaof the polyphonic period were divided;

and in this characteristic we perhaps find ita most enduring
interest. As the position ofthe lute was a sort of go-between,
the instrument was alternately following first one idea,

then another. It was a pioneer in its countenance of the

popular element, in settings of popular tunes and in dances,

and it was a borrower at the same lime, as it was demonstrat-
ing its learning and ^erioii';tie!;s of purpose in iiH obsorvance
of polyphonic ways, tvidfinml liy thi^ sftliiiL's of vocal
works and original fantasias. Tlie iiiconyruiiy of pulyjihonic

music upon an instrument incapable of sustaining prolonged
sounds has been much emphasized by historians of this epoch,
and also the fact that such music when played upon the lute

at once lost its polyphonic character and became harmonic.
But although this is in great part true, it is not altogether so,

and it certainly was not at all the lutenists' view of the case.

For it was still perfectly possible to get some contrapuntal
effects from the lute, provided the sustained notes were not
too long in duration. A considerable amount could be done
in this way by holding the finger on the required fret and by
a skilful management of tone

;
quite as mucli, probably, as

was effected on the delicate quilled keyboard instruments of
the time, on which polyphonic music was played with far

less criticism of modem times. Arrangements of polyphonic
works for the lute were generally printed with si^ns^
sometimes a single or double cross, sometimes an astenski
sometimes a bar under the letters, for the holding of the
fingers upon certain frets, or when these marks were absentit

was supposed that such directions would be superfluous to
the educated musician. Their instruction books are full of
the importance of this practice, without which the music
seemed to them as anomalous as it does to us. On the other
hand, even despite the assistance of these directions,
imagination must have done something fowards making
contrapuntal music seem to them as effective on their

instrument as apparently it did ; and that their imagination
sometimes failed them is evidenced by the way the composer
ofien broke from his contrapuntal chains even in the middle
of the piece, as if he suddenly saw how useless it was and
how he had only deceived himEelf before. Moreover,
lutoiists' treatment of the settings of vocal works, especially

towards the end of the i6th century, often shows that they
ytere anything but oblivious of the character of their
instrument, for we have only to turn to the best known
examples in Chilesotci's transcriptions to see how they filled

up the gaps occasioned by long notes, with coloratur passages,
ornaments and other artifices, all producing a much more
instrumental effect than the original vocal compssition could-
have done, but all- oii^nating in an inadequacy of Ihe'
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instrument. Theic persistence in continuing to make use of
pol^honic material wlien they bad pleiitj| of opportunity of
seeing how much less suitable it was to their instrument than
the unpolyphonic kind that divided their attention, is due, of
course, largely to tlieir training as musicians. There was
nothing else to substitute which could havesatis&ed the more
serious among them. But there was another reason too, and
this was the deaire to cater to a public curiosity in musical
affairs. It is hardly likely that even the most enthusiastic

lutenist would find real musical satisfaction in a lute

tratiscription of a whole six-part Mass ; but he and his friends

wished to become acquainted with it, and were yet perhaps
unable to hear the uass in question sung, He therefoia
arranged it finr his lute, in all probability £;riving as much
edification from it as we do now from a two-hand pianoforte
arrangement of Wagner or Strauss. The situation was in no
way more inconpiious.

Side by side with these exhibitions of learning and musician-
ship in the lute, we find that other element by virtue of
which its importance chiefly stands, an element tending
towards harmony, rhythm, and melodic expression. This
element, as is well known, found expression in settings

of popular songs, in dances, and in the programme pieces
of which lutemsts were so fond—such as tlie never-feiiling

" Battle of Pavia," bird-songs and the like. The music
of this ^pe cannot always be said to bsve much intrinsic

valuei out its importance in the development of an
instrumental style can hardly be exaggerated ; and this

point has been so much emphasized by musical historians

tliat it is unnecessary to dwell upon it here. It is auffit^ent

to say that these little expressive pieces were finally the
means of turning out-of-doors that same serious and pedantic
companion — polyphony — that had taken so superior an
attitude throughout the l6th century. But the changes
it underwent in lute music before its final expulsion are both

It has been supposed that dance music upon the lute

antedates arrangements of polyphonic works or pieces
composed after the same prindplea, although an instmment
of so gentle and refined a tone can never have been used
as a practical accompaniment to dances. But whatever
mudc may have been played upon it before the opening
of the i6th century, the two kinds appear simultaneously

with the earliest printed collections—fiiose of Petrucci in

1507 and 1508—and tliey continue side by side, with very

few exceptions, until the end of the century. The polyphouic

elranent, however, at least up to the last decades of the
i6th centnry, overbalances the other by almost three to two.
The forms in wtiich both elements are found to be depressed
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were much the same in all conntiieB, although nomeoclatuie
varied slightly. They may be classed as follows :

—

To the polyphonic category belong—

(a) Setting of secular and sacred pol3'phonic vocal

(6) Original pieces generally known as Ricercari or
Fantasias, but bearing other names such as
Praeludium, Freambel, Trio or Trium, Toccata,
Fugae, Tastar le corde, and many others.

Some of these are of a very free order of form, being but
slightly contrapuntal, and forming a connecting link between
the serious and the popular elements.

The popular element was expressed in

—

(a) Settings of popular songs

;

(6) Dances of all kinds, single or in suites

;

(c) Original pieces of miscellaneous character, often

descriptive, such as Battles, Echo pieces, bird-

songs and miscellaneous pieces called Capricci,
Cromatica, &c., some of which are on the boimdaiy
line between the two different categories, having
a popular twang, at the same tune that the
polyphonic phraseology is not ignored.

As regards the setting of secular polyphonic vocal works,
the treatment varies somewhat in different countries. Italian

lutenists seem on the whole to have kept most faithfully to

the originals, although their earliest settings (to be found in

the Petrucci books) are less literal than those of the middle
of the century. They generally adhered rigidly to the full

number of parts, and, until towards the end of tbe century,
they confined themselves to works of not more than four
voices, sometimes three ; when the parts were more numerous
than could conveniently be managed, we find the tenor and
alto dcnng each other's work. Passages of quavers and semi-
quavers or little ornaments occur sometimes when the interest

demands it, but as a rule when their fancy desired more
freedom than could be found in sudi arrangements, they
appended to the literal setting a " Fantasia " or more varied

version upon the same. The sense of rhythm unconsciously
attained by the regularly recurring chords separated by rapid
passages in these versions, is a most important element in the

influence that the lute exercised. In the latter half of the
i6th century we find the tendency to literalness more often

broken, although this may be due to the fact that they were
trying to arrange more parts, sometimes five or nx, than
the earlier lutenists had attempted. But even these five- and
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six-vcHce works are sometimes literally transcribed, and tlie

results speak volumes for the dexterity of the performers.
French lutenists' arrangements of vocal music are not

neatly so literal as those of Italians, They more often

ignored the progression of voices altogether, only introducing

them if they served effectively as chords, and connecting
them with passages of quavers and semiquavers. In
instruction books the settings are always literal, except in

cases where the voices are purposely compressed, a four-vdce
chanson being set in two or taiee parts ; but, as a rale, their

lute settings are fairly free, and savour more of the lutenist'a

than the singer's point of view. The same may be said of
the arrangements in Flemish books, many of Phalese's bung
taken bodily from French collections.

Early German settings are sometimes nearly as feithful to

the originals as were the Italian ones, only they are more
often compressed into fewer voice parts, and coloratur
passages are more frequent. As German lutenists kept up
the polyphonic tradition longer than did those of other
countries, it is not unnatural that with them we find the

greatest variety of treatment. The later settings to be found
in German collections after isgo are often of compositions of
six vtHces, which are sometimes followed with a considerable
amount of fidelity for a few bars at the beginning, and then
allowed to disappear in a haze of rapid scales, &c., growing
more and more lively until the final cadence, which is

achieved with great elaboration of runs, turns, and shakes.

Sometimes, however, the voice parts continue to be heard in

places all through the composition, and we find regular blocks
of chord passages lasting some bars, alternating with passages
of -great rapidity.

English settings of polyphonic vocal works are com-
^ratively few, although there are some beautifully written
collections of lute arrangements of Italian and English
madrigals in the British Museum and the Ro^ College of
Music Library. They are mostly as ri^dly literal as Italian
settings, the nve- and six-voice compositions as well as those
for three or four voices. .English lutenists seem to have
preferred their coloratur passages in works of a lighter

character.

The chief importance nowadays of these lute settings of
polyphonic works lies in two points. The first is the definite

information they yield concerning the use of accidentals, for

the better definition of musical intervals by means of signs
indicating firets was one of the great conveniences of lute

tablature, which otherwise cannot be recommended as the
most mu^al system. The second point, to revert to what
was said before on the subject, is the way we can watch
harmmic realities evolved out of p^yphonic intentianG. We
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need not emphasise again that the meaning of these harmonic
realities was anything but understood by lutenists, but the

transforming process went on just the same, and the later

settings of compositions for five and six or even more voices

especiaHy fostered it. I£ it had been possible to get a /

polyphonic effect out of a few parts set and played together,

it was, under lute conditions, totally impossible to produce
anything but a hannonic effect out of a great number. The
greater number of voice parts present, the less chance they
tai3 of individnality.

'WRait has been said of the treatment of secular vocal works
may also apply to the psalms, motetts and other church
mu^c which lutenists were so fond of arranging. When long
movements are set, however, they are nearly always treated

literally, without the flourishes that set offthe shorter pieces

—

a point in favour of the argument that they were merely
intended to familiarize the public with the music and not to

serve only as pieces for performance.

The chief original compositions of a serious kind among
lutenists were the Ricercari or Fantasias which formed such
a large part of their r^ertoire. These were pieces generally
treated fogally, sometimes extremely tmpretentious, and of
one subject, m^ch is abandoned almost at once ; sometimes of
several, and of considerable elaboration. There is nothing
new in them, however, in the way of idea, nothing that is not

met with in the vocal transcriptions ; but they are often of
high musicianship, and some composers were famed for their

achievements in this form. The Ricercar of the earliest

printed lute collections is much less contrapuntal than it

afterwards became. In Petrucci's book, 1508, it is preceded
by a piece called Tastar U corde, here a sort of prelude with
rapid passages which contrasts with the more even and less

fanciful style of the Ricercar. The latter has very few
pretensions to a fugal character, and throt^hout the i6th
century we find composers who preferred type to the
more contrapuntal one. The two tetias, Rtartar and
Fantasia, are used indiscriminately in all countiies for Ote
same kind of piece, although the latter survived the longest.
The German and French varieties, called Preludes and
Preambeln, differed only in nomenclature, and the German
kind attained a higher contrapuntal development earlier than
did the Italian. Other pieces equally identical in purpose,
that is, in various stages between the free prelude and the
fugal Fantasia, were called Trios, Toccatas, Tastar It corde,
Fugae, which have already been enumerated and are to be
met with in the lute collections of all countries.*

* A )haft example wm played of ihg Oerman form, Fieuibel, oni oT
tha eiriltnt Gcnnan lutanlui, Jndankiinig, who pnUnhsd cdlccrion in

13*3, team which tbe piece was ukea.
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The two coDitectiDg Ittika between the polyphonically

intended pieces and those which were frankly rhythmic were,

as has been suggested, the use of chords accidentally pro-

dudng a rhythmic effect, and the coloratur that emhellished

both kinds of music. It would seem as if there ought
to be a sharp line drawn between any manifestations of

two such opposing principles, but as a matter of fact no
sharp division exists, and the two overlap each olhcr con-

tinually. It would sometimes be difficult to tell a free

adaptation of a vocal work from a dance movement treated

in the same fashion, and it is only when coloratur is left out

that the outlines become distinct and we see the wide gap
that exists between the two underlying principles.

Popular songs and dances are very nearly allied In

lutenists' treatment of them ; the dance song being one of

the most continually general demands. When not in the

form of a dance the popular song was generally arranged in

several voice parts and followed by variations of more or

less simplicity, although sometimes of great number and
length. The fashion was greatest in England, but is

indicated in Italian and German collections as well.

Dance forms, either founded upon the tunes of popular
songs, or original, are, despite their being outnumbered by
pieces of polyphonic character, by far the most important
side of lute nmsic, not only on account of tne lorms tnem-
selves, but of the placing of them in groups of two, three or

more—an arrangement which is of course nothing less than
the embryo of the iStli century Suite and later the Sonata.

Certain dances seem to have been specially regarded as

suitable in combination ; others are met with only by
themselves, but even these single ones are often followed

by another version of the same m triple time. Such dances
as the Calata ala Spagnola or a!a llaliatia, the Brante, the

Moriseo, BaUetH of various nations are always single in the

ifith century. Some German lute collections are especially

rich in national dances—such as PolnUche Tdnze, Wilsche

and Fransdsisehe T&uee, also Swiss, Hungarian, Bavarian,
Westphalian, Swahian, Kochehperger, &c. It is, however, in

the early suites that dances received their moat artistic

treatment, for in the arrangement of them lay considerable
art and refinement of musical feeling.

In Petnicci'B collection before referred to, we find a

succession of three such dances—the Pavana, followed by
a Sallarello and a Piva. The first, in common time, supplies

the material for the second and third, which are in triple time
—that is, the same melodic idea runs through all. The
first French lute collection, Attaignant's, 1529, also contains

groups of three, the Basit Dame, followed by the Recoujpe

and Tordion^ Early German suUea generally consist of a
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slow movement in common time, followed by a quick one in
triple time on the same melody, in the earliest books no
names being attached, except such as Hof-tanz for the slow
one and the Hapfauff for the quick. A little later we find

such combinations as the following : Bin guter kof Taiix

(common lime), Proportz darauf (triple), and Parana. Also
Eiii Kumtreicher Gassenhaiier, Aider Thy}. Proporti Dritt

Thyl. Towards the middle of the ccnlury we find the
movements increasing in number, especially in Italy.

Sometimes the group ends with a sort ol postlude—Toccata
to be played at the end of the set. The Riprese (not a repeat,

but a separate development of the dance theme) and the
Alio Modo, at variation, frequently followed tbe Saltarello,

There was also the Chiaretuana which had its Salianllo
attached. About the middle of the century the Passamezo
and the Gagliarda appear, with a Padovana (or Pavan) in

triple time—nearly always with the same melodic thread
connecting each. Also the Passaiiieso followed by the
Padovana and Saltarello. In Caroso's book of dances, 1577,
the Canaries

—

Canario—first appears. Towards the end of
the century the Pavan in common time, and Galliarci are

inclined to crowd out the Passaineso and SallarcUo, while
new dances such as the Intrada, the Volte, the AlUmandt
and the Jigg (of English origin) come into favour. Moreover
the single dances begin to be grouped by themselves— all

the Favana together, all the Allematides, and so on. In the
Tktsaitrus Harmonicus of Besarde, 1603, we find all the

Passamest in a group, followed by all the GugUurdae,
the AUemandcs, Branles, Ballets, Voltes, and Cniimiites. In
Fiihrmann's Testudo GaUo-Germanica, l6r5, al! the Pavans
are followed by Passamesi with variations, Galliards, Intrude,

Branles, Allemandes, Ballets, Courantes and Voltes. In
Thomas Robinson'^ Sclinnl nf Miitick. ifim. Allemandes
follow Jiggs; in Robert Dowland s Variety 0/ Lute Ussoks,

l5lo, the order is: Pavans. Galhards. Ahnains. Courantes.
Voltes. The more successful suites are of course those in

which both tempi are so contrasted as to produce a sense of

variety and lightness. The Passanieso in common time,

followed by the Galhard m » and the Padovana, m |. a
succession found in some early lute books, shows distinct

feeling for contrast of rhythm. The less thoughtful grouped
their dances irrespective of contrast, and the difference in

effect is great. Our present illustration, taken from the

Intaholatura of Antonio Rotta. 1^46. is one of the happiest

examples of good grouping, and each movement will be found
well knit together in theme and proportions with its

companiims.
These dances were often distinguished by names, not only

of songs, but also of the kind that aie generally supposed to
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have been invented by tlie Parisian school of lutenists in the

j^th century. Whether they were supposed to imply any
programme quality in the music, it is impossible to tell, for

as a rule there is none apparent. As early as 1536, in

Casteliono's collection, we find a Pavana ekiamala la

Malconlenta, a Saitarello ehiamaia La Torgia, La
Traditorella, La Desprezza and SO on. Alao names of
admirers were attached to the little pieces

—

Alletuande de
don Fedcrico, AUemanJe de due Matkias, Galliard dti amU
Essex (in a French collection) and others. In all countries
the practice was common, but in Italy it was perhaps the
most fanciful, and it may be looked upon as a manifestation
of the lutenists' desire for and tendency towards expression.

Real expression was, however, never quite reached, even
in their more conscious efforts, as exhibited foe instance in

the miscellaneous pieces, like battles, and Francesco da
Milano's setting of Josquin's Canzon degli Uccelli. Battles

were the most popular form of programme music throughout
the iGtb century, and a collection of them, even from printed
books alone, would fill a good-size volume. These are not
always very pictorially treated, sometimes in fact we hardly
catch the composer's intention, which seems anything but
warlike ; but the best and most cliaracteristic of them are in

several sections, the middle one generally consisting of
rapidly repeated notes and chord effects inleiided lo represent

drums, marching and action, the whole i)rn(hn-iiii: a ;iii>re or

less picturesque effect. And childish as ihis kind oi per-

formance seems, it cannot be denied that ihi: in=[rumcnt must
often have showed off to great advantage in the continuous
succession of full booming chords and martial time. Perhaps,

indeed, no other kind of music suited it quite so well.

All these forms, academic and otherwise, that we have
been considering, are to be met with in all countries

throughout the period of lute music which extends from the

earliest printed collection in 1507 to about the third decade
of the 17th century, when the rise of the Parisian school gave
a new stimulus and introduced new forms. There is,

however, a period of transition, roughly speaking, during the

first tbir^ years of the 17th century, when the old forms
(ftinta^as, vocal transcriptions and dances) are still met with,

although treated with much more freedom, but also when
new dances and new forms appear which anticipate later

developments. These all suggest that which is to come far

more than that which had gone before, and if they did not
occur in books where the older forms and style are still in

force we should class them at once with the later period.

Settings of polyphonic works and ^intaeias are still common
in England and especially in Germany ; in France and Italy

they may be said to have ceased entirely. Dancea form the
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chief ingredient of the lutenists' conlributioa to music, and
we cow find Ihe Sarahande which later became an important
factor in the i8th century suite ; also the Bourree and the
Ckacontie ; while the name Roiide occurs, In name, at least,

prefiguring the Rondo. The Partita [a short movement in

either common or triple time) is met witli. also the Capriccio.

the Aria, pieces consisting of chords only, to be played
Arpeggiata: and aU kinds of chromatic pieces. The chief

third, was not so conducive to the full plav of arpeg^i as
was the later so-called Gaultier tuning in the chord of D
miQor ; but still it seems as if a. great deal more might have
been done in this way. In 1604. when German Inte books
were still tnming out settings by the hundred of polyphonic
soi^s, and Italian. French and English lutenists were still

occupying themselves mostly with dances of the old order,

a certain German called Kapsperger published in Venice
a book of pieces for the chitarrone (a large kind of lute with a
longer neck, not a guitar, as its name suggests), many of

which have an extraordinary, almost bewildering, freedom of

harmony often reminding us far more of Monteverdi's
attempts at poignant expression than suggesting any
particular musical intentions. A toccata will be played as an
illustration of this, and if it be objected that music written

for the chitarrone can hardly be claimed for the lute, it may
be said in extenuation that the instrument, together with the

'

ttieaiho, was so nearly allied in structure and tone with the
lute-that solo muuc for all three may legitimately be put in

the same category. Another example of this transition time
win be played, that is a Capriccio Cromatica of Pietro Paolo
Melii, from the Infavalatura di Luito Attiorbato, j6i6.

Another feature of this period is the growing popularity ofi

concerted music for the lute. Throughout the 16th century
it is occasionally irie: with—some of the very earliest printed

books contain music for two lutes, one bearing the harmony,
the other the melody and coloratur ; and the combination
of lute and viols was probably quite common. But with the

end of the i6th and beginning of the 17th centuries, perhaps
suggested by the needs arising from the mnac-aramas,
we find the practice growing in &vour. Pieces for three and
four lutes, lute and harp^chord, late and viols, are met with
continuaUy, while in a collection of the same Melii, dated
1615. to be seen in the BiblioUtique Royale at Brussels, there

b a Baletto for nine instruments— clavicembalo, three
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Kites, Citarn Tiorhata (a kind of cythar with deep bass
strings), a double haip, bass viol, violin and flute. The
parts are mostly doubled or trebled, the harmonies of three

and four parts oaiy.

Before going on to the Parisian school, one more phase of
the traiiGition period should be mentioned, in which the lute
played a most important part and which was unique in

England and France, This was the ayre with lute accom-
paniment, called the Air de Cour in France. In England
it forms the most valuable contribution which her lutenists

made to their art, and the importance fully atones for any
lack of productiveness in solo music. It is no exaggeration

to say that it was a movement due entirely to lutenists;

for the chief influence that went to the making of the ayre

j

was the popular song, and this was brought to its fullest

artistic expression through the patronage of lutenists. In
) England we find the germs of it as far back as the middle of
the i6th centuiy, in France raiiier later. The number of
publications in both countries is about equal, but in this

' country the movement assumed greater importance in view
of what was later evolved from it. In France it had
practically no sequel ; in England the sequel was the
Caroline and Commonwealth solo song, and it is of no small
import that one of the most unique and original phases of art

in the 17th century owed its rise to the forgotten, unsung
lutenist.

The Parisian school of lute music, which began its career

about 1630, dominated the rest of the century as no other
school had ever done before, and all countries where the lute

continued in active service gave out but an echo of the

Parisian son^. There is onl^ one exception to this monopoly)
one note which retained its mdividuality, as we shall see bta:,
and that was of the Englishman Thomas Mace. To treat of
this period of lute music therefore, is, with that one
exceptioD, to treat of but the one school. Its distingnishiiiff

characteristics were chiefly what has been called by Michd
Brenet the search for picturesque expression, and the abuse
of ornamentation. The first quality was not, however, a new
one among lutenists, for attempts towards it had been made
all through the i6th century. But with the Parisians such
aims were, if not better attained, at least more elaborately

conceived. With regard to Dmamentation, it is eenerally

supposed that they not only made it an exaggeratea &shion,
but that until the rise of this school, ornamentation of the.
particular kind it practised was not known. Tliis last

supposition is based on the merest conjecture, for until the
custom arose of indicating ornaments by eigaB, we have no
means of telling how much performers may have introduced
them at ihoh own particular will and pleasure. We read
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accounts of certain petformances of i6th century lutenisfs,

in which the player's skill and lightness of hand is so extolled

as to lead us to believe there was much more at his finger

ends than the bare recorded notes. There is no doubt that a
great part of lute playing was a matter of unwritten tradition,

and that the character of the instrument demanded frequent

tricks to prolong the sound of a note. Shakes must often

have been resorted to, almost unconsciously, and probably
nobody thought of considering it a definite fashion. There
was, however, a great difference of principle involved between
the use of graces by lutenists of the polyphonic period

(assuming that the practice was common) and those of what
we have called the rapressive one—that is, in the eailiei

music they were only introduced as a detail of performance,
while in the latter they became the essence of the whole plot.-

Much of the music of the French lute school of the 17th

century exists by virtue of its ornaments, by the effect of its

tremblemtnts , its battements, appoggiaiure, slides, and all the

paraphernalia of ornamentation which lay at the finger-ends

of these virtuosi; without them it often becomes merely
trivial. This, no doubt, is a severe condemnation of a large

part of the school, since it is putting the intrinsic value of

much of the music at naught. But there were some serious

and gifted musicians, nevertheless, whose achievements are in

no way affected by the abuse of ornamentation indulged in

by their less endowed contemporaries. Moreover, the same
music whose intrinsic value is little, often bears unmistakable
historical value, and that alone justifies consideration.

One other feature characterizes this school, and that is the
extreme reticence which all lutenists showed in printing their

compositions. It was a byword both at home and abroad
that they were inclined to keep their knowledge to themselves,
and the number of printed lute collections during the whole
ceotuiy hardly reaches a dozen. Fortunately, the number of
M5S. of the period is legion, and they are widely enough
dispersed to allow nearly every country some material for

study.

We have seen that, at the turn of the century, in France
and Italy at least, dances tended to crowd out settings of
polyphonic works and fantasias, and that new dance forms
begin to take the place of older ones. By the time the two
Gaulliers—that is Gaultier le Vieux and Denis Gaultier, who
are the most celebrated representatives of the school—began
their career, fantasias were of rare occurrence and polyphonic
settings had ceased altogether. The pieces which formed the
repertoire of this school arc, in aim, iai less varied than were
those X>i the i6th century. Preludes were practically the
only form in common use which cannot be clasufied as
dances. But on the other hand, this greater sbgleness of

Diginzed by Google
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purpose went far towards the advancement of the only thing
that really counts, that is, an instrumental style. There is

also much more sameness in the treatment of the pieces,
especially the^Jances, than we find in tlie preceding century,

but again Ihey are far more instrumenial in quality. The use
oiarpig^i, principally resulting from the new tuning in the key
aiu minor, of broken chords, of all kinds of figunH which
could not possibly be classified as vocal, are all signs of a
new outlook on music. / The use of chords, which in the
i6th century had been effected largely by the mistaken idea
of reproducing voices, in the 17th was dropped almost
alto^ethei:^' There was a tendency to- thinness, a sort of
planing.Hfmm p^nfcc which Sought to eliminate all but the
bare outline necessaiy as a setting for their ornaments ; and
a desire to break up the harmcuiies into figures, rather than
to group them into chords, j Moreover, the addition of

numerous diapasons, or bass strings, lo the lute, increasing

with the century, introduced the possibility of a new effect,

and some pieces are little more than a fantasy on six bass
strings. This practice was no doubt of considerable
picturesqueness, but it was not always very interesting music.

Perhaps the most interesting form was the Prelude, which
in its most characteristic manifestation was unbarred and
written in notes of unaltered value. These pieces were
presumably intended as an introductory movement of a

suite; they weie a sort of improvisation prior to the leal

bu»Dess. Thar interpretation was probably left to the

performer, for it is not likely that the same unvaried time
continued throughout the movement ; but how they were
interpreted must remain a matter of conjecture. The free

form of this sort of prelude allowed scope for all manner of

fantasy in the way of modulations, and one of the most
popular practices was to write a prelude ranging through
all keys (" snr Ions Ifs Ions ") with the changes of key marked
above the tablature ; alto the Prelude martjuaiit hs cadences,

of the sanie character. Some of tliese pieces are of

considerable originality and charm, and they are undoubtedly

the most mu»c^y interesting contribution of the Parisian

lutenists. Two ^ort ezamples, taken from MSS. ^ the
latter half of the century, will now be played upon
the pianoforte ; the first of these has a minim placed over the
first letter of the tablature, and this is unaltered throughout

;

moreover, there is a direction that the notes should be played
"tgaUment dovctmenl tes une aprls Us anlre." The second
proude, by La Baulle, has several changes in the value of the

notes. Both are unbarred, that is, without definite measure.

The dances in vc^ue with the Parisian lutenists included

some of the older ones in use during the preceding century,

and many new. The chief, around which th^ built then
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suite, almost invariably were—following the Prelude which
served as Introdnction—the Ailemande, the Courante and
the Sarabaiide, and it is no small merit to have thus fixed

a type of suite the suitability of which is shown by the fact

of its serving as the kernel of the later keyboard suite of
the i8th century. Their order with regard to each of these
dances is rarely if ever changed, but between each, and after

the Sarabande, various other dance movements are inserted.

The English Jigg or Gigue was a popular and effective

closing movement, the Passacaille, the Gavotte, Bourries,
Chacoiines, Rigaadotis, Canaries, and later the Minuet were
introduced in various orders. The DohWe or Variation was
also frequent—a development of the Alio modo in the
preceding century. The Pavane, though not of quite the
same cMracter as that of the i6th century, still exists,

and is generally endowed with a programme quality—most
often called the Tombeau. Tomi^fiiii^rwerea veryfaa^naUe
form of programme or title, but it is not, as genenillf supposed,
original with the 17th century French lutenists. Elizabethaa
lutenists in England attached such suggestions to their

pieces, and Lamentations, Dirges, even Funerals, are

to be found scattered through lute collections of popular
character. The descriptive pieces at which French lutenists

aimed were generally so in name and ambition rather than
achievement. Such detailed descriptions as we meet with in

Denis Gaulticr's RliHorique dcs Dieux are purely literary and
have no musical connection whatever, no attempt at the
pictorial in the notes. When we read one of Gaultier'9

titles—for instance : " The Triumph. Here is related the
mag^cent triumph of great Caesar, who drags behind his

car captive Idngs, unfortunate princesseG and the spoils of
many nations"—we might suppose firom this some sort of

Erogramme quality in the music, but any other title might
ave done, for the piece is quite an ordinary dance movement

in triple time. It must be confessed that any of the subtle^
of connection between programme and music that we find,

for instance, in the later harpsichord writers, notably in

Francois Couperin, is quite lacking in any of the lute music
of the Parisian school which the present writer has come

The influence of the lutenists of this school upon the act of
harpMchord playing was very pronounced, and without
the testimony of^lute MSS. it would be difficult to account
for many of the mannerisms of early French elaveetnisUt.

These adopted, together with the ornaments in use and many
of the forms that were common with lutenists, even such
mannerisms as had no real meaning on the barpsichcnrd.

Imperfect counterp<nnt where, through the exigenciea of
fingern^f, the lutenist had been obliged to let a part rest,
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to leave a gap, the clavecin composets have reproduced
exactly, and the effect is an anomaly, as their instnimeiit was
hampered by no such difficulties of fingering. In this way
harpsichord players in the 17th century stood in the same
relation of borrower from lute forms of speech, as the lute

had stood with regard to vocal music a century earlier.

Moreover the forms, the unbarred preludes a.na dances,

as well as the feshion for fantastic titles, were all taken
bodiljj from lute music. In fact, the lute was keeping up its

traditional character as pioneer and dictator in secular

instrumental music. The time came when it was obliged to

borrow from the veryinstrument whose style it had so largely

helped to form ; but that was not until the French fouuders
of the school were dead, and their ways had passed over into

German V.

It has been said above that the school of which the

Gaulticrs •.y^:n: tin- chief exp(j:ii:iils doiniriiited the whole
of the 171I1 i:entii--v. Oiits:(ie Ira;n:e il^ jiiiliience was as
pervasive as wilhm, and whai Ime niniiic remains of that

time in other countries shows wheic ttic source of inspiration

lay. But in England, which otherwise was almost entirely

dominated by French taste, we still find one lutenist who
was worldly during three-quarters of the century in the
midst of French influence, but who kept his own individuality

throughout. At the end of a long life, Thomas Mace
published in 1676 a practical inslruclion book for his

instrument, and although he bewails the lack of interest

shown by most people in lits beloved subject, yet there

must have been a certain public for this book, however
much in the background it may be in musical history.

It is inttresting [o read in Mace's chapter on the " Common
Aspersions upon the Lute " what were considered the main
reasons for the decline of the instrument. His points, which
he spends much time and energy in refuting, are :—

"First.—That it is the Hardest Instrument in the
World.

Secondly.—That it will take up the time of an Appren-
ticeship to play well upon it.

Thirdly.—That it makes young people grow awry.

Fourthly.—That it is a very chargeable Instrument to

keep ; so that one had as [good keep a Horse as a
Lute, for Coat.

Fifthly.—That it is a Woman's Instrument.

Sixthly & Lastly (which is the most chUdiah of all the
rest).— It is out of Fashion."

Mace lumself was as ardent a believer in his instrument as

any i6th century lutenist could have been. His music has
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considerable originality, and his book should have had far

more effect than is visible. But the f rulli is that the lute was
now only in the hands of amateurs, and what position it had
had in Mace's childhood was long since gone. It no longer
had any voice in the making of fashions, and before he died
Mace must have rcali^.ed how out-of-date his enthusiasm had
become. It is strange that this same fate, or one very
similar, seems to have found that other great English lutenist

—John Dowland— more than half a ccnrury before.

One of the most instructive pagijs m Mace's book is that
where the dance and other forms in use by him and his

contemporaries are catalogued and described. There are
thirteen kinds, and it may be remarked that his description
of their character is sometimes considerably at variance from
the ordinary understanding of the forms.

" There are first Praeludes, then adiy. Fancies, and
Voluntaries, 3dly. Pavines, 4thly. Allraaines, Jthiy. Ayres,
6thly. Galliards, ythly. Corantoes, Sthiy. Serabands, qthly.

Tattle de Moys, iothly. Chichona's, iitnly. Toyes, or Jiggs,
I2thly. Common Tunes ; But lastly, Grounds, with Divisions
upon them.

" And of every of These, I will give you some kind of

Knowledge, by way of Description.
" I. The Praelude is commonly a Piece of confused—wild

—shapeless— kind of Intticate-Play (as most use It] in which
no perfect Form, Shape or Uniformity can be perceived ; but
a Random-Business, Pottering, and Giooping, up and down,
from one Stop, or Key, to another ; And generally. So per-
formed, to make Tryal, whether the Inatrument be well in

tune, or not ; by which doing, after they have corapleated
Their Tuning, "rhey will (if They be Masters) fall into some
kind of (2) Voluntary, or Fansical Play, more Intelligible

;

which (if He be a Master, Able) is a way, whereby He may
more Fully, and Plainly shew His Excdlency, and AInlitf

,

than by any other kind of undertaking; and an unlimited,

and unbounded Liberty ; In which, he may make use of the
Forma, and Shapes, of all the rest.

" 3. Pavines, are Lessons of 2, 3 or 4 Strains, very Grave,
and Sober; Full of Art, and Profundity, but seldom us'd, in

ThjEse our Light Days.
" 4. Allmaines, are Lessons, very Ayrey, and Lively; and

Generally of Two Strains, of the Common, or Plain-Tmte.
" 5. Ayres, are, or should be, oi the same Time ^et many

make Tripla's. and call them so)
;

only they differ from
Allmaines, by being commonly Shorter, and of a more Quick,
and Nimble Performance.

"6. Galliards, are Lessons of 3, or 3 Strains, but are
perfocm'd in a Slow, and Large Triple-Time ; and (commonly)
Grave, and Sober. -

Digifeed by GoOgle
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" 7. Corantoes, are Lessons of a Shorter Cut, and of a
Quicker Triple-Time

;
commonly of 2 Strains, and full of

Sprightfulness ; and Vigour, Livdy, Brisk, and Cheerful,
" 8. Serabands, are of the Shortest Triple-Time ; but ace

mote Toyish, and Light, than Corantoes ; and commonly of

Two Strains.
" 9. A Tattle de Moy, is a New Fashion'd-Thing, much

like a Seraband
;
only It has more of Conceit in It, as (in a

manner) speaking the word (Tattle de Moy) and of Humour

;

(as you will find, quite through This Book, where they are

set) ; That Conceit being never before Published, but
Broached together with This Work. It may supply the

Place of a Seraband, at the End of a Suit of Lessons, at

any Time.
" iQ. Chichona's, are only a few Conceited Humourous

Motes, at the end of a Suit of Lessons, very Short (viz.) not
niany in Number; yet sometimes consists of Two Strains,

although but of Two Semibreves in a Straia, and commonly,
of a Grave kind of Humour.
" II. Toys, or Jiggs, are Light-Squibbish Things, only

fit for Fantastical, and Easie-Light-Headed People ; and are

of any sort of Time.
"iz. Common Tunes, (so-called) are ConiD-.or.ly known

by the Boys, and Common People, Singing Them in the

Streets ; and are of either sort of Time, of which there are
many, very Excellent and well Contriv'd Pieces, Neat, and
Spruce Ayre.

" 13. The Ground, is a set Number of Slow Notes, very
Grave, and Stately ; which (after It is express'd Once, or
Twice, very Plainly) then He that hath Good Brains, and a
Good Hand, undertakes to Flay several Divisions upon It,

Time after Time, till be has ^ew'd his Bravery, both of
Invention, and Hand.
" Thus, I have triven vou to understand, the several sorts,

and Shapes, of most Lessons in Use."
Mace's Suiius 'ni uol, exiieuc occuBionally, follow the type

set by the Parisians. They alwajis, however, begin with a
Prelude ami iiiiiiLune .tnu ena wiiii a Tattle de Moy, while
between tlii^si; wi: iinii iiii! iiujowini; movements : Ayre,
Coranto ; jsvrc:, i.,ririi iiin, o!Jiiiniiiid ; Ayre, Galliard,

Seiaband ; v.oraiuo, viaiiiLirii ; u.-uHard, z Corantoes,
Seraband. i.'iur critiii with a piece which he calls

Hab-Nab. liew enticely, perhaps
on account of the " ea si e-light-headed " pec^ towhom Voej
appealed, vvi^ liii.-iii jiirar one 01 nis Suites condsdng «
Prelude, Almaine, Ayre, Galliard, Seraband and Tattle de

^ith the end of the i^th century we have come to the
inevitable decline that the lute and its lovers must have &ced
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at one time or another, for the wonder is that it held on as
long as it did. The circumstances which had rnade it what
it was to the i6th and 17th centuries were no longer the

same; other instruments of, it must be confessed, greater '

all-round capability, had become popular, and, as nearly all
'

writers agree, the enormous technical difficulty of the lute

was against its continuance. Some authorities ascribe its

decline wholiy to this reason ; others say the tablature was
an equally important stumbling-block and canse of the
downfall of the instrument. However this may be, people
had grown weary of it in most countries by the time thaf the
members who formed the Parisian school were dead. It was
still no doubt an invaluable accompanying instrument and of
great effect in concerted music, and we find MS. collections

of French solo lute music as late as the second quarter of the
18th century. But the importance of the movement no
longer weighed in musical life—it had done its work and
no more was required of it. There was, however, a revival

in Germany lasting from the last quarter of the 17th century
into the second half of the iSth, a revival in which we meet
with some of the greatest names of the period and of all tune—Bach, Handel, Haydn and many smallsi ones—iriiile a
con^erable amount of lute music, solo and concerted, datea
hrorn this time. Its forms and characterisdcs, at first taken
whole from the Parisians, later on were greatly influenced by y
keyboard music, and we see the position of the lute reversed )

from what it had been in earlier days, that is, it had become
a borrower from other instruments mstead of the never-failing

;

source whence the latter took their forms and expressions. .

Publications of lute music continued as late as the sixth and
\

seventh decades of the century, and even at the beginning
of the igth we come across occasional MS. tablature. By
that time, however, it was already a curio^ty and the
instrument more an inmate of the museum than of the home.

In reviewing rapidly the ground covered to-day, that is

the two centunes in which the lute was of prime importance
in musical life, we find at first two principal elements striving

for the upper hand, one polyphonic, contrary to the nature
of the instrument but bearing all the weight of serious
musical sanction ; the other popular and thoroughly suited

to its medium but sliil more or less tentative and
unacknowledged academically. Wc see the determination
with which, the latter idea was persevered in, and the way
the two elements were brought together and made, as it were,
to meet within a common treatment of coloratur and chord
effects ; also we find the gradual shifting of balance between
the two ,until. tlie...pD{uU&[ _idea,_afreT a half-centiuy's

contmubus mouldii^ at the hands of artists (for lutenists

were arttsts generally before they were mu^cians),
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a definile tind fiillv

disappear, the simple dam
general rhythm, and bee

lally brii

r popular

red the way for tlie change which took p!ac

. at the turn of the ccnturv, and which made

no hifih tribunal by which music was music according
as it conformed to one only standard, they were un-
trammelled by the considerations that made i6th century
lutenists so uncertain in their aims. It is therefore no
wonder that tliey acliieved a body of work more homogeneous
if less historically intetestins. more definitely instrumental if

less musical than anything that the l6th century could show
m the way of lute music. But, having accomplished this, it is

no wonder either that with the end of the Parisian movement
there waa practically nothing left for the lute to do. It had
played the part of gradual reformer, it had attained its most
characteristic individual expression—what was left was
more or less superfluous, and as the need for it vanished,

so did the instrument. It may be a matter for regret that so

fine a work of art as the lute should have disappeared,

but we cannot re-create musical conditions that have ceased
so long since, and after all, its influence, which is more
important than itself, can never disappear when the whole
of modern music is present to testify to it.

The illustrationSfplayed on the pianoforte by Miss Katlileen

Sabnon, were as a follows :

—

FUAUBEL Judcnkunig (1523)-

SOITK (FasSAMEZO, GAOLIiRDA,PADOVANA).,4)l(OMio Rotta

(1546).

Toccata Kap^perger (i6o\).

Capriccio Cromatica ... P. P. Melii (1616).

Two Pkbludbs Anon, (and half of 17th cent.).

SoiTE (MusiCK's MoNuuEHi) ... Thomas Mace (1676).
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TOCCATA (for Cnruutoia}.

A rfrggiala. KArerBKOili, 1604.

'f'r'p' r
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CiPRICClO CSOMATICA {Zu.va I,. Clmi«o).
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DISCUSSION.

Thb Chairiuh.—Those of us who are members of the

InternatioDal Hu^cal Sodety, are -under a deep sense

of obligation to Miss Dodge fbr the liffht she has already

thrown on this question ; and she has added gTMtly to our
obligation to-d^y. One of her most prominent difficulties of
course is the tablatute. Tboee of us who have sometimes
tried to make something of it, know the obstacles -that meet
us. It a perfectly impossible to judge of the nature of the
music from the tablature that stands before us. It is as bad
as a full score in tonic sol-fo would be. There is no doubt
that the graphic method of the received notation helps a
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these complexities were not deliberately created for the
purpose of keeping the body of musicians select. These
were only gradually overcome ; and then we had even worse
difficulties in vocal music in the shape of the neumes of an
earlier age. And if anyone here has tried to score a set of
madrigals from a set of the original publications, he will know
the trouble he gets into, and the intricacies of the greater and
lesser prolatiotf. It is a jaty that so interestiDg a subject
shoula be obscured by the obstacles that lie in the way of
investigation, and we can only thank Miss Dodge for her
efforts to grapple with these difficulties, which efforts have
rendered possible the excellent paper we have heard to-day.
We have also to thank Miss Salmon for the illustrations. It

is perhaps a little thankless to have to play examples on an
instrument for which they were not intended. We were
many of us rather hoping we might have the pleasure of
hearmg the actual instrument, but we thank her very much
for the way in which she has given us these illustrations.

Dr. Maclean.— I second the votes of thanks. Dr.
Southgate's delivery, and Miss Saimoo's perfbimance, were
alike admirable. Miss Dodge's lecture will afford excellent

reading. I am not an antiquarian, but would note that the
lute was in those days Just what the pianoforte is now, the
sole domestic vehicle for music. They had no bow to

draw across the strings, at least with any effect, and tliey had
no keys to strike. Consequently all was plucking ; a process
which practically survives now only in the pizzicato of
" strings." Plucking Have weak effects, but still the music
of the day was adapted thereto, and in itself was most skil-

fully composed. The dances of 154.6 just played ring as true
now as ever. There has been talk lately of the Mannheim
School be^nning with the Bohemian Stamilz, who laid

the foundations of Haydn's art, and so of modern instru-

mental music. Their music is estimable, but I do not
think it is better than these variations of two centuries

earlier. I am doubtful whether lutenists could play so
fast as we have just heard the pieces played on the piano-
forte. I have also been doubting whether the tablature really

revealed certain augmented sixth chords, Itahan or French,
which I heard. In conclusion, i womo remark tnac ustenmg
to this old music, inclines one to have less conceit about our

Mrs, A. C. BuNTBN.—May 1 make one remark? The
last speaker referred to the pace at which the music was
played. I have had lessons on the lute myself. Many of
the grace-notes which sotmd very rapd when played on the
pianoforte are played by snapping the fiagets <A the lefi-band
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on the string. You tighten the finger down on tb« boardt and
suddenly let it go, and you then get the note below also.

I am sorry the lute has not been played to-day, because it

has been played at concerts in London within the last few
days, so it is not quite out of fashion. It is a very beautiful

instrument, and people should have an opportunity of seeing
it and heariog it. The pianoforte gives no real idea of the tone.
It is also a delightful instrument to sing to. There were I

various sizes of lute in common use ; the Pandora, with wire
strings ; the Theorbo, a large liind of mandoline that rested

on the knee; and the Arciliuto, which was ^ ft. long, and J
had twenty-foui strings. The lute began by bemgfretted; the
teacher furnished tbe ftets by tying strings round the neck at

difiereat fntervalB. It was considerably later that brass frets

were introduced. Tbe strings played a very important part
in Queen Elizabeth's day. They were so expensive that
debts were paid in strings, and Queen Elizabeth received her
New Year's gift in the shape oi a box of lute strings. We
should also remember that Galileo the astronomer played
the lute, and left a tutor for it and some music. In playmg
the lute, various effects can be obtained by the position of the
right-hand upon the board. When you play low down you
can get very loud, sonorous notes ; when you play in the
middle it is not so sonorous ; when you play up on the neck
with the right-band it gives a very soft, prolonged, sustained

note, which is very beautiful, and is generally used as an'

accompaniment to songs. Then the harmonics are an efTect

which most players of stringed instruments use a great deal.

Many of the strings were doubled for each note.

Dr. SouTHGATE.—I think you have heard quite enough
of my voice, so I do not desire to trouble you with many
further remarks, though a great deal might be said. We
should of course have liked to hear the lute, but it is

exceedingly difficult to find such old instruments nowin order.

They will not bear the strain they once would, and to string

up a fine old Instrument for performance is a dangerous
thing. I possess a lute which 1 should not mind lending for

the purpose, but if I had such rare, beautiful old instcumenta

as Mt. Galpin and some others possess, I certainly would
not^t them to the test. Miss Dodge has dealt rather witiithe
music of the lute than with the lute itself. The criticism of

the different styles of music has been most helpful. It must
have shown to many of us what an important instrument the
lute was. Its influence still remains with us. One word
with regard to the tablature. It is very hard to decipher,

and only those who have attempted to do anything with it

can have an adequate idea of tbe difficulties. I have been
eng^^ied lately at the British Museum in transcribing some
lute muuc, and the difficulty to firkd, first of all, how the*
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inBtnimect is tuned needs great patience. But I am not
eure the charge against the lutenists that they wished to make
a mystery of it is correct. You must remember that the

tablature of the lute i^rew gradually, just as the neumes
developed into our modern notation. The early itinerant

minstrels who played the cittern and lute did not, I think,

know anything about tablature. They played by ear ; but
when persons had to be taught, the first thing was to tie

pieces of string round the neck to indicate where the strings

were to be slopped. They did the same thing with the viol,

so you must remember the lute was not the only instrument
that was treated in this waj. I recollect a lady wishing to

try a via] of minei and, being annoyed with the firets, as a
rdectioa on her abiUty to st^ cwrectly, wanted to have
them off, but I would not consent to it. The of these

frets is enormous. I remember Sir John Stainer telling me
he had seen frets on some of the ancient Nefer instruments of
Egypt. The tablature seems to us difficult, but there was
an advantage in it. Persons who knew very little about
music could play from tablature, because they had not to

learn what note they had to play, as the tablature indicated

where they had to put the finger. That was the beginning of
the tablature, and when it was once established there was no
reason to alter it. The professional players could read from
ordinary notation, but they preferred the tablature : my idea

Is that tbey found it a little easier. The difficnl^ of paying
the Inte was enormous, but I suppose people had more letfinre

than we have to-day. It is quite certain tiiat the lute music
that hasbeenleft us, was not simply written down to be loolced

at, but was meant to be played. I have brouriit here a book
of Chilesotti's, who transcribed a number of pieces for the
lute, not onlv solo pieces but concerted music. If Dr.
Maclean would look at this, with its donble-demisemiquavers,
I think he would say it was impossible. I feel sure it was
played, just as horn-players in Mozart s tmic plaved that

wonderful horn-music which he wrote, though players of the

present day, with all the facility afforded by the system of

pietonB, say they can only just manage it They liad their

more Uessed time then, and they practised diligently.

Miss Janbt Dodgb.—With regard to the pace at which
the illustrations have been taken, it must of course remain
a matter of conjecture. No practical experience of the lute

nowadays is of any use, as nobody has the time to acquire

the technique which virtuosi on the instrument must have
possessed, and my opinion is that these attained a rapidity
of execution which is almost impossible for us now to

understand. As to the chords, they are all perfectlv genuine
and untouched, and examination mil prove that th^ never
have more tones than the strit^ of a lute. For the
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ornaments, it is impossible to reproduce them exactly or
even approximately on the pianoforte, owing to the diflerence

of medium and of technique. There was not time of course to

go into the construction or practical details of the lute, the

subject being lute music and the paper already too long.

If the illustrations had been played on the proper instrument,

oven granted there were executants who were able to over-

come the enormous difltculty of some of them, three difTeient

lutes would have been necessary for their interpietatioo^ as
these pieces are written fbr three separate tunings ; ftnd it is

impossible to re-string and re-tune the same lute and have It

playable in so short a space of time. Moreover, it would
have been rather difficult to procure three difieient lutes ibr

this occasion. As to the tablature, we have ibe testimony of
,

ancient books that it was invented for Miwtmaicail peo^dei
(

i.e., people who could not read Dotation.
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THE EVOLUTION OF THE FLUTE.

By T. Lea Southgate, D.C.L.

From time to time not a few examples of examination
curiosities come before tne for observation and criticism. I

sometimes think that those who sel these papers, and who
are responsible for this modem outcome of to-day's musical
position, are mote desirous of plucking unfortunate candidates
than of ascertaining the practical value of their knowledge.
I could mention items which would puzzle not a few old and
experienced musicians to answer. I remember seeing in a
paper by a Welsh examiner the directions :

" Give an
account of Church Muac bom the i6thto the 19th century"!
Another: "What would be the mathematical value, if added
t^^ether, of a dotted crotchet, a dotted quaver, a double
dotted sendquaver, and a double dotted demisemiquaver,
all coatainea in a bar, value of one semibreve 7

"

Well, it has struck me what a sweet question it would be
to set : " Who invented the flute ? " It sounds so simple
and bland-like I I think my answer would have to be " No
one person J

" This important member of tbe modern
orchestra, Uke its companions of tbe wood-wind, brass and
strings, represents the evolution of countless ages. Like our
English oak, the flute grew from a germ, and grew slowly.

Owing to the needs of composers, and thanks to the several

inventions of many minds, the flute has been developed
from what may perhaps be termed an accident. The
instninient now in the hands of our artists has been
laboriously tbotlght out, and is constructed with all the skill

thai manu&cturers have brought to bear upon thdr task.

We are the favoured heirs of the ages. Sometimes one is

given to think that in these strenuous days we are not

sufGdcntly grateful to those who have laboured before us
and left to us the results of their earnest toil.

In the brief space of time allotted to me here 1 can do
little more than glance at the evolution of the flute, a
process ertending over tiumsands of years, speakii^f briefly

of the snccea^ve at^es of development until we arrive at the
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perfected inBtmment of to-day. Thanks to the ability of

Mr. }. Plnn, you be enabled to hear various examples of

these flue pipes, as this musical family is technically termed,
from E^ptian specimens of some 4,000 years ago, to the
concert flute of to-day. There is not time to dwell at any
length upon the large number of improvements in construction

which the ages have brought forth, or to tell of experiments
that have been abandoned as the outcome of the law of the
survival of the fittest. Nor shall I describe the minute
construction of the modern flute. It must be enough to

point out its typical stages, and let you yourselves be judges
of the gradual advance towards perfection—if one may dare
to apply that exalted term to anythini: luiinii.'ini:.

What a valuable work It would
assistance it would prove to the writers of musical history, as

well as to students of the Art itself, if some leisured College

Don, able to read the Greek and Latin auiiiors wuii lacmiy,
would extract from their writings all the passages relating to

music! There are plenty of men at the Universities—not
too hard worked, may I say—who could accomplish this

task. From time to time desultory extracts appear, and
indeed some few books have been put forth, but there has
been no systematic musical searchings of the classic pages of
the past. In this prosaic, exact age it may be admitted that

the pretty tale of the birds and beasts (I do not recollect

whether there were any fishes) that followed Orpheus about
when he treated them to a solo on the flute or lyre, is poetic

enough to have inspired some beautiful music. But we long
to learn something more definite about instruments in use so
often alluded to, and also what music was played upon them.
There exists plenty of material ; so I venture to express the
hope that some day leisured scholars will help muddans
better to know this. 1 would especially suggest consulting
the work by ViUoteau, a musical savant who accompanied
Napoleon Bonaparte to Egypt. He not only tells us much of

it about the ancient mu^c of that wonderful people,

but further supplements his French text with quite a large
number of references to music from the Greek and Latm
classic authors. I fortunately i
the monumental twenty volumes
and had published, and have learned n:

The legends connected with the origin of the flute are

many. Not a few old writers have attributed to Apollo the
invention of the pipe as well as of the lyre; others assert that
the hght-footed Mercury first made it, and gave it to the son
of Jupiter and Latona. If Apollo is identical with the Horns
of the Egyptians, then one inclines to believe that in times of
hoaiy antiquity the flute flrst originated on the tmnks of the
Nile. AcIaimlittleknowniathatKrisluiaitheancientHmdoa
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duty, gave his fbllowerB the flute, and there is aomt evidence
which points that way. But I must not linger over this,

beyond observing that there are some remautable coinci-

dences in the labled histories of ApoUo and Krishna which
indicate that they might be one and the same person.
Then Minerva, the goddess of the liberal arts, has the

credit of the invention
; indeed, one of her names was

" Musicia." The legend is that Minerva fashioned the

primitive instrument torn the leg bone of one of her stags.

For long it bore the name tibia; indeed, the early players were
called Tibiceius among the Latins, though AuXijr4c with the
Greeks. Ovid's talc is that, on playine her favourite flute

befMO Juno and Venus, the jealous goddesses ridiculed the
distortiona of her fece. Then, of course {like a ladjr), Pallas

Athene bad recourse to a reflecting mirror; convinced by
this, she threw away the instrument, predicting a melancholy
end to whoever found it. Well, we know what happened to

Marayas, who picked up the flute, practised it, and, unfor-

tunately for hts skin, entered at a Competition Festival.

It is, however, quite possible that this may have been a
ned-blown pipe, and not a flute proper ; the two types are

often confosed and mixed together by the old writers. It is

agnificant that the reed players shielded their cheeks by
wealing a ^o^tiA at capistrum, as a protection against the
pressure of the breath ; this device seems hardly necessary in

the case of the " soft-breathing flute."

Pythagoras makes the Phrygian King Hyagnis the inventor
of the flute, relating that he composed music for it

in the Doric mode in praise of Bacchus and Pan. Bacchus,
who appears to have been Osiris of the Egyptians, and
perhaps identical with Schieva in the Hindoo mytholc^y, is

also said to have designed the ilute. By the iTay, it is a little

curious that in the expedition of Bacchus to the East, the
God of Wine is stated to have furnished his army with musical
instruments, and to have conquered the people by means of

music rather than by the sword. The fact is often overlooked
that civilization and progress has not been confined to our
European continent and adjacent lands ; there was quite as

old a (uvilization in the far East. The years have passed on,-

beaiing on their rolls two distinct records, and it is quite

likely that Mudc owes more to China and India than is

usually conceived. Probably the violin bow and the free

reed came from the Flowery Land.
Pan, that quaint son of Mercury, has also the credit of

inventing the flute. The legend is, that the homed monster
with feet of a goat was pursuing a vii^n of irttom he was
enamoured. Juat as Pan was seizing her, she pra^«d the
Naiads, the nymphs of the water, to change her mto the
mvit^ ^anta of the river. " And go Fan cau^t the reeda in-
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his hands instead of ttie fugitive. Tbe winds moving these

reeds backwards and forwards occa^oned musical sounds,
which Pan perceiving cut down and made pipes of the
stems. He bound the different lengths together, thas several

notes were obtained from the contrivance. I should say that

examples of this device made in stone are found in the far-

away tombs of the ancient Incas of Peru. Tlie Greeks
called the instruments the irSpiyf. Then Midas, King of
Phrygia, is said to have cut reeds from the river Pactolus
and feshioncd the flute which he gave to Pan ; afterwards,

over-praising him, he invoked the revenge of Apollo, a
brother musician.

Credit is r^ihUy attached to those who have bshioned the
instrument, but I am inclined to believe that the original

idea of the flute was an accident. May it not have been
suggested by the vliid passing over the tops of the broken
reeds growing by &e nvet side ?

Lucretius Mngs :

—

'* Fond Zephers playing on the hollow reeds
First taught tbe peasant how to use tbe pipe."

And another poet :

—

" And while the soft evening gales

Blew o'er the plain

And shook the sounding reeds,

They taught the swains.
Thus, the pipe was formed.
The tuneful reed."

Surely we are justified in supposing that someone more
curious than his fellows, or, say, with an ear more keenly
attuned to the music of natural sounds—the sighing of the
wind through the waving branches of tbe trees, the fall of
plashing water, the songs of Ihe birds, the moaning of the
sea, and so on—may have been pleased with tbe notes he
heard from the reeds— Shaken by the wind," as was said

of old. So he waded into the shallow water, broke some of

them off, blew across, or, better still, down the pipe, and then
obtained the effect that Nature's breeze bad [nodnced. He
must have percwred that diSsrent lengths of reeds produced
different notes. It need not have occupied years to select

and arrange these in suitable lengths, so they were tied

together in a row, and thus was produced that very ancient
instrument the Pan-pipea. Here, then, seems the origin of

the flute, the embryo of the majestic organ.
Of the ancient Hp-blown pipes themselves we have a

few remains, chiefly from Egyptian and Greek tombs. But
there is quite a wealth illustrating these to be found on
architfKtural monuments. Here axe two cuiiontiea recently
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senttue from a Greek tomb in Sicily. They are made of

baked clay, and one might mistake them for scent bottles.

On blowing aax>8s the circular lip of the little jar a soft

muucal note is evolved. It is believed that these curious

archiuc instruments were placed in the tombs of dead
musidans, so that their souls should occasionally refresh

themselves with some music of the past. Flute-players appear
on the frieze of the Parthenon ; tliere are many shown on the

wall-paintings in the Egyptian tombs, together with not a few
notable sculptured figures with instruments, and representa-

tions on vases, cups, bronzes, coins, &c,, depicted in many art

works. With these examples before us, and the allusions to

music of the period in the pages of the classical writers, there

is ample evidence as to the prominent position which Muac
held in old times and what instruments were in use.

A very early mention of the flute occurs in Homer's descrip.
tion of the shield of Achilles, and he tdls ns that the ^rimc
was used by the Bhepherds to entertain their ^ocka.
Aristophanes, 450 B.C., in one of his comedies, says : " Let us
weep and wail like two Flutes breathing some sir of
Olympos."
You shall now hear the Pan-pipes sounded. The example

is an old English specimen from my collection. Think of the
enormous antiquity of the simple instrument, and remember
that it is still to be heard in our streets to-day, played by the
Punch and Judy performer. Judging by the statues of the
god Pan, the instrument does not materially diiTer from the
type common in Greece quite 3,000 years ago. A poet

" The pipes of Pan to Shepherds
Couched in the shadow of Menalian jnnes
Was passing sweet."

According to Strabo and Diodorus Sicculua these pipes frext
heard in the ancient Panopolis, the Egyptian " Ci^ of Pan,"
centuries before even the remote Greek date.

?rhe Pan-pipes were here played.)

ou know that in all the reed tribe of plants the stem is

hollow, but here and there are to be found knots
; these

occur where a leaf is sent out from the stem : at this point
Nature puts forth a circular wall to strengthen the plant,

dividing it into a series of hc^ow and au-dght sections.
Each tube in the series of Fan-pipes stands lor one of these
sectiona; the larger it is, thedMper the note it gives batb;
we tenn this a topped tube, because one end of it is closed.
Now a word on the theory of tone-production. If yon blow
across the open end, or partly down one of tiiese tubes—or a
common lateh-k^, for example—so adjustii^ your Ups that
the stream of breath imfunges on the tdgi <k tne tube, then
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the column of air is broken, put goes into the tube, and
part travels outside and along it. lliis flutter at the edge
causes a series of rapid vibrations to talce place, and the
result is that sound is evoked. This is the acoustic principle
underlying the production of sound in all the llue wind

The ancients only got one note out of each tube of the
Pan-pipes. Bat a development was to come, and we see its

first step in the Sebis of the Egyptians, pipes varying in

length from three feet to eight inches. The knots, very hard,
were burnt through, and the result was a tube open from end
to end. Some one must have reasoned that as pipes of
different lengths gave different notes, so if one could make a
break in a long pipe, then another and more notes could begot;
the result was tne burning or cutting of finger-holes along the
pipe. The soft cushion at the end of the fingers sufficed to close

the holes, causing the vibrating column of air in the pipe
to sound just the length of the tube partially left open by an
uncovered hole. The law of vibrations reduced to a mathe-
matical formula would have told them as much as this, but
until the time of the Greek theorists little was known about
acoustic theories; they determined in practice just what was
required. One hole having given the desired result, more
must have quickly followed until the four notes of the ancient

tetrachord were procured. Eventually all the notes of the
diatonic scale were obtained. In the truly remarkable
arghool reed flute from the Akhmin Pyramid we get eleven

holes, more than, apparently, we have lingers to cover. As
you will perceive when these Sfebis are sounded, the action of

the breath through the lips closely approximates to the effect

of the breezes of old. 1 should say that these open tubes are
quite difficult to sound. The N^y heard in Cairo to-day is

just such another open tube with finger-holes as was played
on the baitks of the Nile many thousands of years ago.
Nothing alters much is Egypt.
(Two copies of S^bis from the Egyptian tombs were faun

sounded, and a little piece was played upon a modem
Egyptian Niy—" Annie Laurie").

Music, 1 should remark, was first a pastime, then an art,

and later on it has become a science. I am pretty well

convinced that we owe our mu^c to the ancient land of the
Pharaohs. Pythagoras, the Greek philosopher, lived there

nearly twenty years. He carried thdr music to Greece,
-where it became in a measure systematiEed and studied by
the philosophers from its mathematical side. From Greece
it went to Rome, and from Rome has spread over die
.European continent and beyond. ' Moreover, wa perc^ve in

B^jpt the type of every modem instrumentused—percussion,
wind, and string. Among the numerous paintings in thor

Digilized by Google
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tombs we find a remaxkable flute concert on the walls of the

Gizeb pyramid. Here a virtuoso seems to be playing a
concerto, accompanied by a small band of flutes, not, it

should be observed, of the same lengths, thus giving different

notes. Does not this suggest some passible harmonies ?

The soloist is standing up to play, the accompanying flautists

are shown kneeling. There are plenty of examples of

concerted music depicted, sometimes as many as seven
different instruments are being used together. From their

construction these could not possibly have been played in

unison or octaves. Surely there is a significance in this.

I confess that this early flute performance fascinates me.
We have abundant testimony that there were quite as

famous players in ancient times as in these later days.

Pindar, born 522 b.c. at Thebes, second only to Homer in the

poetic beauty of his conceptions and the loftmess of bis verses,

the prince of Greek lyrists and himself a flautist, wrote an
Ode (the lath) in praise of Midas the Sicilian, a flute-player

who twice obtained the laurel crown at the Pythic games by
his performances on some flutes made of the reeds cut from
the river Cephisus; Midas of Agragas the " Glorious " has
thus been immortalized. Plutarch, m his Essay on Music,

mentions Sacadas, a musician of Argos, who three times won
the prize at the Pythian games. Strabo and Diodorus
Sicculua speak of several famous flute-players. E^mia
bewitched the artistic world of Greece ; she paid enormous
prices for her flutes made of boxwood, lotus-wood and
sycamore by the cunning craftsmen of Alexandria ; her
admirers built a temple, and divine honours were paid to her.

Isocrates, the celebrated orator, was the son of a rich musical
instrument maker at Athens ; apparently music did not pay,
or pay sufficiently well, so he threw up the profession and
opened a school for philosophy and oratory. Demosthenes
and Lycurgus were among his pupils. It seems that the
flautists of Alexandria attained great hme in playine on
that instrument. They often went to Greece and elsewhere,

obtaining large fees, and they wore a distinguishing dress.

Some of the Alexandria metal flutes were chased and adorned
with figures clothed with flomnjg drapery

;
they were quite as

much works of art as the beautiful lutes and the painted and
inl^d virginals of a later age. Not many of these actual
" spmis of time " are left to -as, but we can see examples on a
number of Greek and Etruscan vases in our museums.
Israenias, a celebrated musician of Thebes, had the strange

compliment paid to him by Atheas, King of the Sythiana,

that ' he liked his flute-playmg better than the braying of an
ass ' 1 At least, so Plutarch says. We are told that his

flute, bought at Corinth, cost a snm of ^580 of our
money. This statement may appear astmishing, but it should

DIgiMzed by Google
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be pdnted out that in an age of wealth and Juxurj', when
flutes were made in ivory, finely carved, mounted in gold,

perhaps encrusted with precious stones, there were artists

just as anxious to obtain splendid specimens of the notable
makers' skill as we meet with to-day, when wild prices,

running into four figures, are given for a Strad violm, the
actual cost of the wood and labour originally bestowed on
which was under a sovereign. There must have been notable

makers in the past who produced artistic work in wood,
ivory and ornamental metal, and there were rich players

ready to pay for a fine instrument and a came. We know
that the stalks of the lotus which grew by the Libyan desert
were specially valued and exported to Greece tor flute

construction ; the Alexandrian makers claimed to possess

secrets for the manufacture of their products. Among other
materials used was marble

;
fragments of such flutes are in

our museums. Only lately, one of our members. Colonel
T. B. Shaw-Hellier, in diggii^ the foimdatioitB of a, house
he is building at Taormina, Sicily, came across pieces of a
Greek marble fiute.

It may perhaps afford some idea of the high esteem in

which the flute was held in Egypt to mention that, like the
NSfer {the ancient guitar), which stood for the quality "good"
in their hieroglyphic system, the Sute in this picture alphabet
represents "precision, regularity and truth." It is curious
that the holes in the instrument were covered with the
second joint of the fingers, as is the Japanese practice to-day.

No instiumentG were m more common use in Egypt than the
.flute proper, together with the allied instruments provided
with the arghool reed, the ori^n of the chalumeau and
parent of the clarinet. Flutes were used by street vendors
to announce their wares : the milkman tootled a special tune

;

they were employed in conjunction with the rhythmic
clapping of the hands to keep labourers up to their work

—

the masters look care to prevent the " going canny ' in vogue
to-day. Athletes boxed to the sound of the flutes; we are
told their music was employed to entice crabs—a cheap sort

of bait for the deluded artistic crustaceans of the day 1 The
rowers in Cleopatra's barge kept time to the sound of the
instrument. Shakespeare say.s

:

" Their oars were silver.

Which to the time of flutes kept stroke."

Flutes were first attached to the terapleof the god Apis : at

hisannual solemnity the flute and sistrum only were allowed.
Herodotus, in Book 11. of his History, says, that when the
outdoor festivals of Diana and Bacchus were celebrated,
flute-players went from village to village accompanied by
singers and ciotalists with clappers to keq) time.
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Remember how great was the influence of Egypt, and how
long this lasted. It extended to all lands bordering on the
Mediterranean, and her royal dynasties with their wonderful
civilization were a living force for thousands of years. Music
marched with and was a t»]mponent part of this civilization.

Perhaps some may be surprised to hear that at Rome there
existed "A college of flute players," probably some sort of

a Guild with protective organization.

Now I must make a jump over the gap of time that
separates us from the palmy age of Egypt, Greece and Rome.
Here are some living examples of the far-reaching influence

of ancient Ef;yp[. This is quite a modern Hungarian pipe,

open from f^rid lo eiui, on ivhich I will ask Mr. Finn to pUy
you a very familiar English air—" Home, sweet home."
(The Hungarian pipe was played.J

And here is another example from Bulgaria, also an open
tube, on which "The British Grenadiers" ia practicable.

Perhaps there are some here who frequently see in our
newspapers particulars of some fresh atrocity in unhappy
Macedonia, and may think that just now the British

Grenadiers themselves might do good preventive service in

that turbulent region. Both these pipes are descendants of the
andent Niy, but the scale is to some extent modernized.
(The Bulgarian pipe was played.)

I have mentioned the difficulty experienced in sounding
these open tubes ; I can rarely succeed in directing the stream
of air in the exact place, and at the same time in covering
with the lower lip sufficient of the orilicc of the tube to close

it properly. In this type, which comes from Uganda (an old

cannibal land) and is ornamented with a ghastly trophy of

human hair, certainly not native, you will perceive at the top
a small piece cut out about the shape of a linger nail. Who
first thus nicked a pipe one cannot tell \ I should say that

the device is also found in the old Chinese Krena. It marks
a decided advance, indeed it is a departure which has had
far-reaching consequences ; from this are developed the
recorder and flageolet with their fipple or whistle-head, and,
most important of all, what we term the flue pipes of the
organ. There is little difficulty in directing the breath on the
sharp edge of this itind of tongue, producing the flutter, and
then immediately the pipe speaks. Mr. Finn will sound this

flute, and then another of the same type which was sent me by
my nephew, who happens to be a high official at Khartoum,
and had to make a long journey to the South of the Soudan
to punish the Niam-Niam tribe for making meals of our
labourers workiDg on the Uganda railway. Observe the
construction of this ealamits pipe ; it is some species o£ the
arimilo donax, and has been covered with leather, oiled to
prevent tha wood splitting owing to the great heat of the
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climate, and it is clasped round with sheet tin ; the mouth
end is nicked and furnisfaed with a protecting band of snake-
skiu. The notes are beautifully soft.

(Here the Uganda and Soudan flutes were sounded.)

The nick in the end of the pip>e must have soon become
mechanically im]}roved and developed into the familiar and
widely spread whistle-head. Here is an eKam^ made from
a bone. The pipe has onl^ three holes, and is oniamented
with curious beetle wings mtended, I am tcdd by my sod,
who sends me this from the Upper Amazon river, to be
shaken when played.

(Here the Amazon whistle was played.)

And here is an example from Tunis. (Sounded.)
Now let us pass through the gates of the PUt into OUT later

world. The first product of European dnlimtion we come
to is the old Engli^ Recorder, sometimes called the beaked
flute, because tiie mouthpiece takes the form of a duck's
beak. J prefer to use the En^ish name; not the French,
" Flute-d-bec." The recorder was a soft-toned instrument
very much in favour with our forefathers. Every "gentleman
of quality " played either the lute or the recorder in Tudor
and Jacobean times. Shakespeare often mentions the instru-

ment; indeed, there is a scene in "Hamlet" in which it

bears an important part—an ignorant commentator explained
the expression, " Here come the Recorders," as the advent of
certain high law officersl Fepys was much taken with'Qie
instrument. In his " Diary," under 1668, he writes :

—

" To Drumbleby's and there did talk a great deal about
pipes, and did buy a Recorder which I do intend to learn to

play on, the sound of it being of ail sounds in the world most
pleasing to me,"

It is difficult to obtain any expression from the recorder, and
its quiet, soft tone had to give way to the stronger transverse

flute : file type only exists to-day in the common whistle

and flageolet. Our esleemed member, Mr. Christopher
Welch, in Papers he iias read before the Musical Association,

has dealt so compleleiy with the instrument, and the many
allusions to it in early literature, that 1 need not further

dwell upon this once favourite member of the flute family

more than to mention that, like other instruments of the time
—viols, cornets, cromhoms, dolce-flutes, hautboys, &C.

—

recorders were made in sets—that is, one each for the
soprano, alto, tenor and bass parts. They were spoken of as

"Chests," because one large case or chest held the entire

family. Recorder probably comes from the obsolete English
verb " To record," that is, to ^ng as a bird does. An old

poet writes :

—

" They longed to see the day, to hear the lark

Reverd her hymns and chant her carols blest."
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Mr. Finn will play oa this specimen two little pieces
written for it, which appear in Humphrey Salter's " Genteel
Companion " {1683} ;

they are entitled " Hail to the
Mertaille Shades," and " A Minuet."
On this more modern example, which comes from the East

of Europe, he will play another air from the same collection)

entitled " Hey Boyes, up goe we."
Mr. Hermann Smith, in his interesting book " The World's

earliest Music," says that the flageolet was invented by
Juvigny, who played it in the " Ballet Comiqne do la Royne,
m 1581. Properly speaking, it should have a bulbouB or
flask-like head containinK a piece of sponge to condense Ae
moisture from the breath. The old French name Jlagol and
the German fiashintt seem to indicate that this is the more
correct derivation of the word, certainly it looks like a
French diminutive.
Pepys was also pleased with the flageolet ; it was more easy

to play and " nimble " than its more stately ancestor. He

" To Drumbleby's the Pipe-maker, there to advise about the
making of a flageolet to go low and soft ; and also a fashion
of having two pipes of the same note Cutened together, so I

can plajr on one and then echo it i^on the other, which is

mkhty prethr."

No doubt be often attempted " The Newest Nightingale "

all its trills and flourishes. This you shall now hear ; it

is from Greetings' Pleasant Companion " (1675).
. "Play us a Lesson on your Flagwlet," writes Sir Thomas

(Here was played "The Newest Nightingale.")

This is a modem small example brought from Tunis.

Greeting, in his book eulogising the instrument, says :
" It

may be carried in the pocket, and so without any trouble be
a companion by land and water."

(The Tunis flageolet was sounded.)
The double flageolet, i.e., the two pipes fastened together,

which the delightful old diarist desired to possess, stands for

the last of the duet type of flue wind-instruments, with the
exception of the bagpipes. Bainbridge, the clever English
pipe-maker, succeeded to some extent in making it fashionable

about a hundred years ago, and pubhshed a " Tutor " for it.

Either tube can be used separately, or they can be played

together. If this represents the pipes Pepys projected, you
will be able to judge whether the effect is " mighty pretty,"

as the old fellow anticipated. Mr. Finn will play " The
Muleteers' Chorus " from this book, a pretty little piece in

two parts.

Tripleflageoletswere alsomade bythe iogeidous Bainbridge.
I have not heard one. This modem double instrument is
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brought from Dalmatia by our member, Mr. E. j. Denti of
Cambridge. He heard it played by a, shepherd boy. The
two pipes are cut out of one piece of wood, and the iastru-

ment bears some interesting ornamentation. (Sounded.)
Here is an example &om Albania. It is a dtnple flageolet

with a drone, which can be varied ; it is cut from one piece
of wood. On it will be played a fragment of Slavic music, on
which theme Terschal;, the flute virtuoso, has written an
elaborate piece dedicated to Mr. Finn. {Played.) Specimens
of the type are in the Museum of the Brussels Conservatoire,
where they are erroneously termed " Zampogna,' which is

really the Italian name of the Calabrian bagpipes.
This is an old English plCch-pipe, having a broad whistle,

head and a sliding stopper. It was formerly used in churches
where no organ or instrument was availatde for leading the
singing. The note was blown by the clerk, and off the
congregation started. The question of pitch was often a

subject of dispute between tne clerk and the flock. It is

recorded that Dr. Ford, the musical rector of Melton, after

his clerk had blown the note for the Psalm, called out,

"John, you have pitched it too low, follow me." Then,
clearing his voice, he lustily began the tune. Another tale

1 have heard. A careless clerk pitched a tune so high that

the top notes could not be reached, and an abrupt stoppage
took place, whereupon this official exclaimed, " Dar'nt if oi

Bint pitch^ her too oigb," then, adjusting his fnpe, be gave
the proper note. This contrivance is stUI used at f;lee dnbs
to sound the tonic for the nngers. If blown too hard, the
note set is sharpened.
An example of the flageolet type rarely seen in this country

is the French colinette; it has a brighter tone, and is

sometimes employed in the small French operas
;
occasionally

it is played in the streets and at country dances. " Come
ashore. Jolly Tars, with your trowsers on," which Mr, Finn
will play on it, is an instance of how jolly our ancestors could
make a minor tune, or rather one cast in the modes. It was
originaCy an old song to the words, " The cuckoo 's a bonny
bird when he comes home." As sailors in past days took off,

or tucked up, their ba^s for real work on shipboard, no doubt
the Bartotial direction in this song was intended to imply that
they should jtnn in the dandng and merriment on shore in

proper ball costume.
(Air played on the collnette.)

A notice of the flute appear.s in the earliest book published
on music in connection with instruments " Musica Getutscht

"

by Sebastian Virdung, issued in 1511. From the engravings
it will be perceived that the set of four flutes shown are of the
whistle-head type. Their scale of sounds and the notation is

set out according to the German plan of the time ; the author
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considerately «ves some wood engravings showing how the
hands sbonfd t>e placed, and what fingers are required to

cover the holes. A side-blown flute is also shown.
Martin Agricola, who in 1528 wrote a curious book on

music and instruments in verse, "Musica instrumentalis
deutsch," supplies pictures of the flutes of the day. Besides
the whistle-head set of instruments, he shows four transverse

pipes with round mouth-holes near the top, which he terms
" Schweitzer PfeifTen." And here is also pictured a recorder
having a key for a low note which the fingers could not

Other authors who depict the instrument may just be
mentioned. Michael Prstorius, who published a " Theatrum
Insfrumentorum " in 1618, in his valuable pages of illusiration

shows a family of four recorders and some side-blown flutes.

Father Marin Mersenne, of the Order of the Minorites, in the

last diviaon of his splendid, extensive work, " Harmonicorum
Instrumentorum," tbe most complete and valuable old book on
early muac and instruments that we possess, dealt with the

flute family at considerable length. He dwells upon their

construction, differences, fingering, and the music suitable

for them. He terms the recorder familjr Tibia minoret and
FiiiuUs Anglieis. The oblique flute with the Bide mouth-
hole he calls Fistula Germanica and Helvetia. Why this

should be associated with Switzerland I am unable to say.

He shows how to produce the notes in tablature, and sets

these out on a stave of seven lines. This book is profusely

illustrated with wood and copper engravings. I often teU

enquirers, " If you want to know anything about old mudc,
the form and construction of instruments of the pasti

temperament, and even the acoustic side of music, so far as
vibrations are concerned, turn up the subjects in the pages of
this learned work of a mediaeval monk."
The Jesuit Father Athanadas Kircher, in his " Musurpa

Universalis," 1650, does little more than copy Mersennus.
I have not seen Hattettere, who in 1699 wrote extensively

upon the transverse and other kinds of flutes. However, it

is recorded that this author and player first used a transverse

flute in the Paris Opera-house m i6go. Some interesting

pictures will also be found in Father Bonnani's " Gabinetto
Armonico," 1722.

Many later works have appeared on the flute. It is only
just that I should mention two English authors, Mr. R. S.

Rockstro and Mr. Christopher Welch; Mr. Welch's
exhaustive enquiry into the invention of the Boehm flute,

and what led up to this, is a monument of erudition and
patience of which tbe Members of the Musical Association

reasonably be proud as coming from one of th^
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It is not possible to fix the date of the introduction of the
transverse flute, i.e., played fiom a side-hole, Machault, a
French 14th century poet, mentions the instrument.

Practically it is a reversion to the typical Pan-pipe, in that,

as well as the old pipe .and pcakt'd tliitc, one end of the tube

is closed
;
but instead of being blown across from the other

open end, an embouchure is cut near the closed end of the

tube, and info that the player directs his breath, the lips

playing an important part in controlling the tones. Eockstro,
in his book on the flute, says the ancients had no transverse

£ute- He is wrong. The Sthi was held obliquely, though
blown fcora the end; this was the parent of the Greek
AayiMact certainly an oblique -piAyeA flute. lis common
appcllatimi, the German flute, is ridiculous; it is quite

CerUdn that this did not emanate from Germany, as has been
asserted. The Chinese Tsche is far more likely its origin.

This is an ancieiit bamboo flute closed at both ends, held
sideways and blown through a bole in the middle. In that

magnificent monumental work " Tree and 5en)ent worship,"

by Sir James Fergusson (1873], an official publication of the
Government of India, will be found pictures and photographs
of the very ancient Buddists' Topes of Sanchi and Amravati,
funeral monuments in Bhopal, Central India. The dates of

these wonderful erections is circa b.c- 50 to a.d. 150. On these
are sculptured several figures playing on the side-flute. An
instance is to be seen on the wails of the old cathedral at
IUe£^ Russia, the date of which is a.d. 1340. Similar
examines appear in the remarkable pictures in the famous
"Caatigasde Santa Anna," a tnanuscnpt of the 14th century,

in the Escorial, Madrid ; other instances are found m
old missals. At first the flute, like the recorder, had sis

holes at the top and one at the bottom, for the thumb;
chromatic intervals could only be produced by what is termed
cross-fingerings, and the intonation was very uncertain.
It is claimed that in 1726, Philibert, a Frenchman, added an
additional hole, stopped by a key, D sharp or E flat ; but
there exists an engraving of 1690 showing a player using such
an instrument. The introduction of three more holes funiisbed
with keys is associated with the name of an Englishman,
Joseph Tacet ; thus all the chromatic intervals were provided
except C natural, which was forthcoming a little later.

Quantz, the teacher of Frederick the Great, composer,
^qtlomatist, and a remarkable man, dedgned the mode of
leogtbening or shortening the head-joint so that the instrument
could be tuned. By that time the makers constructed the
flute in sections, which could be ea^y fltted together and
made into a complete air-tight tube.

Time does not more than permit me to mention the names
of Dorus, Pottgieser, Tiotnlitz, Weber, Siccama, Clinton,
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Pratten, Captain Gordon, Richard Potter, Reverend F. Nolan,

Nicholson, Carte, Cbche among those who sought to improve
the instrument, nor to detail the experiments made with
cylindrical and conical bores, the efforts to put the holes in

their true tonal positions, yet so that they could be conveniently
reached, the different systems of closed and open hales, and
the various methods of fingeria^ that have been tried in the

onward maich towards pw&ction. In modem times flutes,

bendes bdng constructed of various woods, have been made
of g(jd, ^ver, brass and ebonite ; perhaps this latter compound
substance is the best material for the instmrnent.

The early European flute tribe ofinstruments, like those ofthe
ancients, weresimplydiatonic tubes. If any chromatic intervals

were required, they could only be imperfectly approximated
by cross-fingering and variation of the breath pressure. We
are not endowed with enough fingers to close the twelve holes

required for the chromatic scale, so the early ladder of notes
was limited. But the demands of composers had to be met,
and, as time went on, the makers succeeded in the task.

Eventually spring keys, controlled by the fingers, were pilaced

over some ofthe Holes. Who first thought of thisdeviceis not
recofded ; ceitidnly he was a ^itis. I would mention that

in Vtrdung's bo(&, 1511, is depicted a bass recorder having a
key at the bottom of the inatrnment, protected by a cap.

The device is shown in all subsequent works. But I am of

opinion that the plan of stopping oiF notes not wanted, and
then making them available, is very much older than
our i^th century. Pausanias, a.d. 170, tells us that PronCmus
the Tlieban invented adjustments by which the same pipe
could be set to different modes. That reads obscure. But
let me mention that four Greek-Roman flutes were found in

the debris of Pompdi ; they are made of ivory, twenty-one
inches long and three-etghtfas of an inch in diameter ; round
the tubes are eleven rings of silver and bronze, with holes in

them, fitting close to the tube, but ea^ to rotate by means of
a loop button at the bottom. So you see these cotdd be
turned round and made to correspond with the open holes
of the flutes, according to what mode it was desired to play in.

I put it to you ; have we not here the germ of the clavia,

i.e,, " a key," to cover or uncover the holes needed for its

particular performance? So it seems to me. Facsimiles of
these pipes have been made by Mahitlon, of Brussels.

Another instrument of the same typSf found at Salamis in

Cyprus, is in the Cesnola Museum at New York. With an
argbool reed this gives a complete chromatic scale. These,
I believe, are the real ^p^i (silkworm) flutes of the ancients

;

th^ stand for a mechanical adjunct and advance on the
simple pipe.

I^rocticBl success in all that seems needed was attained by
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Theobald Boehm, a Bavarian bom in 1704. After long
experimenling he submitted three flutes to the public. The
first was made whilst in London in 1831, when he played at

the Philharmonic ; the second, in 1S32, was a conical flute,

with the new fingering. In 1846 he introduced a tapering

in the head-joint which ensured just intonation. He made
the lower part of the tube slightly conical, put the holes in

their true positions, and invented a system of keys and
Angering, all of which improvements satisfied artists and
introduced us to the beautiful concert flutes used to-day, It

is claimed that Boehm's scheme with the fourteen sound-
holes gives perfection of tune, equality c£ tone throu(rtiout,

increase of power because of the enlargemrat of the boles,

and greater control of sweetness because the notes are easily

produced.
Before the perfected instrument is played to ^ou, you .shall

hear some of^its simple predecessors. Here is a Japanese
example; observe the large size of the finger-holes. It was
the family flute of a great noble, and was sent me by ,b

'

friend from the Land of the Chrysanthemum.
(Japanese flute sounded.)

Here is a common example I bought in Portugal. It is

made of baked clay; material, it may be observed, has not
much to do with the tone-production of instruments.

(Portugese flute sounded.)
Here is a whistle in terra-cotta, used in that country to

attract and snare birds. (SoundedJ
This is an early one-key flute of English make. Of course

its capabilities are limited, but its tone answers to the

ancient description of the instrument, " The mellifluous

flute." On it Mr. Finn will play two movements, an Adagio
and Allegro from a Flute Sonata by Handel.
The flute tribe, unlike the reeds, and indeed other members

of the great orchestral family, strings and brass, is not
complete. Tenor and bass flutes have been made, but they
are not satisfactory, although our forefathers seem to have
considered them so when the Recorder chest was in use.

There ate both natural and acoustic difficulties which,
perhaps, some day may be overcome, and then ne shall

nave the pure, sweet fiute-tpne available throughout the
orchestral compass. We all delist in the charming little

fragment for three flutes Haydn has given us in the
" Oreation ; " still more beautiful would be this characteristic

lone-quality if tenor and bass ports could be added to it.

There is a part for the bass flute in one of Lulli's Ballets
written down to tenor C.
This is an admirable specimen of a nlver alto £ute mode

by Messrs. Rudall Carte ; it ^oea down to fiddle G. Mr. Finn
will play upon it acharminghttlepiece,"Sprii^BAwakening,"
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1^ Emil Bach. Mr. George, of the fiim of Rudall Carte, ha.s

londly lent this instrument. (Played.) Here is a. past
attempt to make the flute easier by providing a whistle-

bead joint which can be substituted for the ordinary
embouchure ; it is blown through a tiny little piece of pipe
let into the side at the top. The tone is soft, but not much
expression can be obtained. The old tune " AH ye that love
good fellows," will be played upon it. You may like to hear
this specimen of a favourite flute in China ; it makes a little

departure from our instruments in producing a slightly reedy
tone, owing to a piece of paper pasted over a side hole. An
inscription on it relates to " Love and Moonlight." (The
" Blue Bells of Scotland" was played.)

Now we come to the concert liute of to-day. See what
the improvements of the ages, the thoughts of many minds,
and the genius of men have done with the simple open
pipe in use among the ancient Egyptians. In uie sfiort

extracts I have selected for illustration, you will be able to
note the beautiful, even tone, its briUiancy, and the expres-
siveness of our modern instrument.

It may be stated that the manuscript of the Beethoven
Sonata was found in the Royal Library at Berlin in igof
by Herr Ary von Leeuven, the solo flautist of the Imperial
Opera-house in Vienna. The work is not in Beethoven's
handwriting, but it is fully admitted that the title-page is

his. There seems every reason to believe that it is really an
early composition of ue master, probably written about

1790, to which period belong the early trios, serenade, and
some sonatas.

(Mr. Finn played the " Air with Variations " from
Beethoven's Flute Sonata.)

I will ask Mr. Finn to play one of Che variations on a
&.vourile German air in a piece by Boehm illustrating what
is termed " double -tonguing." !t gives one the idea that

a theme is being played by one flute and another \s accom-
panying it. Perhaps also there may be time foe another
variation, which exhibits the brilliancy of the instrument

—

and the agili^ of the player.

(The Boehm Variations were played.)

The fife is an early small aS transverse flute, and has
been much used for marching purposes in connection with
drums. Its best form is seen in the modem inccalo, which
is in effect an octave conical flute, and a useful memberof the
orchestra.

Here is the latest development. Mr. Gioigi blows his

flute from a hole in the end ; it is a straight, not a transverse

flute. Naturally this would seem the correct position as
corresponding to the oboe, clarinet, and so on. However,
flute-players may hold a different view. Mr. Finn will play
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a hominpe on a picc^o of this type, the smallest member of
the flute tribe and of the orchestra itself. (Played.)

I hope from this rapid, and necessarily imperfect, sicetch I

have endeavoured to show you how, from the simple reed
pipe of Pan and the S6bi of the Egyptians, by the successive

improvements of the ages, there has been evolved that
valuable and fascinating instrument we so highly prize

to-day, the concert flute. I must not attempt to survey the
music that has been written for the instrument.

With the exception of Messrs. Rudall Carte's silver Bute,

the Chinese and Mr. Finn's concert flute, all the instruments
that have been shown aie hom my collection.

DISCUSSION.

Thb Chaibman.—It is an old sa}dDg that " it is an ill wind
that blows no one good," and I think we have realised its

trutli this afternoon, since unforeseen alterations in the
arrangements have resulted in our having so interesting and
instructive a paper from Dr. Southgate. As the lecturer truly

said, the evolution of the flute is a very wide subject, but we
have had so comprehensive an epitome of its history that
I ventnre to say we shail all leave this hall wiser and not
sadder. PeT]in)S one of the most remarkable features in the
development of'all instruments is the increase,in pure tone
power. Whatever may have been the strength of the old
Egyptian harps, the tone of the flutes, from the manner in
which they were blown, must have been soft and feeble, and
the difficulty in blowing them makes one tliink that the
slaves wlio played before Cleopatra must on sundry occasions
have had anxious moments. One of the advantages of
Dr. Southgate's paper is that it has enabled ns to hear
Mr, Finn's illustrations. The flute is commonly accused of
sameness of tone-colour, but we have had no tack of variety

of timbre to-day, and I was much ii^ressed by the beauty
of tone and finished phrasmg of Mr. ^nn's pla^itig- I feel

sure that I shall be ezpresung your wishes if, in tendering
a vote of thanks to Dr. Southgate tat bis delightful paper,
I also convey to Mr. Finn your appredadon ofhis valuable and
pleasure.giving assistance. The subject scarcely calls for

discussion, but I have no doubt some of you wilt be able to
supplement the paper, and we should greatly esteem any
remarks from Mr. Welch.
Mr. C. Welch.—I fear I have little to say beyond thanking

Dr. Southgate on b^alf of myself and my brother finte.

players for so kindly taking an interest in our instnmient.
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Perhaps I might add a word on the amazingly long period
through which flutes of Niy type can be traced. Three or

&UI years ago I saw two instruments of the kind—they were
exhira»d at Burlington House—taken from an Egyptian
tomb which Mr. Garstang, who discovered it, considered
to date firom about 2400 b.c. They were made of reed, aod,
notwithstanding their immense age, so perfectly preserved
that a local musician played them as they came from the

tomb. Again, there is in the Ashmolean Museum at Oxford
the outline of a figure of an animal playing on a musical
instrument which seems to me, judging from the position,

slightly sideways, in which it is held, to be intended for an
end-blown flute. The figure is far earlier than the tomb just

referred to, it being pronounced by Professor Flinders Petrie

to have been drawn nearly seven thousand years ago. It

seems likely that the instrument called by the Greeks the
Monaulos belonged to the Nay family. The Monaulos was
popolar in Egypt ; its invention was ascribed to tiie Egyptian
deity Osiris, and a name by which it was known—the
Calamus, or reed—connects it with the Nfly,which signifies the

reed. I am aware that M. Gevaert considers the Monaulos
to be a kind of recorder, influenced seemingly by the
circumstance that the Monaulos was admitted to be the

sweetest of ancient, the recorder of modern, instruments.

But the Nay— I have heard it played by an Egyptian
professional musician—is very sweet and soft. The accounts
we have of tlie sweetness of the recorder are almost incredible.

Dr. Southgate has just told us what Pepys thought of its

tone; there is, however, in bis Diary a still stronger passage
than that to which Dr. Sonthgate referred. Pepvs was
so struck with the effect of rectsderB used to call up tne idea
of the Engine of a chtnr of angels in one of Massenger's
plays entitled " The Vircin Martv^." that he wrote :—" But
that which did please me beyond anything in the whole
world was the wind-music when the angel comes down,
which is so sweet that it ravished me, and did wrap up my
whole soul, so that I became really sick just as I have
formerly been when in love with my wife." He resolved

then and there "to practice wind-music," and when entering

in his Diary the purchase of a recorder for the purpose writes

the words Dr. Southgate has quoted. I hope Dr. Southgate

will allow me to difi'er from him on the subject of the

fastening together of two flageolets, which Pepys was taught

how to do his flute-maker, Drumbleby. The object of Hie

cratrivance was not to play two notes at the same time, as is

done on the double flageolet, but to play a passage on one

flagetdati and then "echo it," or repeat it, on another of

a softer tone, the two beii^ fastened together, as I think, to

enable the player to change instruments without being
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obliged to put down the flageolet on which he was playing in

order to take up that on which the echo was maae. t will

not detain you by going into details—the story is rather

long—but I hope to bring my views before you at a future

time, not by asking you to listen to another of my dry
papers, but by begging your acceptance, as members of the
Musical Association, of a copy of a book I am preparing in

which Pepya's connection with the flageolet is discussed.

Mr. CoBBETT.—I am very anxious to know whether any
manufacturers of modern flutes have attempted to obtain a
portametito upon the instrument. I think it is one of the

reasons why so few great composers have written solos for it.

When you speak of perfect intonation, I think you use the
term relatively. I have sometimes tried to play on the violin

in unison with the flutes, but failed to get in perfect tune

with them. Might we be allowed once more to hear half-a-

dozen notes from one of those old flutes ? Is it not possible

that by constant playing the old Egyptians did succeed in

getting a more powerful tone than that produced this after-

noon ? I think that tnodern makers have done wonders in

the way of mechanism for facilitating the manipulation of the
instrument, but I doubt if we have heard anything more
beautiful this afternoon than the low notes from the ^yptian
flutes, and 1 should like to hear them again.

Dr. Maclean.—Is it not possible that whistle-heads have
tumbled out of these old instruments?

Mr. Finn.—Possibly, but I do not think it likely. Yon find

instruments just like these, played in Constantinople and
Cairo, at the present day.

Mr. J. H. Barber.— I have come upon flutes in Ceylon and
India, where the upper part of the tube was stopped with
beeswax. The natives use a form similar to that of Egypt,
but they also use the transverse flute with the holes burnt
out, as was mentioned by the lecturer. These are in constant

use among the natives. There are records of Ceylon anterior to

the birth of Christ, in which the flute is mentioned, so some of

these instruments must be of very ancient date. I am an
admirer of the flute, and have played it since I was a boy.
1 was a pupil of Kockstro, and therefore you will excuse me
for taking up your time. With regard to the piece of music
that was played, I daresay it is not generally known that a
concerto was written by Boehm to illustrate his flute, to
show how difiicult pieces can be played on it. He also wrote
a fantasia on Beethoven's Waltz. .

Mr. Finn.—There was one very popular piece by Rockstro,
to illustrate the use of modulation. It had got about that
nothing but pieces In C or F could be played on the flute, so
Rockstro wrote a difficult piece running into all k^s. But I

think Rockstro made mistakes in scone of bis assertions. -
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Dr. SouTHGATB.—We are told that in Ceylon vrax is used.
Here is one from the Soudan that has the same characteristic
Though savages and cannibals, it seems that these people had
some ingenuity. They found that by making the outlet a
little smaller it was easier to get the tone. Those interesting

little statues from Egypt, of which Mr. Welch has spoken,
I have had in my hands. They are very very much older

even than he imagines. Professor Flinders Petrie told me
that they came from the foundations of one of the ancient
pyramids. When I asked him if they were 4,000 years old,

he said, " More likely S,ooo or 10,000 years." One of them
has a pipe which is undoubtedly a Nky, but the other has a
double pipe. Now think of the period of time it must have
talteu to develop a double pipe, and you will see how ancient
the single pipe must be. With regard to whistle-heads

falling out, that is impossible ; they are all cut out of the
instrument itself. It is quite certain that absolutely perfect

intonation is not possible on any instrument with fixed keys

—

piano, organ, or any wind instrument of this kind. But artists,

by manipulating their lips a little, and using the breath in

different ways, can sharpen or flatten a note a little. Probably
the Egyptians got a little moretoneftom their instruments than
Mr. Finn has got this afternoon, but I do not think much
more. Nothing is easier than to make copies of these ancient
instruments. You have only to make the dimensions
correspond. If the length, bore, and holes are in agreement,
you get the same tone and notes that were heard thousands of
years ago. I am not a flute-player, and therefore cannot say
anything about the portamento.

Mr. Finn.—Something can be done to modify the pitch by
turning the instrument about in this way. But it is desirable

to leave something to the artist.

Dr. SouTHGATE.—In all instruments with fixed keys you
cannot expect to get gradation between the notes. Tho^e
members who also subscribe to the InUrnafional journal
will remember that, in a recent issue, a description and drawing
was given of a wooden double-flute still in use in Bosnia.
Only lately I heard in a country town a street musician
playing on two ordinary Un whistles: the embouchures of
both were placed in the mouth, the fburfingeia of either hand
coutrolled the vent holes. Of course the compass was
limited

;
however, It was possible to play a ^ple melody and

add a second part. Besides the thanks already expressed to
Mr. Finn, we owe thanks to Mrs. Hester Paai for so kindly
undectakiDg the pianoforte accompaniments.
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The Gener.il German Musical Aa3Qcialion (E.l.
Emil Vogel, obituary (G.l-Iiud. Sdiwarl! (Leipzig).
B-,„m,=na G. -A. Sandberger (Munich).

'

9 Beanelt (£.).
and Moasaorgsky (F.)—Louis Laloy (Paris).

sccmovetfs " Immortal love " latter (G ) Z lac'"

—

PngnmniB MoeIi^ and After (E.).

i-uuaa ocnoDi-ieacners- ^.ongress at Uer n—G. Schunemann BarHnL
New worki In England (E.).

lI«r^n^

IJe contamporaries of Bach and Handel {E.)-Fr. Nieclcs (Edlnborehl.
The miiBcarSnblime(G.)-R.Hohenem5ar (Berlin). ^ '

PARt [J. SapiEHEBa, igo8.

Jena University Jubilee (E.).
The Philosophy of Wagner's Rim; " t
The music of the Spheres (G.)—Friti B
Schopenhauer and Wagner (E.),
Kilson's Connterpoiat (E,).

Total-^ p
*Fai1riada
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SAMMELBANDE {Quarterly Magazine).

SIXTH YEAR.

Part I. Ocioebr—December, 1504.

Two Accoonls reining to the Chapel-Music of the King of France (F.l—
M. Brenet (Paris],

History of Iha Kfinigsberg Ho[-Kapelle, 157S—.1750 (G.j—A, Mayer-
Rebacli (Kiel).

Schmflllil's Liederbucli (1544) and ilie Quodlllat of ihe tliih cenlory (G.)

—E, BienenfeW JViecm.i].

Lonis Maieiiand, 17111 century orginisL |R)—A. Pino il'^ris),

Alessandro Scarlatti's Hatpsiciiord Music IE.]—J. S, Shcdloek (London).
Benda's "accompanied" Monodramas (G.)—E.lstal (Munich).

The Principle of the Hydraulic Organ (E.)—C. Maclean (London).
The luienisi Hans Judenkanlg (Q )—A. Kocziri (Vienna).

Jean Marie Leclair the elder (F.)—L, de la Laurencie (Paris).

Emanuel Aloys Fotster {G,)~K. Welgl (Vienna).

Part 3. April-Jdne, 1305.

Church Songs of Ihe old Ossero Diocese (G,)— L, Lach (Lussingrani
The didactic poem Lcs fichccs Amoureux," 14th century (G.)—H.

(Halle).

Boniignac, a forgotten French musician ol the ijlh century (F.l—
H. Quiltard (Paris).

Alosjandro Scarlatti's Harpsichord Mnsic (E,)—J. Shedlot^Ii (London).
The Stttat Cadlia Society Avignon, iSth century (F.)—J.-G, PrOd'hommB

{Paris),

Euly Amoricui Operaa (E.)—0. G. Sonneck (Waahington).
BmtUk'i HonodranuL (G.)—F, Bnuckner (Leipzig).

Pabt ^, jnLV—Sbftbhbbk, 1905.

of the German Si

o Theorist (E.^

I Agents " satirical pamphlet of Simon Mayr (G.|

—

lalr (Maibnrg).
dial Halle in i7i6(G.)^H. Sdflert (Beriln),

Review of J.Wolff's History of Mensarable KotatloD 1250—1400 (Q,)—
F. Lodwlg (Potsdam),

Total—641 pages.*

SEVENTH y£AK.

Pari i. OciosaB—Cbceiiibbr, 190J.

Harp and Lyre In old Kordum SiiTope (G.)—Hortsiua Panhm
(Copenhagen).

Magister ZivSe and Ms School : the hTslory of Boliemian music In
XIV, cantnTT (G.)—ZdenUi N^edlt (lW<ie)-

The Moddaiu M the Dauphin^ (F.>-J.-Q, I^'lumme (Paris).
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JoLann HeuKi^l, <ii i;oo— JsS.i-j (G.)—Wilibald Nagel (DarmBtadi).
A Music Feslivai al Nuremberg in 1619 (G,)—Tobias Norlind (Gotland).
An unknown early work by Jobann Eccard (G.)—Ernst Praetorius

(Charlotteaburg),

The "Altaiburs" mnsictd fiunily In Thmiagia (G.)—Arno Werner
tratisrleld). .

L«tUn from joWm Woffi Fnak regarding the Hunburg Open (G-)—
Anio Wenm (Kliarfeld).
1. — . jjif jjjj^g (G.)—Mas Sdfiert (Berlin).

Nolafion (d,)-Johannes Wolff(BoUn)^

Parts. Jan

Cm exotic melodieebahatmonited ? (G,)—Ono Abra^iam andE. IS.

Hombostel ^erlin).

- . . a records on Cantors, Oisanlili, Organ-
id State-musicians of olden tlmea down to iSoo (G.)—
orius (Cbulottenburg).
ans in the XVO. and XVIII. centuries ; the Robols (F.)—

Instrumental Music of the XIV.—XVII. centuries illustraled in Sculpture
(G,]-Hugo L<,!chlentrill (BerlinJ.

Instnimental Omimentation in the XVIII. century (G.)-Amold Schering
(Leipzifil.

Historical Sketch of the Overture (E.)—Frederick Nieeks (Edinborab).

Bow Bells and English "whole-swinging" and chiming (E.)—Charles
Maclean (London).

A School Festival in Halle-on-the-Saala, r665 (G,}—Ernst Praetoiiui
(Charlottenburg).

On G. Ph. Telemann's Biography (G.)—Max Schneider (Berlin).

-Observations of an old Viol-Player" (G.)—Ludwig Sctledennate
(Marburg).

Malibran" (F.)—Martial Tcnco (Piri,;).

Andeot Greek Mnslc (G.)—Albert T
- " - ^ence mtiaieal di^fram IF.)—

in tbeHbtOiy of Polyphony in the Midi
The Florence musical digram IF.)—Ch. Em. Kuelle (Paris).

English InBlmmentallna at tbe Danish Court In the time of Bhakenttaie
(E.)-V. C. Ravn (Oniaalugen).
Wbi^hlp0 AD^^em^L^rd, forThy tmitoroeny's Bate°

(M^Jan)^°

The "Leonore ou I'ainour caojUEal" of Bouilly and Gavcaux. Apropos
Ihe late " Fidelio " centenary (F.)—J.-G. Prod'homme (Paris).

What an organist of tbe XVII. cealury bad to know (G;)—Tablas Xorllnd
(Kalmar).

Total^-643 pages.*
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EIGHTH TEAR.

Part i. October—Deceubeb, igoS.

Tunisian mGlodtes on the Phonograph (G.)—Erich M. von Hombo9lBl
(Berlin).

tiew coninbutions to the history of the Italian Oralorlo In the XVII.
century (G 1-Araold Schering (Leipzig).

Regarding n recent biography of Leonardo (F.)—FtaiKeKo Ftovano
(Rome).

A contribution to Bach'TessBicli (G.)—Emsi Pnelorina (ChaHottenborg).
Johann Kuhnau's relation* wlU) me town of Eilenbnrg IG.}—Amo Werner

(Bitterfeldl.

The sense of absolute piteli and music (G.)—FbUe Anerbach (Jena).

Two letters from C. Ph. Em. Bach to AJaiaadar Rdnagle (G,)—O. G.
Snmeck (Waahingtoi^-

The nusteMnasiGiani ^ lbs French Ken^sunce and ihdi historian

'.)—R. TtMDi Bnnconr (Puis),

r Connnoniotimu.

PutT 3. Jahoux—Mahcb, igoj.

Annamitic Music (G.)— Knosp (Paris).

Fearsalt on Chanting (E.)—Wm. Barclay Squire (London).
Clandlo Merulo's Edition of the Madrigals of Verdelot (G).—Al^

Einstein (Munich).
The " Hortus MusBrum " of 1552-53, and arrangements of pieces for solo

voice and lute (F.)—Henri QuitUrd (Paris).

The Beggar's Opera of Gay and Fepusch (G.)—Georgy CalmQs (Berlin).

Pabt 3. .

French Manuscripts in Spain, Pari I. (F.)—Pietie Aubry (Paris).

Orlando di Lasso and France (G.)—/'
Eitraots from the French " Ragisle

(Paris).

The origin of Church Songs (G.)—Ad. ThUrlings (Berne).
Absolute-pitch sense (G.)—O. Abraham (Berlui).

The home and odgiD of polyphonic mnalc; a conectlon (G.)—Victor

Leonardo Leo (E.)—Edward J. Denl [Cambridge).
Handel, Erba, Uno and Slradelia |E.j-Percy Robinson (Manchester).
OmamentationintheSoloAirs of Handel's " Messiah " (G.j—Max Seiffe

Tottl—637 pages."
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NIHTH TEAR.

Part i. Octobbs-Dbcuibbk, 1907.

The meiTophony (lutemli^liiBlng) ot the Pundlkal U •oliUion Ol the
Byzaminc neum«3 (G.)—Haga Rlemuin (Ldpzb^.

The Song-colleetioD ot King Al^W of CsitUe (£.)— Aubry
(Paris).

Remarks as to the miulcal hI«toi7 of andsnt Bgjpt (F.)—Fnncnco

Notes en ibe xWt. ceotury Gnittailst, Robert de Vlsfe (F.)—OlcaT
Chilesolti (Bauauo).

" Sparks from a Pytbagorean Smilby," siring music (GJ—Bemhan)
Ulricb (Beriin).

Court-music at Oetlingen-Wallerslein (G.)—Ludwig Schiedennair
(Marburg).

Three papers on the opera, from Addison's " Speciaiot " (G.)—Georgy
Calmus (Berlin).

From the "Minnesinger-records" of Augsburg (G.)—Wilibald Kagel
(Dacmsladl).

Studry Communications.

Pari 2. Jasuahy-M*hch. 1908.

The Moiarabic chant in Spain (F.) —Pierre Aubry (Paris).

The atrophic atnicture of the " Tiaclus " melodies (G.)—Hugo Eiemann
.
(Leipzig).

Music in the Swedish libraries printed before 1700 (G.)-Tobia5 Norlind
(TomeliUa).

Glnck's lillle-kno\™ opera - Tigcine " (F.)—Francesco Piovaoo (Rome).
The origin of the ffistheti? emotion (E.)—Feiix Clay (Limpsfiald).

A popular view of musicirslhcticB (G.]—Paul Moos (Dim).
Sundry Communications.

Regarding a Bosnian doubte-fiule (G.)—Curt Sachs (Berlin).

Ornamentation as Indicated by Signs in Lute Tablature (E.)—Janet Dodge
(London).

Italian mn^dans at the Neuburg-Dijsseldarf Couri, 1614—171G (G.)

—

Alfred Einaleta (Mualcb).
The assthetlca of ProEiamme-Music (F.)—M.-D. Calvocoressi (Paris).

Medlav^moDodles (G.)~£. Bemouim (Zijrich).

Part 4. ]i;ly—Sepie»beh, igoS.

The Hindu Scale (£.)—A. H. Fox Sirsngways (Wellington College!.

Solmisation among the ancient GreeLs |F.)~Ch, Em. Ruelle (Paris).

Ancient harp-playin;! in the North (G,)~Finnur Jonsson (Copenhagen).
Luzzasca Luzzascbi's solo-madngals uiib clavier accompaniment (G.)

—

Otto Klnkeldey (Berlin).

On the hisioiy of the Luyihon Clavicembalo (G.)—Adolf Kocziri (Vienna),

Claudio Monteverdi's "Return of Ulysses'' (G,)—Hugo Goldscbmidt
(Berlin).

The St. Michael's School Choral Llbraiy at liineben In Bnch's time (G.I
—Mai Seiffert {Berlin}.

Hugo Rlemaon's History ot Muilc, Vol. II., Fart I. <G,)—Hugo
L^chteutritt (Berlin).

The Canlot appointments of Saxony (G.)—Amo W«mer (Blttedbld).

.

Sundry Communkatlons.

Total—fijf pages.*
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